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Angry Calls Greet
Foreign Aid Bill
On Senate Floor

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Mrs. Truman Turner has a
Ponderosa Lemon tree which
bore fruit this year. Four
lemons came on the tree but
three fell off. The one that grew
made up for the lack of nurnbers
however. This one grew until it
weighed one pound. It measures
12 and
one-quarter inches
around. She made a pie of one
last year. She and Truman came
In anlohowed us the lemon and
itisolfio huge Persimmons which
would send any possum into a
frenzy.

By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Foreign Aid program, which
already was in deep trouble,
faced a new assault today from
senators who contehd the
United States has been dealt a
humiliating setback at the
United Nations by the very

nations if has been helping.
The $3.2 billion aid bill, brought
to the Senate floor Tuesday,
was greeted by angry calls for
retaliation against aid recipients who voted to expel
Taiwan and give its seat to
Comunist China. Friends of
Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalist

government were expected to
mount an effort to trim the bill
—particularly a $100 million
US. contribution to the U.N.'s
development assistance program.
The aid bill, even before the
U.N. vote, was on shaky ground
because of longtime opposition
from the traditionally isolationist Midwest and because of new
criticism from senators who
Here's something that parents
feel that bilateral aid is at the
could give thought to. It's a
root of U.S. overinvolvement
release from United Press Inaround the world.
ternational and goes as follows:
By BRUCE W. MUNN
Assembly ousted Nationalist
The U.N. vote on China,
"Parents of college freshmen
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)— China from the -United Nations, however, ,heightened the critiean help students by letting them
Communist China may send its handing the United States a cism and produced warnings
knew they' Can Yttunble-change
delegation to the United Na- major diplomatic setback. The that the entire aid program
career plans get a bad gradetions within the next few days. Americans, led by US. Ambas- may be scuttled. Sen. William
without,lesing face, advises
There were numerous reports sador George Bush, had fought B. Saxe, R-Ohio, sought to send
Arthur S. Goldberg, associate of
both in the United Nations and a last-ditch battle to save a the bill back to the Foreign
TOBACCO BARN BURNS—A member of the Murray Rescue
on Pottertown Road. Three
subdivision
Stamps
and
Roberts
the university's College of Arta
in world capitals of what the U.N. seat for the Nationalists. Relations Committee until temSquad is pouring water onto a fire that destroyed a tobacco barn
acres of dark-fired tobacco was reported destroyed in the blaze.
and Sciences.
Chinese planned to do. Howev- There were a number of pers cool; but he withdrew the
owned by D. W. McKlimey. The barn was located near the
Staff Photo By David Hifi
"Fears of parental anger and(
er, there was no official repots'
, including one that the motion when it became obvious
disappointment are very real,"
confirmation either by the U.N. Chinese diplomitic mission in he would lose.
Campaign
Spending
according to Goldberg. "Students
leadership or from Peking Canada was preparing to send
The administration indicated
terceive the college experience
down some of its members to Tuesday ,it might approve of
Nearing.
$1
Million
as a test of their worth as human
So far, Secretary General take the seat.
cuts in the U.S. contribution to
beings, and fear that any
A report by the German the United Nations—not as a
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( UPI)The Thant has not received a repl
stumbling or sign of indecision
Kentucky Registry of Election to the cablegram he sent at News Agency DPA from Peking retaliatory measure but simply
suggests they are not worth very
Finance reported Tuesday that midnight Monday informing said Chi, speaking to correspon- because the world organization
much."
expenditures for next Tuesday's acting Communist Chinese dents at a diplomatic reception, has been spending too much
Those campaign stickers with and Shelby C. Kincaid of
gubernatorial election by the four Foreign Minister Chi Peng4ei indicated his government was money and that the U.S.
The above dispatch is only too an unlikely pairing of candidates Lexington, former chairman of
Eighty-five Girl Scouts of candidates is nearing the $1 that the General Assembly had deciding whether to send a contribution has been too high
true and many college freshmen turned up again today, just five the state Democratic party who
voted 76-35 to grant them-entry.
for too long.
Murray will be a part of 1,000 million mark.
(Conthined on Page Twelve)
are under the greatest • mental days before the November 2 was replaced by J. R. Miller of
Secretary of State William P.
The official campaign MILS At the same time, th
Brownies, Juniors, C,adettes, and
(drain they will ever face, in that election.
Owensboro when Ford won the Seniors at a Girl Scout Land- from the day after the May 25
Rogers gave that indication at
Luncheon
Ladies
Day
first year of college.
"Emberton-Carroll" is printed nomination in the Primary.
a news conference, adding, "I
Between-the-Lakes Hike Day, primary to the Nov. 2 election.
FRIDAY GRID GAME
on the stickers received on the Miller is Ford's top campaign Saturday, October 30.
Planned
At
Oaks
Club
hope the United Nations will
Figures showed the following
TO START EARLIER
Election day is next Tuesday.
news desk of the Ledger & Times advisor.
not be weakened." He called
The local Scouts will join others campaign breakdowns:
The regular ladies day lun- the expulsion of the Nationalists
today. The stickers were mailed (Continued on Page Twelve)
Republican
Party nominee
from the 13-County Bear Creek
HighThe Murray
Words, we think, fraught with anonymously to various reporcheon at the Oaks Country Club a mistake of major proportions
Girl Scout Council for an all-day Tom Emberton: Total confootball game,
Russellville
gravity;
ters across the state today, acwill be served on Wednesday, and predicted that the world
Iributions $668,595.83; total exwill
follow
some
of
outing,
and
Are these, you have no -cavity. cording to wire service reports.
to be played at Ty Holland
November 3, at 12:15 p.m. with
the marked nature trails that are penditures $644,611.43.
stadium here Friday night,
Thomas D. Emberton is the
Linda Emerson and Laura (Continued on Page Twelve)
Democratic Party nominee Lt.
a part of this recreational area.
will get underway at 7:30
At any rate this was our feeling Republican candidate for
Parker as cohostesses.
They will also enjoy a tour of the Gov. Wendell Ford: Total conp.m. rather than 8:08 p.m.
dentist Governor and Julian M.Carroll is
when we left the
Members are asked to sign up Wranglers Riding Club
Empire Farm, and a visit to the tributions $407,789.84; total exthe
kickoff
as
has
been
yesterday and were informed the Democratic nominee for Lt. Mrs. A.B. Crass will be the
at
the pro shop or call Mrs.
guest speaker at the meeting of museum at the Conservation penditures $343,671.18.
Plans Business Meeting
time in the past.
that we had no cavities.
Governor.
Emerson at 753-2923 by Tuesday
Commonwealth Party nominee
the Zeta Department of the Center and view the Land BetThe clash will mark the
A few days before last May's Murray Woman's Club to be held ween the Lakes film.'
morning.
The Wranglers Riding Club will
A. B. Chandler: Total confinal home game for the
New high school appears about primary election, similar
All members are urged to meet Thursday, October 28, at
on Thursday, October 28, at 7:30 Senior troop 179 of Murray will ' tributions $3,094; total exTigers this season. Murray
ready. Sycamore is gravelled and stickers
were
mailed p.m. at the club house.
attend the luncheon and the seven p.m. in the Calloway
be in charge of the Hematite penditures $2,090.23.
High will close out it's
graded with the new gutters and anonymously to reporters pairing
general business meeting to be County Court House for a
American
Party
nominee
"Low Income Consumer Lake Trail and will assist 25
season at Ft. Campbell on
curbs all finished. Machine at U. Gov. Wendell Ford with
held in the afternoon.
business meeting.
Junior and Brownie troops as William E. Smith: Total conCourses"
will
be
the
theme
of
the
Saturday, Nov. 6.
work this morning removing Carroll. In that election, Carroll
Others
assisting
the
hostesses
This is an important meeting
tributions
$1,081;
total
•
erthey
take
a
2I/2
mile
hike
program
by
around
Mrs.
Crass.
She was
The Murray High Black
excess dirt from the north side of was the running mate of Ford's
will be Ada Sue Roberts, Jo and all members are urged to be
penditures $1,482.50.
the lake.
appointed
in
February
of
this
and Gold band, winner of
the curb up to the fence.
Lovett, Clara Benton, Josephine present. -A nominating comopponent, former Gov. Bert T. year as curriculum writer for the The following troops and
Under state law all candidates
three first place trophies
McLemore, Polly McGinnis, mittee will be elected to nominate
Combs.
Consumer and Homemaking leaders from Murray will attend must file reports of contributions
during the past two weeks,
!diddle schoolers glad to be able
Margaret Trevathan, Juana officers for 1972 as well as othet
There was no immediate Curriculum Guide for the state of the L.B.L. Hike Day: 199, Mrs. and campaign spending 30 days
will present a , show at
to go to school at about 8:00 and comment from either the
Dodson, Roberta Ward, Corinne business concerning the club
before
Kentucky by Miss Mary Bell Marjorie Wagoner; 47, Mrs. before an election, 10 days
halftime.
get out in the mid-afternoon Democratic or Republican
McNutt, and Martha Tibbs.
work.
Vaughn, state director of home Jerry Hopkins; 121, Mrs. Alfred an election, and no later than 30
Tiger fans are reminded
-.rather than 6;30, however, the_ campaign headquarters.
days
after
the
election.
Dr.
economics education, and
190, Mrs. Frank MatLindsey;
that the game will start at
high schoolers are not too excited
A note, paper-clipped to the Alice Koenecke, chairman of the tox; 48, Mrs. Annette Gordon; 55,
The figures released Tuesday
7:30 p.m., thirty minutes
about the new hours. We think stickers, reads:
home economics department Mrs. Sue Mc('.oart; 143 Mrs. were those for 10 days before the
earlier than usual.
they rather like being off all "Emberton-Carroll victory on
Bailey Gore; 65, Mrs. Toutselection.
Murray State University.
afternoon.
Nov. 2 will put Julian, Fontaine Hostesses for the meeting will McEllen; 40, Mrs. Marilyn
and Shelby back on top among be Mesdames Cody Caldwell, Weatherford; 216, Mrs. Jamie
us Democrats. It will send Ned to Robert Hahs, A.H. Kopperud,' Washer; and two new troops, one T
I
Washington in 1972 and will Tom Rowlett, H.B. Bailey, Jr., led by Mrs. Pat Swift and one by
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —The than a mile beneath the surface
return J.R. and Wendell back to and Buist Scott.
'Mrs. Charles Smith.
administration has decided that of the remote Alaskan island of
Owensboro soon."
the United States will go ahead Amchitka in the Aleutians
It is assumed that the note is
Nov. 4 with its controversiat despite strong objections by
referring
to
Fontaine
Banks,
a
Report cards for the first
•
project to explode one of Canada, Japan, many conservagrading period at Murray High former aide to then—Gov. Combs
history's mightiest underground tionist and environmental
School were distributed this and now an Emberton backer;
Thirty tapes and a suede coat
tests of a nuclear weapon, the groups, and representatives of
morning (Wednesday), acwere stolen from the locked car
office of Sen. Mike Gravel, D- Alaska and Hawaii.
cording to Principal Eli
It will equal in power nearly
of Ken Thomas of Murray Route
Alaska, said today.
Alexander.
Reunions, football, dances, officially Nov. 6—with most of the Six at the parking lot of the
The Atomic Energy Commis- five million tons (five megaParents are urged to,examine
food, parade, parties, golf, pretty attention centered on a morning Murray Division of the Tappan
sion called a news conference tons) of TNT—more than 250
the cards,sign them and have the
coeds—all are a part of the miracle and a 2 p.m. football clash Company,according to the report
for this afternoon, presumably times the might of the atomic
students bring the cards back to The United Service Organi- traditional Homecoming
made
to
to make the formal announce- bomb which leveled Hiroshima
the
Murray
Police
between the Thoroughbreds and
school on Thursday morning.
zation's (USO) annual fund weekend at Murray State
in World War II.
ment.
Department this morning at 7:11.
)hio
Valley
Conference
rival
Report card day is the climax raising campaign will be con- University Nov. 5-6.
The test, code-named Canni- The purpose of Cannikin,
Thomas told police that the
Austin
Pea)
,
State
University—
of nine weeks work and there will ducted in Murray on October 30, A crowd of about 12,000 is exright vent window was broken to
kin, is to be exploded more which has cost about $200
be two grading periods in the 1971. On that date personnel of pected to be on the campus for lomecoming eve will offer ex- gain entry to the car, a 1969
million to prepare, is to test a
citement
too.
semester which will end with the the Pershing Rifles of Murray the weekend of festivities and
Spartan missile warhead for
Dodge charger. The theft ocActivities
will
get
underway
at
Christmas vacation, Alexander State University's ROTC Detach- renewal of old friendships during
the administration's Safeguard
noon Friday, Nov. 5 with the curred sometime between 10:30
Mrs. Harlan Hodges
said.
ment will conduct road blocks at the 39th annual celebration.
defense system against nuclear
second annual Murray State p.m. Tuesday and this morning.
12th and Main and 12th and
Although Homecoming Day is Alumni Golf Tournament at the The coat was brown and a size
missiles.
Sycamore Streets to solicit
The Amchitka shot had been
38,
police.
The
tape
Thomas
told
Calloway County Country Club.
The Murray Fire Department planned originally for early
contributions.
player in the car was also broken
Bob
Brown
of
Murray,
class
of
was called to Lerman's Depart- October.
There are 263 young men and
1940, is the defending champion in the theft and vandalism.
ment Store on the west side of the The Cannikin test device, the
women serving in the Armed
Hall
Joseph
White
L.
Gray
of
in the 18-hole event for graduates
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be the court square in downtown most complicated ever deServices from Calloway County,
State
Murray
Dormitory,
The Kentucky weather report: a spokesman said. "Your con- The Progressive Homemakers and former students.
guest speaker at the meeting of Murray on Tuesday at 3:45 p.m. signed, is now nestled in its
University, from Princeton
Widely scattered showers tribution will help to provide Club filled five gift bags for Reunions will be held Friday
the Woman's Missionary Union of Cause of the fire was a short in shot chamber 5,875 feet beneath
the
City
Police
reported
a
theft
to
extreme west late today wholesome entertainment for shipment to servicemen in evening for members of the
at 10:30 a.m, that the Memorial Baptist Church on one of the lights, but the fire was Amchitka's bleak surface.
spreading slowly eastward over these and many other young Vietnam, according to the local school's early-day dance bands on Tuesday
Thursday, October 28, at 7:30 out on arrival of the three trucks
Opponents of the test tried to
and for former students who were occurred sometime between p.m. at the church.
the state tonight and Thursday. people in service
clubs Red Cross Chapter. Mrs.
with Chief Jackie Cooper and prevent it through court action.
and
October
15.
October
13
Partly cloudy with little change throughout the world," John R. Gedric Paschall was chairman of staff members on either the
The
Murray
woman
nine
will
review
regular
firemen.
The
Gray said eleven tapes, eight
(Continued on Page Twelve)
in temperatures „through Thur- Thompson, campaign chairman, the committee for this service school newspaper or the school
track
stereo, and a tape case, the book,'The Tall Woman" by firemen removed the fuse and
yearbook.
sday. Highs today and Thursday said.
Wilma
Dykeman
checked
at
the
meeting.
the
building,
owned
by
project.
The Billy Shelton Band of the valued at $59.00 were stolen from Mrs. Hodges is one of the most the John Ryan Estate, before
mostly in the 7(s. Lows tonight in
Anyone desiring to make a
Also, the
Paris
Road
early
1940s will be highlighted at his car while it was parked either outstanding dramatists in this returning to the station.
the low 50s to the low 60s.
contribution may do so at one of Homemakers Club contributed
band
reunion dinner at the in front of White Hall or in the area and is known and loved for Traffic was rerouted around
a
the places mentioned above or by money to help cover the cost of
MSU business faculty parking
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Rt.
7,
Box
Thompson
at
to
mail
(Continued on Page Twelve)
postage for shipping the bags.
lot, according to the police her special expressions given in ,he court square .while the Mrs. Marti Adams, R.N., Hazel
extended 34, Murray.
The Kentucky
Route Two, was elected to the
Other organizations were listed
report. He said the car was her book reviews, a spokesman firemen were at the scene
MAGAZINE CLUB
weather outlook Friday through
said. This book is a story of a
Board of Directors of the Kenpreviously. Calloway Countians
locked at all times,
Sunday:
TWO CITED
HOSPITAL PATIENT
'pioneer
woman
mountain
tucky Nurses' Association
shipped approximately 100 of The Magazine Club will meet
Most1.3‘. cloudy with chance of Claude Wilson of Murray is a these bags is they participated in
relating the hardships and joys of Two persons werk cited by the
Two persona are elected to the
Thursday, October 28, at 2:30
showers or thundershowers patient in Room 1495 E, Baptist the Christmas in Vietnam 1.971
SPECIAL MEETING
a woman of this area during and Murray Police Department early position each year to serve for
Woman's
p.m.
at
the
Murray
Friday ending late Saturday. Memorial Hospital, Memphis, program. If
Murray Chapter 92 Royal Arc following the Civil War.
this morning. They were one for three years.
other Club House with Miss Roberta
any
Becoming fair Sunday. Mild Tenn. Persons may address organizations left bags without
Masons will have a special All women of the church and public drunkenness and one for
Mrs. Adams is the wife of Billy
Whitnah as hostess. Mrs. 0. C
Friday turning colder Saturday cards and letters to the preceding the,ir organizations name o Wells is the leader foc the meeting Thursday evening at their guests are invited to attend driving while intoticated and no Adams of Hazel. She teaches
and Sunday. rtigns min Dos to mm address. He entered the hollpital them,the should infortn the Red program, "International 7:30 at the Masonic hall. All the book review.
Nursery operator's license, both issued at community nursing at Murray
80s. Lows upper 303 to low 50s. on Tuesday.
members are urged to attend. facilities will be available.
3:03 a.m.
State University.
Cross, cffice, a spokesman said. Students".

China May Send Delegation To
UN Within The Next Few Days

woParty Campaign Girl Scouts
Stickers Back Again To Join In
'Hike Day'

Mrs. A. B. Crass
Is Zeta Speaker

Murray High School
Report Cards Issued

USO Fund Drive
Set For Saturday

The Weather

Many Festivities Set
For MSU Homecoming ,

Clubs Contribute
For Gift Bags

Nuclear Test November 4
Given Administration OK

apes & Coat
Stolen Here
Last Night

Mrs. Hodges Will

Firemen Called To
Lerman's Store

Speak On Thursday

Mrs. Marti Adams
Named To Board
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Wall Street
Chatter

Paul (Cricket) Perdue, age 51, died yesterday at his home in
Cadiz. He was a former Murray resident.
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield, member of the House
Agricultural Committee, will be guest speaker at the annual
Farm Bureau membership meeting on October 28.
The 196142 United Fund Drive for Murray and Calloway County
has passed the halfway mark in reaching the goal of $21,250
needed to support vital community welfare services.
The grand opening of the Lad. and Lassie Children's Shop is
being held today and tomorrow. Mrs. James Payne and Mrs. Tip
Miller are the owners.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a

TIMES FILE

Toy P. Farmer died October 25 at his home on South 6th Street.
Jean Ryan, William Foy, James Shell, Gene Woods, Auburn
Wells,JoturPiirdom, Ralph Boyd,Terry Grant, John T. Murdock,
and Robert White are Calloway County studentS enrolled at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
The Murray High Tigers won their sixth game of the season by
downing St. Frances Aces at Owensboro 26 to 13.
The engagement approaching marriage of Miss Charlene
Allbritten, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Rudy Allbritten, to Ernest E.
Thompson,son of Mr. and Mrs. W.0. Thompson of Spruce Pine,
Ala., has been announced.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

s

Hospital Report

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

Schoolmen hail
ruling on taxes

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
Politicians
and schoolmen
make
you
shall
truth
And ye shall know the truth, and the
nationwide are ecstatic over a
free.—John 8:32.
recent California Supreme
No man is more truly enslaved than the one who is dishonest
Court ruling that says paying
with God, with men, and with himself.
for schools largely through
local property taxes is unconstitutional.
California's court said such a
system discriminates against
the poor, denying them the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
equal protection guaranteed by
being
politics
are
of
fabric
worn
Patches on the
the federal Constitution's 14th
stitched and cross-stitched with threads of venom Amendment.
It is just the kind of decision
that augur nasty months ahead and we will have
nobody to blame bu the Republicans, the that many officials and
schoolmen have been waiting
Democrats, the Wallaceites, the splinter parties and for and they are hailing it as
the calendar---which is to say, 1972 is a presidential the most momentous since the
U. S. Supreme Court ordered
election year.
If forced to choose between the penitentiary and an end to segregated public
schools in 1954.
the
Local politicians are hung on
White House...I would say the penitentiary, thank
the hook of higher, everincreasing real estate property
you.,.
taxes for their largest budget
—W. T. Sherman
item, public schools. They are
caught between fire from
property owners — many
without children in scheol —
and sniping from parents
seeking improved school
performance. Local officials
arid some schoolmen believe
they ran get off_the hook_if they_
Proposed Federal legislation congtomeration of excise, sales
kick the problem upstairs to
and
other
taxes
which
these
which would help States and local
the state.
governments increase their tax governments now depend upon.
But the public is not inrevenue without major impact Although State and local tax terested in increasing local or
revenues
have
risen
sharply
in
upon the taxpayers looks like a
state taxes to finance
good idea to most of the nation's recent years, the U. S. Treasury education, according to the
independent
business
en- still collects more than twice as -Third
Annual (Gallup)
much as all other government Survey of the Public's Attrepreneurs.
units
combined.
Based on its nationwide poll,
titudes Toward the Public
Hartke's Schools."
the National Federation of In- Under Senator
Last year, 56 per cent were
dependent Business reports 57 proposal, State and local
would
be opposed to higher local school
percent of the businessmen governments
support legislation by Senator stimulated to raise the money taxes; 52 per cent this year.
When people were asked last
Vance Hartke'llf Indiana which they need, but their tax increase
would establish a Federal tax would be at the expense of year whether they favored
credit equal to 50 percent of State Federal collections because of increased state taxes so that
and local income taxes paid by an the taxpayer's 50 percent credit. property taxes could be
individual. Such taxes can now be Many of the independent lowered at home, 54 per cent
deducted from gross income (as business owners have expressed said yes. This year, only 46 per
an itemized deduction), but concern over the increasing cent accepted it.
If the state of California
Senator Hartke's measure would dependence of State and local
also allow a taxpayer to subtract governments upon Federal appeals the decision to the
it
half of the _State and local income grants, and Washington's maze U.S. Supreme Court and
tax total from amount due on • regulations. which control agrees with California's
concurrence could
Federal income taxes. In effect, such expenditures. Governors jurists, such
require revision of school
most taxpayers would have an and mayors look increasingly to
financing in most states.
effective "writeoff" of from 65 to Washington for the funds they
Otherwise,it merely will be a
peed.
Reaction
to
Senator
HarBO percent of their State and local
precedent. Gov.
pleasant
tke's proposal seems to indicate
taxes.
actReagan's
Ronald
The Federation's poll found business support for enabling ministration may not appeal a
State
and
local
governments
to
only 33 percent of the
ruling with which it probably
businessmen opposing the get a greater proportion of the agrees.
California's
legislation and 10 percent un- tax dollar, without going to Democratic
Legislature
Washington, hat in hand.
decided.
recently rejected a Reagan
Business owners of Kentucky Some of the business support plan that amounted to
voted this way l 60 percent favor may also be based on the con- statewide
financing
of
Senator Hartke's measure, 27 viction that if State and local education. The final outcome is
percent take a negative view and taxes continue to increase, the years away.
taxpayer will need the partial
Similar test cases have been
13 percent give no opinion.
An objective of the bill is to relief thatika Federal tax credit filed in Colorado, Illinois,
Michigan, New Jersey, Texas
encourage States and cities to would provide.
and Wisconsin, the Education
make greater use of the income SCHIRRA SURVIVES CRASH
Commission of the States
tax, and be less dependent upon
CREEDE. Colo. (UPI)-.-A
funds dispensed by the Federal plane carrying former U.S. ECS) reports. Baltimore's
government. It is proposed as an astronaut Walter Schirra and mayor promises to sue the
state of Maryland to force state
alternative to the President's his family crashed Monday
payment of all school costs.
revenue-sharing
Federal-State
afternoon'. No one was injured. Maryland
has
already
proposal. Senator Hartke en- The plane was piloted by assumed school construction
visions more than $10 billion a Frank Compton, president of an costs Montgomery County,
year in State revenues (and more environmental engineering firm Md., outside of Washington and
billions to local governments.) which has employed Schirra.
one of the nation's wealthiest
through increased use of
With Compton and Schirra suburbs, says it will fight such
graduated income tax, wftich he aboard the craft were the a suit.
characterizes as equitable and former astronaut's wife, JoseExcept for Hawaii, the only
efficient, as compared with the phine, and a daughter, Suzarue. statewide school system, most

Isn't It The Truth!

Proposed Legislation
Would Help Taxpayers

Great Importance Attached
To Visit Of Yugoslavia's Tito

By Uafted Press International
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 27,
the 300th day of 1971.
The moon is in its first
tion which would allow them to
By STEWART HENSLEY
quarter.
play the role of a third force in
UPI Diplomatic Reporter
The morning star is Saturn.
world affairs.
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
—PresThe evening stars are MercuThe other three are dead
great
attaches
ident Nixon
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
They
were Prime Minister
visit later
Those born on this day are importance to the
Jawaharlal Nehru of India,
of
President
Tito
week
of
this
under the sign of Libra.
President Gamal Abdel Nasser
because of his
President Theodore Roosevelt Yugoslavia
Egypt and President Sukarno
of
enduring position of leadership
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states provide less than half the
cost of public schooling and
some pay a third or less. Full
state funding of schools is the
most popular of several
alternatives to local property
taxes. It poses the problem of
loss of local control of schools.
Organizations such as the
ECS, the National Education
Association, the American
Association of School Administrators, the National
School Boards Association and
the Council of Chief State
School Officers agree that the
amount spent on a child's
education should not be
determined by geographic
accident. They are concerned
about local control.
They believe the state should
guarantee a basic'amount of
money per pupil 'and that
subdivisions should be allowed
to supplement it. Supplemental
payments, however, could
create the unequal conditions
overruled in California.
Dr. Byron W. Hansford,
executive secretary of the
Council of Chief State School
Officers, thinks school taxes
should be based on the individual's ability to pay, rather
Ihan the value of MS real
property.
He says an income or sales

tax would be more equitable.
Hansford emphasizes that
state financing need not mean
of local control. It depends
upon how this term is interpreted and how the
legislation is written, he adds.
The argument hinges on the
theory that the quality of
education depends upon the
amount of money poured into
schools. Schoolmen have yet to
decide just how much money is
required to educate a pupil
adequately, let alone develop a
definition of an adequate
education. There is little
evidence that education has
improved as a result of the
massive influx of federal funds
into so-called disadvantaged
schools where, in some cases,
per pupil expenditures were
higher than in some of the
nation's outstanding private
and public schools. Considerable evidence shows that
these programs have failed and
that some pupils got worse.
Good school administration,
outstanding teaching and up-todate curriculum stressing
basic skills can be found
throughout the United States
regardless of a eounniunity's
wealth or amount spent on
schools.
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Administration Is Shaping Duel
Strategy To Deal With McCloskey
By GEORGE MARDER
WASHINGTON UPI) — A
dual strategy is shaping up
within the administration to
deal with Rep. Paul N.
McCloskey of California, the
only declared candidate for the
1972 Republican presidential
nomination.
•
The first part would have
President Nixon and members
of the administration give
McCloskey the silent treatment
at least until next spring.
A top political aide to the
President believes that McCloskey is fading with the war in
Vietnam and that by next
year's presidential primaries he
troy be completely out of the
picture. McCloskey already is
reportod runnink into difficulties financing a campaign.
However, if McCloskey remains a potential embarrassment to the , President next
spring, the political aide will
advise that the issue be met
head-on and steps be taken "to
clobber" the. California lawmaker.
President in Primaries
That could mean putting "the
champ," the President, into
early primaries against McCloskey.
This top Nixon political aide
sees nothing wrong in that
,he sees no reason for the
President to be coy about his
hopes for 1972 when everyone
knows he will be running for teelection.
The political adviser is dead
set against allowing Mccioskey
to win 'any delegates by default.
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in the name of the president in
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Johnson won in New Hampshire, but it was so close that
McCarthy looked good. Political
C
professionals now believe it A
it
would have been better to meet •
the threat directly.
lib
And that will be the GOP •
political advice to President
Nixon should McCloskey remain
as any kind of threat . in 1972.
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High School Art Exhibit Planned At Meet
Creative Arts Department Held Monday

"Haunted House
Plans Completed
By Kappa Group

The Creative Arts Department annually to a deserving college
of the Murray Woman's Club held student.
Tucker was
Mrs. Hiram
its regular meeting in the home of
Mrs. Fred Gingles on Monday, presented to the group as a new
member. The department voted
October 25.
To begin the meeting, Mrs. to give two storm windows to the
Gingles explained that the Murray Art Guild for their new
organizational meeting of the building.
At the close of the meeting,
Department was also held in her
home in 1953. The meetings of the Mrs. Gingles gave a lesson on
Department are usually held at stitchery, illustrating with many
the Woman's Club House, but of her own art pieces. Mrs.
because of Mrs. Gingles inability Gingles' home is filled with her
all the
to meet with the group at the club many creations, and
house, she invited them to her members enjoyed her hospitality
and her willingness to share her
home.
A business meeting was con- talents with those eager to learn.
ducted by Mrs. A. W. Russell, Assisting Mrs. Gingles as
chairman. The annual bazaar, hostesses were Mrs. Ben
which will be held at Littleton's Trevathan Mrs. K. T. Crawford,
on November 9 and 10, was and Mrs. E. J. Haverstock,
discussed, and members were
urged to have their art items for
the sale at Littleton's on Monday
night, November 8 between the
hours of 6 and 9 p.m. Funds Mrs. Richard Armstrong
'received from the Bazaar will be opened her home for the meeting
used primarily for scholarships. of the executive board of the
• The Department voted to Kirksey Elementary School
sponsor a High Schaol Art Parent-Teacher Association held
Exhibit instead of the art contest on Wednesday, October 20, at one
usually held in February. This o'clock in the afternoon.
year an art scholarship of $50.00 The president, Mrs Rudy
will be awarded to an out- Lovett, presided.
standing high school artist to be Those present were Principal
used to pay expenses to the art Johnny Bohannon, Mrs. Elvin
workshop at Murray State Crouse, Mrs. James Miller, Mrs.
University this summer. This is Billy Bazzell, Mrs. Roy Clark,
being done in lieu of the ribbon Mrs. Joe Thorton, Mrs. Howard
awards and smaller cash prizes Darnell, Mrs. Jerry Kirkland,
which have been given in the Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs Edward
past. The $200 Annette Schmidt Willie, Mrs. Charles Coleman,
Scholarship award, is given and Mrs. Armstrong.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is nearing
completion of their Halloween
project, "The Haunted House."
Everyone, old and young, big and
little, is invited to visit the house
and look for such attractions as
I.M. Balmer's House of Death,
Lucifer's Lounge, Vampire
Valley, the Fresh Meat Market
and
Shop, and
Butcher
Frankenstem's Freakish Frolic.
"The Haunted House," a
moneymaking peoject of the
By Abigail Van Buren
Kappa Department, will be open
for inspection October 28, 29, 30,
DEAR ABBY: I have recently married a kind, considerfrom 6 to 10 p.m. Location of the
ate and generous man, who took on a divorced 40-year-old
House is 403 N. 16th Street and
woman, plus her three rambunctious teen-agers and a cat.
visitors will find ample facilities
He wants to move us out of our present home into a
for parking.
larger, more pretentious one. I would like to stay put for
Anyone who realizes the imanother four years, until my youngest is out of high school.
of books to children
portance
My children have changed schools many times in their
should be in interested in atlives, and now they are happy, and I don't want them to
tending this event since the
have to adjust to another change. I believe the teen years
proceeds will be used to repay a
are the most difficult when it comes to breaking into a new
loan made to Kappas and
$2,000
circle of friends.
turned over to the Murray Middle
My home is pleasant and adequate, and in an entirely
School Library. These funds will
acceptable neighborhood, but my husband would like somepartially furnish the library with
thing a little less modest. I want desperately to make this
those books and supplies that are
wonderful man happy, but at the moment I am torn with
so vital to a good learning
tisdecisikn about where my first obligation lies. Please tell
situation, a spokesman said.
TORN
me what you think.
This is a giant undertaking for
DEAR TORN: You seem to be a very unselfish, sensithe Kappas and can only be
tive and thoughtful woman. Tell your husband why you
successful if the citizens in the
prefer to "stay put" rather than move into a more pretencommunity will patronize "The
tious home. if he's as kind, considerate. and generous as you
Various
Haunted House".
say he is, he will respect you for your attitude, and defer
student groups from both the high
willingly.
school and university have
volunteered their services to help
DEAR ABBY: I am a 71-year-old widow. el live alone in make this exciting as well as fun.
a little home which I own and I am afraid to be here alone
So for a small fee of only 50 cents,
at night.
anyone can enter the House and
Do you think I'd be the talk of the town if I let a man
take the tour of horrors,
sleep in my basement? The man I have in mind is clean
and-respectable. He's a little retarded. Can't read or writes
but he is honest. [He's done some odd jobs for me over the
years.]
I have asked a few of my good friends, and they said,
"Sure, why not?"
MRS. I. J.
What do you say?

Proposed move has
newlywed worried

Armstrong Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

Ray Brownfield Is
Fraternity Speaker

The November 17th meeting
will be held at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Jerry Kirkland.

Ray Brownfield, vice-president
of Peoples Baste was the guest
speaker of Alpha Kappa Psi on
Tuesday, Oct. 19.
Brownfield spoke concerning
the interest rates and financing
as it relates to banking.
The business fraternity endeavors to host professional men
whose practical experience in the
world of business will benefit the
young business men of Alpha
Kappa Psi.
The fraternity was very
honored to have Mr. Brownfield
as a guest, a fraternity
spokesman said.

Mead on Sexesa

How to cut
up chicken

DEAR MRS. J.: Sure, why not, indeed!

Those who teach nutrition to the underprivileged
heartily recommend chicken as a best buy among
protein foods. Few meats
can equal, and none exceed
the protein content of
chicken.
It is usually thriftier to
buy a whole chicken than
chicken parts, and it is easy
to learn to cut up tha
chicken into serving pieces,
If you do not want to cook
the chicken whole. To cut
up a whole chicken, all that
is needed is a large, sharp,
sturdy knife.
Begin by wiggling the
wings and the legs with
your fingers to see where
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison of they move easily; that is
Farmington Route One, next to where the joints are. The
is to locate the joint.:S
Antioch Church of Christ, will trick
cut through the skin, twist
celebrate their 50th wedding
the joint and cut through
anniversary on Sunday, October it
their
of
daughter,
31, at the home
Firs t, cut between the
Mrs. Robert E. Wright of Far- joints to remove the wings
mington Route One.
and I e g s. Cut the legs
where the thigh joins the
All friends and relatives are
back of the chicken. Then
invited to attend from two to five
cut through the joint bep.m.
tween the thigh and drum.,
Mrs. Harrison, the former
stick. Now separate the
Lillian Ford, is the daughter of
front part of the chicken
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Ford._ from - the hack by -cutting
. Mr. Harrison is the son of the late
through the side of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Harrison.
chicken where the rib
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison were
bones meet the back bones.
married on October 29, 1921, by
Cut the back into two
serving pieces. When cutBro. Brown at Grove High School
ting the breast in half, it is
in Paris, Tenn. Their attendants
easier to cut from the inwere Flossie Chunn and Euroll
side of the chicken than
Andrus.
o m the skin side. The
They are the parents of twin
best thing to do when cutdaughters, Mrs. Robert E. (Effie
ting the breast is to first
7 Kay) Wright and Mrs. Thomas A.
snap the bone in the center
7 1 Anna Faye ) Hamilton, Jr. They
so that the piece will lie
have six grandchildren and two
flat.
1 great grandchildren.
If you want to separate
the wish bone, cut it off
and split the rest of the
breast down the middle.
Once this disjointing has
been tried a couple of
times, it will become very
easy to take advantage of
the lower prices on whole
The Delta Kappa Gamma met
chickens, whatever size
at Ken Lake Hotel for breakfast
pieces are wanted for a
on Saturday morning, October 16,
particular recipe.
at 8:45. Fifty three members
were present. After breakfast the
members ajourned to the
Recreation Room for the

DEAR ABBY: I don't know whom to believe. My teenage daughter tells me that her friends have complained to
her about the way her father acts towards them. Father is
40, good-looking and very lively. I mentioned this to him
and he said those girls haven misinterpreted his actions—
that he is just trying to have a little fun, teasing them.
He tickles them in the ribs and sneaks up behind them
and puts his hands around their shoulders or their waists.
Your suggestions are most welcome in this
MOTHER
misunderstanding.
DEAR MOTHER: Tell father that if he will keep his
bands to himself there will be no chance of a "misinterpretation"—misunderstanding or whatever.

Mr., Mrs. Harrison
Plan Open House
On Anniversary

DEAR ABBY: After being officially engaged for five
months. I realize that it would be a big mistake to marry
Harry. I feel bad about having to break our engagement
after all the parties and gifts given in our honor, but there
is no other way.
I have already figured out what to say to him, my
family and friends, but what do I do with the engagement
ring? Should I pay him the $300 and keep it? [I don't really
want it.) He still has the wedding ring, which is part of the
set, and half a set won't do either one of us any good.
Please hurry your answer as I want to settle this soon
RING TROUBLE
DEAR RING: Give the engagement ring back to him.
What he does with it af.er that is his problem.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 0700. Los Angeles, Cal.
MIL For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
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Dr. Koenecke Gives ,
'Program At Meet Of
Delta Kappa Gamma
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ProaTern •
Dr. Alice Koeneck, Chairman
of the Research Committee was
in charge of the program. She
was introduced by Dr. Doris
Mouser, first vice president.
Dr. Koenecke introduced the
topic for the program "Changing
Roles of Women-play it Safe or
I Take a Risk." On the panel were
1 Mrs. Lula Belle Hodges, Mrs.
; Georgia Wear, Dr. Alta Presson.
i Each person on the panel gave a
I very interesting and informative'
talk on the roles of women.
Miss Sue Fairless, president,
: presided during the business
meeting.
Hostesses were Mrs. Pauline
McCoy, Mrs. Louise Overby,
Mrs.
7 Mrs. Lula Belle Hodges,
Mrs.
and
Caldwell,
Ruth
Nellie
Georgia Wear.
The dext meeting will be on
December 4 at the Holiday Inn in

9.0981800PE
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98.99.9•99

1

r Murray.

The Dexter Missionary Baptist
Church has organized a Woman's
issionary Union for the church
ear.
Officers are Mrs. Damon
this, director; Mrs. Larry
Dumas, president; Mrs. James
Pritchett, secretary-treasurer;
Mrs. Cecil Higgins; publicity;
Mrs. Wade Copeland, mission
study; Mrs. Luna Ernstberger,
mission support; Mrs. Jerry
Sheppard, mission action; We.
Larry Dumas, song leader; Mrs.
Damon Mathis, pianist.
Others attending were Mrs.
Lillian Miller, Mrs. Billy Joe
Maness, and Miss Anna Mae
Houser.
Plans were made for the observance of the World Day of
Prayer on Monday, November 1.
The church will be open all day.
Everyone is invited to visit the
church for prayer.

A NA40-4a4),
Miss Verna White of Hazel has
been a patient at the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

i

/

Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box 69700. I,os
Angeles. cal. 50069. for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Lettees for All Occasions."

WMU Organized At
Dexter Baptist
Church Recently

0
KNIT PEASANTRY - Style
and comfort get together in a
cotton knit pant set for young
scholars. The multi-colored
peasant top is tied With a
fluffy pompon above fashionlbile flare pants. By
Cm.ter's.

Buford H. Brown of Murray has
been dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
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Supper For 4
Whitecap Sole with Pears
Green Peas
Potatoes
Bread Tray
Salad Bowl
Beverage
Chocolate Mousse
WHITECAP SOLE
WITH PEARS
Fancy up that fish!
Ss cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons minced dil'
pickle
2 tablespoons minced swee
pickle
14 teaspoon onion powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
Ss teaspoon celery seed
1 egg, separated
1 tablespoon milk
4 small or 2 large sole fillets
(about 1 pound)
1% cup fine dry bread crumbs
Butter
1 fresh Bartlett pear
1 tablespoon grated Parmesan cheese
Combine first 6 ingredients.
Beat egg yolk with milk. Roll
fillets in egg-yolk mixture, then
in crumbs. Pan-fry on both
sides in butter until golden
brown. Place on heat-prooi
platter. Pare, halve and core
pear; thinly slice. Beat ,egs
white until stiff but not dry:
fold in 1/4 cup of the mayonnaise mixture and the Parmesan. Spread fish with remaining mayonnaise mixture
and top with pears. Cover with
egg-white mixture. Bake in a
preheated 425 degree oven until
ltghtly tinged with brown-5 to
7 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

,Recently dismissed from the
There's 8 trend lt)
Henry County General Hospital,
roem lavatory in families where
of
Bury
Nora
was
Tenn.,
Paris,
the' bathroom's strained hs
New Concord.

When
iwomeni
fight

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI
"If you're going to run an
efficient world, you've got
to keep sex out ot it."
Margaret Mead looks like
someone's favorite grandmother. But the _famed anthropologist can be pretty
candid when discussing
such things as the incest
taboo, which she says must
now be applied to men and
women who work together.
"WHAT made the family
was the incest taboo," Dr.
Mead told a recent lecture
audience in the San Francisco area. She believes
that the • precise rules that
prohibit sex within the
family result III relaxed
and happy children who
know they can grow up
sately.
Because of the newfound freedom of women
to "work as hard as men,
get paid as much as men
and be received in terms of
ability," similar rules for interaction beteeen the sexes
must be devised.
Dr. Mead believes that
warfare would take on different aspects if women
were the ones who had the
weapons.
"WOMEN tinly fight for
keep s. They fight only
when it matters and then
they have no respect for
rules at all." The innocent
looking eyes glinted. "Can
vou imagine women fighting for their children and
then stopping for a Christ
mas truce?"
Part of the solution to a
better soctet v. Dr Mead
suggests. would be more
communities made of all
"Ages, sizes and shapes, not
necessarily related to each
other."
She feels we should gel
away from -The most vie.
ous life ever invented"the suburbs—and tend toward a more communal life
where people aren't isolated and resources are readily available.
Part af this change
would be the diminishing
of the nuclear family, a
structure in which the children arc -Incredibly insecure because there is so
much emphasis on one per.
relationship," Dr.
Mead said

Eat your parsley
In addition to being a
decorative and edible food
garnish, parsley ranks high
among vegetables in vitamins A and C content
Available fresh the. year
round both curled and flatleaf parsley have crisp,
bright green leaves. Slightly wilted parsley can be
trimmed, then freshened in
cold water

Richardson-Hosford Engagement

Murrayans Attend
District Quota
Club Conference

Mrs. Heloise Roberts and Mrs.
Inez Jones of the Murray Quota
Club attended the seventeenth
annual conference of the 23rd
district of Quota International
Incorporated held at the Albert
Pick Motor Inn, Memphis, Term.,
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunlay, October 15, 16, and 17.
Also attending the Saturday
session from the Murray Clut
were Mrs. Ruth Blackwood ant
Miss Martha Guier.
The conference theme was
Opportunities for "Action In A.
K. T." with the Quota Club of
Raleigh-Barlett as the hostess.
District officers presiding were
Mrs. Alice Redmon,Paris, Tenn..
governor, Mrs. Ruth Nunnally,
Little Rock, Ark., It. governor,
Mrs. Bethel Williams of Paris,
Tenn., secretary-treasurer, and
Mrs. Elizabeth McCain, East
Memphis, Tenn., parliamentarian.
Among those serving as district
committee chairmen are Mrs.
Geneva Brownfield, Murray,
scrapbook, Mrs. Louise Moore,
Paris, Tenn., resolutions, Mrs.
Lillie Ruth Ridgeway, Paris,
Tenn., manual of procedure, Mrs.
I Wilson Woolley photo) Bethel Williams, Paris, Tenn.,
budget, and Mrs. Mary Hall Jobe,
Miss Brenda Joy Richardson
Paris, Tenn., memorial.
The Murray Quota Club
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson announce the engagement of
their daughter, Brenda Joy, to Keith Hosford, son of Mr. and Mrs. scrapbook placed third in the
contest. First place went to the
Kirby Hosford.
Miss Richardson, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Knoxville club and second to the
Richardson of Aurora and Mason Wheeler of Murray, is a 1971 Paris club.
At the opening dinner on
graduate of Murray High School and is presently a student at
Friday evening the response to
Murray State University.
Mr. Hosford is a graduate of Calloway County High School and the welcome was given by Mrs.
Heloise Roberts, president of the
is also a student at Murray State University.
Murray Club. Other sessions
The wedding is planned for December 27,
were held throughout the day on
Saturday and Saturday night.
The conference was closed with a
breakfast on Sunday morning.
Wednesday, October 27
program on "International
Glaucoma screening clinic will Students"
held at Robertson Elementary
hool from 6:30 to nine p.m.
Phi Beta Lambda, professional
Persons are urged to have the business fraternity at Murray
ee test.
State University, will meet at
The Purchase Area annual 7:30 p.m. in Room 104 of the
for
Murray Assembly No, 19 Order
Homemakers meeting will be business building. Pictures
made.
be
will
Schield
The
of the Rainbow for Girls held its
held at the Cabana Club,
regular meeting at the Masonic
Paducah, at ten a.m.
Friday, October 29
Hall on Tuesday, October 19, at
Decoupage lessons will be held
"The Haunted House" at 403 seven o'clock in the evening.
at the Craft House,602 South 12th North 16th Street will be open Miss Janet Newberry, worStreet, Murray, from ten am. to from six to ten p.m. This is thy advisor, presided.
Miss
noon.
sponsored by the Kappa Betsy Riley, recorder, read the
The Audubon District of the Department of the Murray minutes.
Plans were made for the
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc., Woman's Club.
hayride on October 23 and for the
will meet at the Murray Woman's
girls to "Trick or Treat for
Saturday, October 30
Club House at nine a.m. with the
Garden Department of the "The Haunted House" at 403 UNICEF" on Sunday, October 31,
Murray Woman's Club, the North 16th Street will be open for from two to five p.m.
Nature's Palette Garden Club, the final night from six to ten George Williams was present
and the Junior Rose and Garden p.m., as a money making project for the meeting and presented the
Club as hostesses. Make lun- of the Kappa Department of the girls with a box of candy. This is
the first time he had been back
cheon reservations with Mrs. Murray Woman's Club.
since his accident.
Dewey Ragsdale, Murray, by
were
present
Ninth annual Turkey Shoot of Members
October 23.
Parent- Marilyn Thomas, Mary Kay
New Concord
the
will
The ladies' day luncheon
Teachers Club will be at the Oakley, Paula Cook, Barbara
be held at the Calloway County Garvin Phillips' farm, two miles Sledd, Nita Atkins, Becky EdCountry Club at 12 noon with the
-west of New Concord, starting at wards, Janet Newberry, Kathy
hostesses being Mesdames Don
nine a.m. Shells and refresh- Higginbotham, Kathryn
Hunter, Dick Orr, Bernard Bell,
Coleman, Vicki Kalberer, Debbie
ments will be available.
Rex Alexander, R. L. Ward, Dick
Nance, Linda George, I,esa
Stout, Hassel Kuykendall, Lee
Robertson, Leslie Klein, Sherry
31
October
Sunday,
Tinsley, John Watson, and James
Nolin, Gail Vaughn,--DebbieWeatherly as hostesses. Bridge Members of Murray Assembly Russell, Irene Futrell, Pat
for
Rainbow
the
of
Order
19
No.
Ralph
Mrs.
hostesses will be
Evans, Dorisanna Steely, Jill
McCuiston and Mrs. L. D. Miller. Girls will "trick or treat for Andersen, Betsy Riley, Georgia
p.m.
two
at
starting
UNICEFElkins, Francie Elkins, Marsha
The Murray Open Duplicate
seven
at
meet
will
Bridge Club
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison Robertson, and Cheryl Milam.
p.m. at Gleason Hall of St. Leo's will be honored on their 50th Adults present were Mrs. Twila
Church. No advance notice is wedding anniversary with a Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs.
necessary. For information call reception at the home of their Lillian Robertson, and George
daughter, Mrs. Robert E. Wright, Williams.
753-8838.
All
from two to five p.m.
"The Worthy Master Pierre
relatives and friends are invited.
Theatre
University
Patelin",
One-Act Touring Show, student Ninth annual Turkey Shoot of
produced, will be held at the the New
Concord ParentUniversity School Auditorium at Teachers Club will start at 1:30 The Future Teachers of
eight p.m. Admission is fifty p.m. at the Garvin Phillips' Farm America held a district meeting
cents or by season ticket. Note two miles west of New Concord. in the Student Union building at
the change from the previous Shells and refreshments will be Murray State University on
Tuesday, October 19.
announcement.
available.
Twelve chapters of the First
Thursday, October 28
District FTA were represented
a
House",
Haunted
-The
including the Calloway County
money making project of the
High School chapter.
Kappa Department of the
Attending the all day meeting
be
will
Club,
Woman's
Murray
Sherry Mitchell, Vickie
were
The
open from six to ten p.m.
Rhonda Black, Sandra
Gamble,
house is at 403 North 16th Street. The Ten and Eleven Year Old
Hargrove, Sherry Huey, Vickie
The Zeta Department of the Group of the Girls In Action of Bolen, Taresa Roach, and Stacy
Murray Woman's Club will meet the First Baptist Church met Adams, all officers of the FTA
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Tuesday evening, October 19, at chapter. They were accompanied
Mrs. A.B. Crass as the speaker. the church for a Halloween party. by one of the sponsors, Mrs. Sue
Hostesses will be Mesdames A "hot dog" supper was served Adams.
Cody Caldwell, Robert Hahs, amidst decorations of skeltons, The meeting opened with a talk
A.H. Kopperud, Tom Rowlett, black cats, witches, and jack-o- given by Dr. Harry Sparks.
H.B. Bailey, Jr., and Buist Scott. lanterns. All girls dressed in Business for the coming year was
appropriate costumes brought discussed. Later the members
Faculty recital of Thomas the festive occasion to a close by divided into groups for workshop
meetings in which different fields
Baker, piano, will be held at the telling scary tales.
of teaching and education were
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Members and guests attending discussed by faculty members of
Building, at eight p.m.
were Lisa English, Daralina Murray State University.
Glaucoma Screening Eye Darnell, Patricia Hamilton, Mitzi
Following the. lunch hour
be held at the Cathey, Shaun Baker, Patricia
Clinic will
workshop meeting was
another
Robertson Elementary School Tucker, and Cheryl Johnston.
district meeting closed
The
held.
from 6:30 to nine p.m. The public The leader is Mrs. Joe Johnston.
at two p.m.
this
of
advantage
is urged to take
clinic, supervised by or.'James
Hart.
Mrs. J B Burkeen

Raipbow For Girls
Hold Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall

Calloway Members
Of FTA At Meeting

Girls In Action
Group Has Party

The Magazine Club will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club House
at 2:30 p.m. with Miss Roberta
Whitnah as hostess. Mrs. O.C.
Wells will be leader for the
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Number One Teams In
State Poll Hold Spots
By Herb Sparrow

the No. 6 position after a 27-19
win over Russellville.
The Ciass AAA rankings
remained unchanged except for
No. 3 Louisville Manual and No.4
Seneca changing positions.
This week's ratings( first place
votes and won-lost records in
parentheses):
Class AAA

Iritu

LEXINGTON
(UPI-Upsets
spiced Class AA action in Kentucky high school football last
weekend, and they showed up in
this week's United Press International ratings, although the
form a
CIRCLE OF CHEER-LEADERS-The Murray State University cheerleaders for 1971-72
No. 1 teams-Thomas Jefferson,
year
this
for
semi-circle on the floor of the fieldhouse at Murray State University. The yell-supporters
Fort Thomas Highlands and
are, left to right, Ann Wyman.Vincennes, Ind. sophomore; Randy Wiseman Pro% idence sophomore;
Pineville-remained the same.
Christi Moser,
Rita Dumstorf. Louisville sophomore; Craig D'Angelo, Murray sophomore;
The biggest shakeup in Class 1. Thomas Jefferson(7 (8-0) 79
Steve
senior;
Ohio
73
Louisville junior; Benny Hilpp, Lebanon junior; ClyDenna Hargis, Bucyrus,
, AA was the climb of Dixie 2. Flaget(1) (8-0)
60
Martin, Indianapolis, Ind. freshman: Connie Messell, Louisville junior; George Dews, Trenton, N. J.
Heights to the No. 2 spot after 3. Manual(5-2)
54
senior; Gale Noah,Paducah sophomore; and Jack Arnold, Bardstoan junior.
both Madisonville and Ashland 4. Seneca(8-1)
Photo by R. D. Kirkland)
se
lost. Dave Brown's Northern 5. Bishop David (8-1)
Kentucky outfit rolled over
AA
Class
446,
Newport 41-12 and has now lost
in
only to Highlands eight games. 1 Fort Thomas Highlands (6)(8Lexington Bryan Station also 0)
78
continued to climb after a slow 2. Dixie Heights( 7-1)
60
start this season. The defenders 3. Lexington Bryan Staticsa(6handed Franklin County its first 2)
which ranged up to 19 points
"defeat of the season, 32-14, and 4. Madisonville (1) (8-1)
By RICHARD L. SHOOK
!SBA Standiaass
54
The Houston Rockets finally midway through the third By United Press international took over third place.
5. Paducah Tilghman(1)(8-2) 52
of
out
E"
the
with
Madisonville, who was upset by 6. Ashland (8-1)
have won a game. They did it period
Eastern Conference
48
Paducah Tilghman, 20-7, slipped 7. Hazard ( 8-1)
with Elvin Hayes, without him the lineup.
Atlantic Division
32
Milaction,
NBA
other
In
controver4,
No.
to
but
while
vital
a
with
Tilgh- 8. Elizabethtown(7-2)
and
W. L. Pct. GB from No. 2
•
25
\AV
120Baltimore
riddled
sial goaltending call by referee waukee
5 1 .833 ... man moved into the No. 5 spot. 9. Hopkinsville( 7-1-1-)
hiladelphia
18
90, New York defeated Boston Boston
was knocked 10. Lexington Henry Clay(7-1) 11
Ashland, who
Ken Hudson.
4 2 .667 1
The Rockets, transplanted I06-101. Buffalo edged Golden New York
4 3 .571 I% from the unbeaten ranks by
Class A
91-89, Chicago . beat Buffalo
this season from San Diego, ;tate
2 5 .222 34'2 Huntington, W. Va., went from
straight 'ortland 123-111 and Phoenix
sixth,
six
while
to
third
Lexington
dropped
had
Central Division
0
78
1.Pineville(7):9-0)
National Basketball Association tipped Cincinnati 126-99.
W. L. Pct, GB Henry Clay, another school who
71
8-0-1)
(
)
1
(
Harrodsburg
2.
points
18
scored
Clark
Archie
saw its unbeaten record
contests before beating the
2 5 .286
Cleveland
57
blemished, fell from No. 6 to No. 3. Lynch ( 5-1-1)
Detroit Pistons 104-103 Tuesday n his 13a1tunore debut, but it Cincinnati
1 4 .200
51,
)
7-2
(
as
Madison
Richmond
enough
4.
nearly
vasn't
10.
night.
L2
1 5 .167
Baltimore
FORGET THE SHOE-The empth shoe lost by Dick Barnett (12) of the New York Knicks is
44
"That was a terrible call," Kareem Jabbar tallied 24 and Atlanta
Pineville, Harrodsburg and 5. Paris( 8-1)
2
1
/
1 5 .167
forgotten as Lou Hudson (23) of the Atlanta Hawks and an unidentified teammate go for a loose ball
42
the
for
27
Lynch continued to run 1-2-3 in 6. Tirgg County (8-1)
coach. Bill Van Breda Kolff said Bob Dandridge netted
Western Conference
during a game at MadtsonSquare Garden in New York October 23. Knicks' Bill Bradley 24)comes in
28
Class A as each posted easy 7. Frankfort( 7-1)
• afterwards. "One second Bob undefeated Bucks. ...who won
Midwest Division
to join the action. Scoring 27 points, Hudson spurned -the Hawks to a 95-89 victory, their first of the
game.
22
consecutive
9.0)
(
County
.seventh
Rowan
8.
their
Lanier has the ball and I'm
W. L. Pct. GB victories.. Richmond Madison
season.
UPI Telephoto
NBA
an
12
set
which
thinking we've got it . won and Milwaukee,
'slipped by Paris into the No. 4 9. McKell('8-1)
7 0 LOOP
Milwaukee
10
(
Glasgow
10.
5-3-1)
spot,
while
County
Trigg
moved
the neat second I look up and record of 20 consecutive victo- Chicago
5 .1 .833 1L-2
ries last season, led 88-65 'after
there's the goaltending call."
4 3 .571 3
Detroit
-riddled
Injury'
Hudson, who worked the three periods.
2 3 .400 4
Phoenix
game with Manny Sokol, ruled Baltimore lost John Tresvant in Pacific Division
Lanier had swept the ball from the first quarter, when he
W. L. Pct. GB
the rim after a shot by rookie aggravted a knee injury.
5 1 .833
Los Angeles
CLASS A STANDINGS
Dave
and
Walt Frazier
Mike Newlin. It came with
L2
5 2 .714
Seattle
Angels had one point each.
District Over-all Pts. Opp.
Team
22
scored
each
Debucschere
but
play
to
seconds
about eight
OAKLAND (UPI i-Vida Blue, of the 24 members of the
3 3 .500 2 ,
Golden State
Blue, who learned of the
broke
77
'York
4-0-0
254
8-1-0
Trigg
New
County
as
nobody noticed the call or points
at 22 the youngest pitcher ever Baseball Writers Association of
21
/
1 4 .200 31
Portland
Iponor from Mike Forrest of
:
110
5-3-0
Heath
4-1-0
heard the whistle blow until Boston's four-game winning Houston
Lowhile
as
Award
Committee
Young
America
to win a Cy
2.
/
1 6 .143 41
radio station KNEW in Oak3-1-0
5-3-0
86
109
Russellville
four seconds were left. The string. Jo -Jo White's 29 points
pitcher of the year in his lich received nine-first-place
Tuesday's Results
161
2-1-0
124
High
2-6-0
Murray
land, said, "this is good for me
the
kept
24
Havlicek's
John
and
clock was not reset.
happy
is
he
today
said
league,
votes.
103
Detroit
Houston 104
115 102
5-2-1
3-1-1
Reidland
... I am very happy to get the
Van Breda Kolff, who set a Celtics in the game.
Wilbur Wood, who won 20
because "it's about time we
Milwaukee 120 Baltimore 90
56 197
2-6-0
Fulton County
1-1-0
award."
Bob Kauffman's 24 points
record for technIcal fouls and
young ones show the older folks games for the Chicago White
3-5-1
New York 106 Boston 101
78 101
2-3-1
Crittenden County
"It makes me feel better to
game ejections last season and helped Buffalo get past Golden Chicago 123 Portland 111
we can do the job."
Sox, received the other first122 128
4-4-0
1-3-0
Ft. Campbell
know I am the youngest pitcher
loves officials like a mongoose State. Carzie Russell of Golden Buffalo 91 Golden State 89
leftin
Athletic
third
110
Oakland
4-4-0
finished
The
and
72
1-4-0
place vote
Todd Central
ever to get the award," he said.,
gets along with a cobra, State topped all scorers with 25 Phoenix 126 Cincinnati 99
0-9-0
39 254
dander, who compiled a 24-8 the balloting with 23 points.
Fulton City
"But it doesn't erase the
points.
berated the call vehemently.
record despite a late-season Dave McNally, one of the AL
Only games scheduled)
disappointment of losing the
Bo Love scored 36 points and
He screamed he would report
winner
-game
25
out
beat
Orioles'
slump,
Baltimore
champion
STANDINGS
AA
CLASS
Wednesday's Games
playoffs to the Orioles. We
Hudson to league officials and Jerry Sloan and Chet Walker Detroit at Baltimore
Detroit
the
Mickey Lolich of
four 20-game winners, had eight
District Over-all Pis. Opp.
Team
were trying to knock the
Bulls
the
as
each
21
added
never
he
said he would see to it
American roints while Dick Drago of the
the
for
Tigers
137
4-3-0
84
2-0-0
Houston at Boston
Lone Oak
out of it and get into
Orioles
half
first
the
in
points
70
refereed again-capping his scored
7-0-2
58
184
3-0-1
League award, 98 points to 85. Kansas City Royals and Andy
Mayfield
Cleveland at Philadelphia
the World Series. Everything
performance by leaping onto and went on to beat Portland. New York at Atlanta
69
205
7-1-1
3-0-1
14
of
choice
Hopkinsville
Blue was the•No. 1
Messersmith of the California
we had worked for during the
209
6-2-0
82
2-1-0
the scorer's table and then Rookie Sidney Wicks led the
Paducah Tilghman
I Only games scheduled(
went down the drain."
'season
24.
with
Blazers
Trail
167 131
4-4-0
2-2-0
jumping off it on the way to the
Bowling Green
Blue enjoyed a sensational
Paul Silas hit 9-of-12 shots
175 155
5-4-0
3-3-0
dressing room.
Caldwell County
first half of the season during
92 141
3-6-0
ABA Standings
1-3-0
and scored 26 points to lead
North Marshall
Hayes scored 30 points and
which he won 17 games,
III
0-3-0
67
Dick
2-6-0
Cincinnati.
after
Press
International
Phoenix
United
Franklin-Simpson
By
Lanier 38 but the Rockets went
including six shutouts, and was
20 288
0-9-0
0-5-0
Chnstian County
East
Van Arsdale added 22 for the
lead
a
to
deadlock
from a 34-34
the key man in the Athletics'
W. L. Pct. GB
Suns while brother Tom was
drive to a secure first-place
3 1 750
high scorer for the Royals with Kentucky
hold in the American League
4 2 .667
31 points
Virginia
By BILL MADDEN)
4 3 .571
Drake, a 49-7 victor over South West. He slumped to 7-5 during
New York
UPI Sports Writer
season.
3 4 429
Floridians
NEW YORK )UPI)-Dela- Dakota followed by Boise State the second half of the
Pittsburgh
2,- `4 333
but in 12th, Southwest Texas State Blue finished the season with a
again.
once
1
No.
ware
is
NHL Standings
2 4 .333
at ----No. 13 and- defending league-leading eight shutouts,
Carolina
the weeks ahead should •
By United Press International the Blue Hens' true worth as national small college champion 301 strikeouts, and a 1.82 ERA.
West
Lolich, 31, had a 25-14 record
W. L. Pct.
East
the United Press International Arkansas State at 14.
NEW YORK ( UPI - With his
5 1 833
Northern Colorado remained and a 2.92 earned run average
Indiana
W. 1, T. Pts. Board of Coaches' top small
a
league-leading
308
5 3 625 1 star wide receiver Charley New York
Utah
5 1 2 12 college football team in the at No. 15 but a trio of plus
3 4 429 2L-2 Taylor out with a broken ankle, Boston
newcomers cracked the top 20 strikeouts. He completed 29 of
Dallas
5 1 1 11 nation.
By United Press International
2 4 333 3 Washington Redskins' coach Montreal
at 16, 17 and 18. Texas Southern his 45 starts.
Denver
4 1 2 10
George Allen made another
It hasn't taken Julius Erving
Wood had a 22-13 record after
2 5 286
Memphis
Grabbing off 25 first-place (5-1) landed at No. 16 but must
2 3 2 6
Toronto
deal Tuesday, acquiring Clifton
long to adapt to the pro game.
promoted
the
from
3 6 0 6 votes from the 32 coaches beat Grambling this weekend if being
Vancouver
By United Press International
Tuesday's Results
McNeil from the New York
Erving, who dropped out of
2 6 0 4 participating in this week's it is to remain in the ratings. bullpen to starting assignments
Doug Barkely believes there's N.Y. 128 Floridians 118 (2 o(s) Giants for fifth, sixth and Detroit
the University of Massachusetts
2 7 0 4 balloting, Delaware amassed Louisiana Tech (5-1) was 17th in mid-season.
Buffalo
no substitute for hard work. Virginia 149 Pittsburgh 136
seventh round draft selections.
last year and signed with
Under the voting system, the
308 points while running its and Jackson State, which
West
Chicago Black Hawks do it Denver 115 Memphis 100
The
Taylor, one of the top pass
Virginia as a hardship case,
W. L. T. Pts. record to 6-0 with an easy 47-8 stunned Grambling 13-7 last panel casts votes for three men
and Barkley's Detroit Red Utah 131 Dallas 116
catchers in the National Footcomplemented Charlie Scott's
moved
into
the with five paints awarded for
8 2 0 16 triumph over West Chester Saturday
Chicago
Wings don't.
Only games scheduled)
ball
League, was
injured
39-point effort with a 35-point
first, three for second and one
rankings at 18.
5 1 1 11 (Pa.) State.
Minnesota
That's one of the reasons
Games
Wednesday's
Sunday scoring a touchdown in
performance that enabled the
for third. Prior to Blue, the
5 2 1 11
Pittsburgh
Chicago defeated Detroit 5-2 in Pittsburgh at Carolina
the Redskins' loss to the
Squires to 'defeat the Pittsburgh
Grambling, which has now youngest winner of the award
3 4 0 6 The real test, of the Blue
Philadelphia
Hockey Virginia at Kentucky
National
only
the
Kansas City Chiefs.
lost
Condors 149-136 )Tuesday night.
twice, and St. John's of was 23-year old Dean Chance of
Hens'
5
3
6
0
strength
will
come
St. Louis
League game Tuesday night.
Memphis at Utah
McNeil caught 16 passes for
Erving and Scott sparked a
2 6 1 5 however in the remaining four Minnesota completed the top 20.) the Angels in 1964.
Los Angeles
"There's no excuse for no (Only games scheduled)
209 yards this season but he,
44-point first quarter for the
1 5 2 4 weeks of the season. They play
California
hard work," Barkley said of his
too, was injured this week
Squires, who coasted the rest of
ajor college Temple this IV
Tuesday's Results
(**************************1
own club, which lost its second
the
against
Philadelphia
the way. John Brisker led
eekend and follow up with
Chicago 5 Detroit 2
encounter in a row at
NHI.
Eagles. McNeil is suffering
Pittsburgh with 38-points and
,ehigh (6-1), Boston U. and
(Only game scheduled(
.home. "They are smart with
from bruised ribs and is not
Paul Ruffner had 25.
ucknell.
Wednesday's Games
the puck. We've just got to
expected to play for at least
In other American Basketball
Boston at Montreal
good hard work," Barkley
have
Akron, which received two
two weeks.
Association action, the New
Vancouver at Toronto
said.
first-place votes, moved into
Allen, who has built the
York Nets stopped the FloriYork
New
at
Detroit
Barkley shuffled his lines
second place as last week's No.
Redskins into one of the top
dians 128-118 in double over,again-and came up with
; UPI i-The teams in the NFL this year by Buffalo at Los Angeles
YORK
NEW
2 team, Tampa, tumbled all the
time, Utah crushed Dallas 131another losing combination.
United Press International top trading away draft choices for California at Pittsburgh
way to 10th after losing to
116 and Denver downed MemLouis
St.
at
Minnesota
Stan Mikaa scored one of the 20 small college football teams veteran players, was aware of
major college Villanova, 24-3.
phis 115-100.
Black Hawks' goals and assist- witiffirst place votes and won- McNeil's injury at. the time the (Only games scheduled)
Billy Paultz and Bill Mel3 Days Only - Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Holding its own at No. 3 was *
ed on two others. His third goal lost records in parentheses:
deal was made, just hours LAVER TOP-SEEDED
chionni sparked an 18-point
*
advanc
and
of the season was off a steal.
•
(Seventh Week)
STOCKHOLM (UPI( - Rod Eastern Michigan
before the 4 p.m
trading
second overtime spree to lead
Mikita skated in alone on goalie
Points deadline. There is no condition- Laver of Australia was seeded ing from fifth to fourth was4.
Team
ONE GROUP
the Nets over the Floridians
got three
Joe Daley and scored at 10:49 1 Delaware 25) (6-0)
308 al -clause to the deal.
No. 1 Tuesday in the 645,000 McNeese State which
Paultz had four points and
*
being
despite
of the second period.
nods
256 TROPICAL
2 Akron (2) (6-0)
Stockholm Open tennis tour- first-place
Melchionni, the game's high
Bobby Hull notched his fifth 3 Estrn Mich (1) (5-0-1) 247
idle. Eastern Michigan is 5-1 *
NEW YORK (UPI- James nament which gets under way
scorer with 32 points, added
goal and Doug Jarrett his first 4 McNeese St (3) (6-0)
while McNeese is perfect at 6-0. *
184 E. Brock, president of
three to boost New York to
the next Saturday.
to give ('hicago a 2-0 lead 5 North Dakota St (6-1)
124 Thoroughbred Racing
NetherThe
of
Okker
Tom
22
added
Barry
victory. Rick
As.sociaNorth Dakota State, making ** ONE GROUP
; before Leon Rochefort • got goal 6. Weber State (5-0-1)
118 bons, announced Tuesday
for the Nets while Mack Calvin
that lands was seeded second, Stan another run at the No. 1 spot
No. 1 of the game for Detroit 7. North Dakota (5-2)
112
was
Calif.,
led the Floridians with 30.
the TRA board of directors has Smith of Pasadena.
lost last week, moved up from
;and No. 2 of the season for 8. Western Kentucky (5-1) 98
acted favorably onothe applica- third and Ken Rosewall of eighth to fifth after defeating
aZelmo Beaty scbred 32 points
less *
himself.
68 tion of Tropical Park for Australia was fourth.
9. Tennessee State 14-1
and grabbed 14 rebounds to
Northern Iowa, 23-11.
Dennis Hull followet Mikita's 10. Tampa (4-2)
45 membership.
give the Sars their victory over ;goal with his third grill
before 11. Drake (5-21
33
Weber State, another team oh * ONE
Tropical Park's membership CHAPS GET HILL
Dallas. Beaty hit 19 of his
RACK
Bill Collins and Jim Pappin 12. Boise State (6-1)
32 in the TRA becomes effective
DALLAS (UPI) - Forward the rebound, advanced from
points in the first half as the
nd
swapped goal, to make the 13. Southwest Texas St.., 6-0)26
Hill,
for
star
former
sixth
win
,
to
30-17
11th
a
with
Simmie
*
with the opening of its 1971-72
Stars rolled to a 70-56 lead.
5-2.
final
25
0
(3-2).
State
Arkansas
14.
season on Nov. 17. It will be the West Texas State who last over Nevada.:Las Vegas and
Ralph Simpson's 32-point perIn tonight's a'on Boston is 15. Northern Colo (1) (4-1-1)23
only race track in the Miami played with the Chicago Bulls completing the top 10 were
formance led Denver past
10
at Montreal, Vancouver at 16. Texas Southern (5-1)
22 area operating under
the TRA of the National Basketball North Dakota (7th), Western
Memphis in the batUe to escape
Toronto, Detroit at New York, 17. Louisiana Tech )5-1)
18 code of standards and
Association, was obtained Tues- Kentucky
(8th),
Tennessee
the Western I)ivision cellar. Art
utilizing
• 111 So. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Buffalo at Los Angeles, Califor- 18. Jackson State (4-1)
16 the services of the
Thor- day by the belles Chaps of the
Beckert added 21 points for the
Ma at Pittsburgh and Minneso- 19. Grambling (5-2) 14 oughbred Racing
State
(9th
Basketball
i
and
AssociaAmerican
Tampa
(10th).
Protective
Rockets while Wendell Ladner
13 Bureau.
ta at St. Louis.
20. St John's (Minn)( 6-1 )
Leading ,off the second 10 was **********,*******401c********0
(ion.
led Memphis with 22

Houston Rockets Finally Standings
Win; Top Detroit By One

District Standings Vida Blue Beats Out Mickey
lolich For Cy Young Award

Pittsburgh
Drops Game
To Squires

Chicago
Defeats
Detroit

McNeil In
2GB Deal With
Redskins

Small College
Grid Ratings

RE

PC
FAI

BA
FRI

TOI
NE

GA

DC

1542.
Buy

GE
•AM

Delaware Back To Number
One In UPI Small College

tan 'rigs

Mademoiselle
Shop
E.O.M. SALE

FALL DRESSES 1/2 &

•
* SPORTSWEAR

MISCELLANEOUS

1/2'
$5$a

Coun
Sty

K re
41411.

41
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Light Crust Mixes

In appreciation for your patronage over the past
, years, this is our way of saying Thank You!

Rant

•

* BISCUITS
* INSTANT
* HUSH PUPPIES
POTATOES
* PANCAKE
* CORN BREAD

We
Are
Celebrating!

egLEBRIITioN

Package

TOTEM

TRASH
BAGS

free! Free

4044

31
/
2 bu. Cap.
Reg. 79'

24 Bushels of Grocerie

PRODUCE

POTATO CHIPS
1°4 oz

FOR GROWING FAMILIES

39t
59t
9' PICKELS3
.
91!BLEACH

RED WASHED

Twin Bag

POTATOES

.
261)blit

NEW CROP TEXAS

nt,

GRPTRUIT 17€11t
0imp.

m

Ant each.
riled of the
Forrest of
EW in Oakgood for me
py to get the

eel better to
ingest pitcher
xrd," he said.„
erase the
I losing the
Orioles. We
knock the
and get into
. Everything
r during the
the drain."
sensational
season during
17 games,
outs, and was
the Athletics'
-e first-place
xican League
to 7-5 during
4 the season.
season with a
ght shutouLs,
a 1.82 ERA.
a 25-14 record
I run average
-leading 308
mpleted 29 of

3 record after
from the
g assignments

g system, the
for three men
awarded for
Tond and one
to Blue, the
of the award
can Chance of
4.

Ile

l)

3/92°

7-oz. pkg.
Buy One at

15'

tifSr'

160 count pkg

Buy 4/$1°°

'

PET RITZ 1

.

29'

GET ONE FREEI- GET ONE FREE!

1 PIE- SHELLS

g:

I

imor 0imp.0

FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

S?ECIM.

INSTANT

,

1

EGGS

Bryan Fully Cooked

Field Pure Pork

Sausage
Cou n try
Style

lb

594

Canned

9

10
t

...

CHARM IN

Wieners

Tide
Colors

.nli'''"''
• Ao

Sliced, Smoked

29

Brains
Krey No. 1 Sliced
41II

AND

FRUITS

Jowl
Bacon

acon
V

E,

PA-

, !i\'

iiimm

0

0

1-lb. pkg.

ALL

-Roll Pkg.39

3 lb

89

48'
.
with coupon

Good only at Parker's Mkt.
Offer Expires 11-3-71

Qt

I
•••

tir

4
0

:0444

0
4

o44
11

,
o4

Parker's Coupon
Instant

.-r-

cow
t.
...11.00111
Ofill

FREE
.-..4xInnorAnnmparfronce:Teln

ONE DOLLAR AND TWENTY FIVE CENT

39'

cheer REFUND CERTIFICATE
To receive your $1.25 Cheer mail-in refund, please send
1) this certificate 2) your name and address including
zip code (print clearly) and 3) a King Size Cheer "net
weight" statement to:
Cheer Refund, P. 0. Box 472,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45299

04
4
14
4

CHASE

PRE-BpAkKgE. Dot 6 2/2:ry

1. YOU PAY '1.25 for one box of King Size Cheer.
2 YOU GET $1.25 refunded by mail. (See Certificatedetailsin eIow.)
3 NET COST: 00 plus postage-and tax where applicable.

I SALAD DRESSING
041MINt0AM.0 4111•11.

and

SANBORN

k4

6-oz. jar
with coupon

'4

NOTE: THIS CERTIFICATE MUST ACCOMPANY
YOUR REFUND REQUEST.

14
04
04

Offer limited to one refund per name or address Your refund rights may not be assigned
or transferred This certificate may not be mechanically reproduced Please allow six
weeks to receive your refund Cash value 1/20 of It Offer Expires 11/3/71

69'

Offer Expires 11-3-71

MIKE

#
*

$10
may, Ky. *

*****0
411111h,

IS

MaiatiMMEEVIVMUk.r.4 717,24 7421.74,24,941704.200K

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY.. . YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE'

& less

9-oz. Family Size

Here's How:

Hyde Park

I

Parker's Coupon
Krey No. 1 Sliced

BACON

Colored Quarters

PIZZA

5 lb. 4 oz.

TISSUE

MARGARINE

FROSTY ACRES

39
49

KING SIZE cheer

Blue Bonnet

i

31b.99t
Pkg.

1-lb. pkg.
with
coupon below

imp.

4

pkgs.89t

12-oz. pkg.

12-oz. can

0, :wFRAOST,FFACLREES
6j s

49" i
BATHROOM

c, rxx-, -)
„,
'It't Armour All-Meat

•

1

ORANGE JUICE

with coupon

19
'

ft).4

Krey Pork

I=

1)".

Hams $2" Ribs

* FRESH CHICKEN PARTS *

Legs
Thighs
Breast

Spare

3 lbs.

6-07--jar

(Limit: 1 per customer)

Lean Meaty Polbr.k

i

COFFEE 0

with '5.00 purchase or
more, excluding tobacco
and dairy products.

39;

Picnics

'' CHASE 1 SANBC"

Pkg. 'f--229t

FROSTY ACRES

lb

Field Fully Cooked

1-lb. box

Rom42"4.

ea. 1 Olt

NAPKINS

"with Beans"
151
/
2-oz. can

,

Friday and Saturday
Eat 'em here, or take a
bag full home!

CHARMIN

CHILF

SPAGHETTI

Buy 51$1°°
GET ONE FREE!

JUST-RITE

RONCO

17-oz can

*ift Halloween
t
*
*
CANDIES •

& less

Ham Sandwiches

45'

U4N=t041M1.04MW04=1.04MINIr041Mi.0.0111M.01M..04Mt0.0.0. )

4I=t 0• I II.• 0

at

15 oz package

plastic jug

3Y

CORN

Buy One at L3
GET ONE FREE!

CRACKERS

41=10.)In.0 4111.l)

PRIDE OF ILL
CREAM

DOG & CAT
FOOD
151
/
2-oz. can 10

Friday and Saturday

COOKIES

4 gal.

bag

MID.0iNIM

KAL-KAN
ALL-MEAT

Dy

'and

r.

FLAVORKIST

* Free Popcorn
* Free Pepsi-Cola

NABISCO
OREO

PUREX-

TOMATOES

,

To Be Given Away Saturday Night!
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!
* Register Each Time You Are In The Store *

12-oz. jar

FRESH RED RIPE

3

* 5 COUNTRY HAMS *

lb.

BANANAS

Only

FREE! FREE!

RAINBO SWEET
MIDGET

FANCY YELLOW RIPE

I Knicks Is
a loose ball
4,comes in
first of the
[Telephoto

to be Given Away Friday and Saturday,
October 29-30! One bag of groceries will be
given away each hour all day Friday and Saturday.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!
* Register Each Time You Are In The Store *

KRISP-N-FRESH

5;

Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOES WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE
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Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday

CH 4
WSM
Mor Show
6.00
LeLanne
111:30
1 00 Today
9:00 The Hour
9 00 Dinah
10:00 Am. Rel.
9.30 Concen
1030 That Girl
10:00 Sale-Cen
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
11 30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
12.00 My Child.
11:30 WWW
12.30 Make-Deal
12:00 Noon
1 00 Newlyweds
1 00 Our Lives
1.30 Dating
1.30 Doctors
2:00 Gen. Hosp
2:00 An World
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
3:00 Love Am
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Matinee
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Cluth Car
5:00 Mayberry
6:30 Safaria
7:00 Alias S. & J 5:30 News
6:00 News
8:00 Longstreet
6:30 Priffius
9:00 Marshall
7:410 F. Wilson
10:00 Weather
6:00 Nichols
1030 Cavett
9:00 D. Martin
12:00 News
10 00 News
10:30 Tonight
CH. 3
WSIL

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *

lir

_

CH. 12
CH. 29
CH. I
CH 6
CH. 5
KFVS
WDXR
`WSIX
.
WLAC
WPSD
Sem
Sun
3:45
McCoys
1200
Gourmet
6.30
7.00 Today
5 45 Journal
Show 12:30 People
6:15 Break
Bozo
7.00
9:00 Dinah
6 00 News
7:00 News
12:37 News
11:30 Romper
AM 9:30 Concent
6 - 30 N'Ville
8:00 Kangaroo
12:46 Harvey
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen 9:00 Lucy
7.55 Kitc
ie
4:00 Lucy
12:50 Sewing
Hillbillies
9:30
10:30 Squares
8 00 Kangaroo
Hillbillies
9:30
1:00 Movie
Game
1100 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov
9 00 Tell-Truth
Affair 3:00 Mov,
Fam
10:00
Game
1030 That Girl
11:30 W WW
9 30 T or C
10:30 Love-Life
McHale
3:30
Bewitched
11:00
10_00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
Where Heart coo Bozo
11:00
11:30 Flipper
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
11:25 News
5:00 Call-West
12:00 My Children
12:15 Pastor
ti 00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
5:10 Munsters
12:30 Make-Deal
12:30 Romp.
11:10 Search
Pic. 5:57 News
Farm
00
12:
12:00 Singing Con 12:55 Calendar IAA Newlyweds
12:05 News
6:00 Movie
1:30 Dat-ng
1:00 Lives
32:00
7:27 News
Hosp. 12:20 Weather
2:00 Gen.
1:30 Doctors
12:2S News
World Turns 7:30 Theater 29
12:30
2:30 One Life
12:30 World Turns 2:00 World
Many 9:40 News
Love
00
1:
3:00 Password
2:30 Promise
1:00 Love Is
Li
Light
1 0 Guiding-3g
Harvey
:9:53
3:30 Love Am.
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
:00 Sec Storm10:00 Creat. Feat
4:00 Jeannie
2:00 Secret Storm 3:30 Popeye
Edge-Night
:30
Movie
10:30
Acres
Green
4
2.30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
: 00 Lassie
12 - 00 Sports
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone 5:00 News
4:00 Virginian
6:30 Golddiggers
Pyle 6:30 Accent
3:00 Gomer
6:30 Primus
1:00 Alias S1LJ
7:00 Wilson
3:30 Gilligan
7 : 00 Bearcats
JimGarner
:00 Longstreet
:
8:00
4:00 Movie
8:00 Movie
Marshall
.00
Martin
9:00
6:30 Tell-Truth
10 : 00 News
10:00 Takes Thief
10:00 News
1:00 Bearcats
10:30 Griffin
11:00 News
10.30 Tonight
8-00 Movie
12:00 News
CAvett
30
11
10.00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie
-

REVIEW

THE CARR RATINGS

•

TOP TWENTY TEAKS - OCTOBER
NEBRASKA
ALABMA
OKLAHOMA
MICHIGAN
AUBURN
GEORGIA
PENN STATE
ARKANSAS
COLORADO
L. S. U.

1 2 3 4•5 6 7 8 9 10-

McNEXSE STATE
DELAWARE
SOUTHWEST TEXAS
AKRON
WESTERN KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA TECH
WEBER STATE
TENNESSEE STATE
TAMPA
ARKANSAS STATE

-

116.9
115.4
115.0
110.1
106.5
107.6
106.6
106.4
106.2
104.8

„ 1971

11 - NOTRE DAME
TEXAS
12
13 - TENNESSEE
STANFORD
- 15 - 01110 STATE
16 - HOUSTON
17 - FLORIDA STATE
18 - ARIZONA STATE
19 - AIR FORCE
20 - CALIFORNIA

104.4
104.0
101.2
- 101.0
t1,
10,647
,
4100
- 190.4
- 98.9
- 97.0
- 96.9

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 24. 1971:

FAVORITE
GNt

86.6
65.8
135.7
85.6
65.5
84.4
82.8
82.6
82.3
81.2

OPPONENT
MARGIN
OF 10-29-71.

ARMY •
10
MIAMI -FLORIDA
MAJOR GAMES OF 10-30-71
MISSISSIem STATE
28
ALABAMA
NEW MEXICO
1
ARIZONA
AIR FORCE
3
AR12014A STATE
TEXAS A 6 11
31
RNKANSAS
FLORIDA
AUBURN
28
MARSHALL
BOWL INC GREEN
21
EL PASO
3
BRIGHAM YOUNG
RUTGERS
SUCK14ELL
1
SOUTHERN CALIF.
3
CAL IFORNI A
MEMPHIS STATE
CINCINNATI
3
ILLINOIS SIRE E
CITADEL
WAKE FOREST
CLEMSON
1
17
COLUMBIA
CORNELL-NEW YORK
YALE
DARTMOUTH
DAYTON
1. YOUNGSTOWN
DELAWARE
TEMPLE
EAST CJJ/OL I N A
3
FURMAN
SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
DUKE
GEORGIA TECH
1
PENNSYLVANIA
HARVARD
3
NORTHEASTERN
HOLY CROSS
14
FLORIDA STATE
HOUSTON
3
7
NEW MEXICO STATE
LIDAHO
3
OKLAHOMA STATE
KANSAS
3
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
RENT STATE
VIRGINIA TECH
KENTUCKY
1
7
COLGATE
LEHIGH
10
L. S. U.
MISSISSIPPI
7
TAMPA
LOUISVILLE
V. M. I
MARYLAND
21
MICHIGAN
35
INDIANA
KANSAS STATE
MISSOURI
1
14
COLORADO
NEBRASKA
NORTH CAROLINA
17
WILLIAM & SARI
NO. CAROLINA STATE 1
VIRGINIA
NORTH TEXAS STATE
3
DRAKE
ILLINOIS
NORTHWESTERN,
NOTRE DAME
NAVY

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

•
-

81.0
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
80.8
EASTERN MICHIGAN
80.3
GAMBLING
79.7
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
79.3
BALDWIN WALLACE
- 79.2
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
78.4
TRINITY-TEXAS
78.3
NORTHERN MICHIGAN
TENNESSEE TECH
76.2
78.1
TEXAS SOUTHERN

OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
MAJOR G.41186 OF 10-30-71 - CONTINUED
MINNESOTA
14
OHIO STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
3
OHIO UN IvERSITT
IOWA STATE
28
OKLAHOMA
WASHINGTON STATE
3
OREGON
WEST VIRGINIA
7
PENN STATE
BROWN
14
PRINCETON
STATE
.M1CHIGACK
1
PLRDUE
FRESNO STATE
3
SAN DIEGO STATE
PACIFIC
7
SAN JOSE STATE
'
RICHMOND
21
SOUTHERN MISS.
OREGON STATE
7
STANFORD
PITTSBURGH
1
SYRACUSE
TULSA
TENNESSEE
S. M. U.
17
TEXAS
BAYLOR
1
T. C. L.
RICE
IA
TEXAS TECH
WANE -OHIO
TOLEDO
3
ARLINGTON
TRINITY -TEXAS
21
VANDERBILT
TULANE
7
7
WYOMING
UTAH
COLORADO STATE
10
UTAH STATE
XAVIER-OHIO
24
VILLANOVA
L. C. L. A.
3
WASHINGTON
WEST TEXAS
7
WICHITA
IOWA
WISCONSIN
7.
PRO FOOTBALL - 10-31-71.
PITTSBURGH
BALTIMORE
21.
DALLAS
CHICAGO
HOUSTON
CINCINNATI
3
7
ATLANTA
CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA
i
DENVER
MIAMI
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK GIANT,
-7
MINNESOTA
KANSAS CITY
7
OAKLAND
BUFFALO
3
ST. LOUIS
1
NEW YORK Ak
SAN DIEGO
NEW ENGL
SAN FRANCISCO
28
NEW ORLEANS
28
WASHINGTON
PRO FOOTBALL
II -1 - 71
GREEN BA Y
3
DETROIT

OTHER GAMES OF OCTOBER 30 1971:
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
FAVORITE
.7
LOCK HAVEN
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
7
ABILENE CHRISTIAN
LOUISIANA TECH
10
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
7
AKRON
.4
Mc NEESE STATE
ALABAMA STATE
3
ALABAMA ASH
21
MANKATO
BISHOP
28
ALCOltN
3
MARYVILLE
HOPE
7
ALMA
17
MASSACHUSETTS
FRANKLIN
3
ANDERSON
3
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
Mr MERRY
17
ANGELO STATE
21
MIDDLEBURY
HARDING
14
ARK. A-M 6 N
35
MILL IK IN
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS
10
ARKANSAS TECH
14
NOT STATE
HEIDELBERG
BALDWIN WALLACE
10
MONMOUTH
SO. SOUTH DAKOTA
10
BLACK HILLS
TECH
MONTANA
21
STATE
CHEYNEY
31
sioonsBURG'
28
MONTCLAIR
WEST VA. WESLEYAN
21.
BLUEFIELD
14
MONTE cELLo
MONTANA STATE
7
BOISE
10
MORAVIAN
CONNECTIa-r
10
BOSTON U.
31
MORRIS-MINNESOTA
BATES
14
BOWDOIN
MORRIS BROWN
BRIDGEWATER-MASS.
17
BROCKPORT
35
NEWBERRY
OCCIDENTAL
CALIFORNIA POMONA 14
NORTH DAKOTA ST.
28
S. E. OKLAHOMA
14
CAMERON
NORTHERN COLORADO 14
PANHANDLE
21
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
NO. SOUTH DAKOTA
7 .LENOIR RHYNE
11
CARSON NEW8L414
14
AUGUSTANA- ILLINOIS N. E. MISSOURI
CARTHAGE
21
NORTHWESTERN-IOWA 17
DONAL E
14
CENTRAL IOWA
NORTHWOOD-MlailGAN
WHITWORTH
CENTRAL WASHINGTON 21
17
OLIVET
MAYVILLE
CHADRON
14
17
OTTAWA
REDLANDS
7
C.LARDIONI
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
21
CALIFORNIA-PA.
CLARION
21
10
PLATTEVILLE
TABOR
17
COLORADO COLLEGE
17
POM3NA
COLORADO MINES
COLORADO WESTERN
24
PRESBYTER IAN
14
EUREKA
.1.1.1..E.R STOCKTON
14
OUANTIOD
ADELPHI
C. id POST
42
10
RANDOLPH MACON
HURON
DAKOTA STATE
MOUNTAIN
ROCKY
14
DANA
SIOUX FALLS
24
lb
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
DOANE
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN
7
14
ST. JOSEPHS- IND.
AUGSBURG
7
ST. /40RBERT
MANCHESTER
FAR LHAM
1(1
ST. OLAF
EAST,RS ILLINOIS
. U. MISSOURI
31
SALEM -WEST VA.
EASTERN KENT,. Cri
41.2RR.AY
SAM HOUSTON
EASTERN MICHIGAN
NORTHERN MICHIGAN
14
EASTERN MONTANA
SAMFORD
tARROLL-MONTANA
SI
EA.417 RN SHCRF.
SANTA CLARA
DF.LAWARE STATE
SAVANNAH
28
SH I FHENS BURG
7
SEWANEE
FA YETTEVI LE
10
SOON FRASER
PESTERS CAROLINA
21
siMPCON
B TIER
FINK
17
SLIPPERY HOCK
17.3.XVILLE.
FRANIC.IN
21
LEBANON VALLEY
SOUTH DAKOTA
FR I ENOS:
4, PHERSON
SoUTHERN ILL INAS 10
FROS76 RE
10
SOUTHERN 088.60%
',LASS Fll ,R0
FULLER T'
ISIANA
7
LOS ANCELES STATE
S. SI. LO,
ir
-C.ARDNE4 W RIP.
I
HAYS HILL
S. W. OKLAHOMA
'GENEVA
I NI_S
3. U. TEXAS
21
GETTYSA AL
• THE P% CON%
S TER L I NC
GUS TAV1 I AUA q
STOUT SI A Ti
-HAS
HAMLINE
7
M. AL F.S TER
I AYLOR
HASTINGS
DAKOTA WESLEYA%
TENNESSF.E STATE
,AN:A EAR RAP A
HAWAII
TENNESSF.I. TAIl
HAYWARD
1EXAS A s I
HILL SDALE
LFNTRAL NT
PS Al.A
HAPPTO%
HoWARD
' . S. ST
'
K!No
IDAHO STATE
vAL PAR I ASO
INDIANA CENTRAL
PRINr 1PIA
7
VIRGINIA sTA1T
o
,PC/VF , I TY
ITHAGA
WASHINCTON.S L.
JACKSON STATE
WAYNE •MIIHILAN
FAS LI THERAN
.AJ,I I 1.
1ACKSON'/ILLE
.
WA YN} -NEHRAYRJAMESTOWN
WEISER STATE
I.
ritsrORDIA-S.P.
JESTER'.
JERSE.Y CITY
WES' F VAN
.19511:9 SALIN
LO1 '. II
I . C SM 1 TH
Ni THANIN KANSA',
KANSAS WESLEYAN
I bit:,
▪
KEARNEY
Si RI. IN
ANNYON
aGROSSI
141%1
6 FAYF.T11
NoYITFIETERN WI
LAKELAND
SAN
LAVE R/116E1.1,11
I AWR ENO!
Moro S IA.313.
I /150,cT, L TAP

ft

OPPONENT
MANSFIELD
S. E. LOUISIANA
TROY STATE
ADAMS STATE
CAPITAL
VERMONT
BALL STATE
NORWICH
NORTH CENTRAL
LEA
RIPON
WESTERN MONTANA
TRENTON
MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE
ALBRIGHT
S. W. MINNESOTA
ALBANY- GEORGIA
GUILFORD
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
EASTERN NEW MEXICO
SOUTH DAKOTA TECH
N. W. MISSOURI
BETHEL-MINNESOTA
AUSTIN PRAY
ALBION
EMPORIA COLLEGE
IDAHO COLLEGE
SUPERIOR
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Grain Alcohol Proven To Have Varied Tastes
singled out an alcohol the IRS
By ROBERT MUSEL
( UPI(-The had slipped into the samples as
YORK
NEW
Internal Revenue Service ar- a -ringer." In this demonstragued that neutral grain alcohol tion of the degree to which
tasted the same to everybody experts can develop the senses
and special claims for it could of taste and smell McLauchlan
not be permitted. Then Russell .cl more than prove neutral
W McLauchlan stepped for- grain spirits had their own
ward and correctly identified personalities and characteristics.
actual distilleries from
Spotlights Existence
A,acti 14 alcohol samples had He spotlighted the existence
come, simply by tasting and of a group of men whose acute
smelling them.
"organoleptic" abilities - the
As a final fillip he even coordination of nose and tongue

-are responsible for the fact
that when a customer buys a
brand name alcoholic beverage
in this country it tastes the way
he expects it to taste.
McLauchlan is director of
quality control for Joseph E.

Easter Seal
Group Names
New President

Seagram and Sons but the
same thing goes for all the
other brands of gin, vodka,
whisky, Scotch, Bourbon, wine,
brandy, rum, tequila, mixed
drinks and the like on the
market.
No computer has been able to
duplicate the ability of these
men'to detect differences so
minute that no one customer in
10,000 would notice what they
were looking for. It is a
rewarding job in skill and
remuneration but it requires a
high degree of personal dedication, as McLauchlan explained
it.
"It affects your personal life
in that most of us do not smoke
and do not allow anyone else to
smoke in the laboratories in
which we are working," he
said. "We don't wear aftershave lotion. We don't like our
secretaries to wear perfume.
We must keep out foreign odors
that might mask the tastes and
odors we are trying to evaluate.
Don't Eat Curry
"We don't eat curry or other
heavily flavored foods. We are
basically very careful about the
way we conduct our lives
during working hours and it
rubs off into our social lives as
well. We watch what we have
for lunch and what we drink.
'The majority of our work in
organoleptic evaluation is done
with the nose, a more sensitive
instrument than the palate. We
also," he said, pointing to
tables ringed with tulip-shaped
glasses half-filled with a clear
fluid, "work at lower alcoholic
strength than the actual drink.
Otherwise it would dull our
taste buds."
After tasting the alcohol they
spit it out.

Louisville, Ky.-Coleman L.
McGuire, Jr., Louisville, is the
newly elected president of the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults. He
Trick or treat or trick and material, have caught on fire. A was named at the society's 48th
flashlight would be easier to annual meeting held October 22
treatment?
Which will it be Sunday night as carry and would also make it at the Holiday Inn Midtown,
neighborhood ghosts and goblins safer when crossing streets.
Louisville. He succeeds Dr. L.O.
make their annual Halloween Be sure to chaperone all Toomey, a Bowling Green
The GREAT FIRE - CHI- pilgrimage in search of candy children, who would not normally physician.
CAGO 1871; by Herman Kogan and other long anticipated be allowed outside alone at night.
McGuire, a manufacturer's
and Robert Cromie; G. P. Put- treasures?
Younger children should be out representative, was first vice
$12.95.
pages;
237
mm's Sons;
For the children it is an evening only in the early evening hours. president of the society's board
A major problem each last year. Active in Easter Seal
great fun and adventure but for
of
Reviewed By
some it can turn into a night of Halloween is children who have work for 15 years, he has been
JOHN PINKERMAN
been poisoned. Be very careful Easter Seal campaign chairman
tragedy and sorrow.
Copley News Service
Each year too many children that candy, gum or anything else for Jefferson county for two
years.
George Francis Train, well- are injured and killed Halloween edible is securely wrapped.
Keep a light on in front of the
A native of Louisville, McGuire
known New York traveler, lec- Eve by motorists unable to see
turer and author was in Chi- them as they dart unexpectedly house so that there is no clanger of has been a member and officer of
cago on Oct 7, 1871. Speaking into the street. Still others are children being injured by walking the Childrens Hospital board and
from the balcony of Tremont badly burned as their costumes into objects or holes they can not ; for eight years was president of
are ignited by flames from see in the dark. If there is a pet in Market Street-Neighborhood
House, he said:
"This is the last public ad- lighted candles and lanterns. the household, keep him away House board of directors,
dress that will be delivered This does not have to be if parents from the door.
Louisville. A former president of
within these walls. A terrible will observe rules of good sense
Children enjoy putting on Louisville Jaycees, he is a
calamity is impending over the and safety.
makeup as part ofteir costumes graduate of the University of
city of Chicago. More I cannot
but be careful of what they use. Notre Dame.
bright
A
only
- Use
costumes.
say; more I dare not utter."
Cheap makeup can in many in- Other new officers named were
The summer had been hot white sheeted ghost is much more stances cause complexion George W. Schroeder, 54 Teqee
drivers
passing
by
seen
easily
and dry; only an inch of rain
problems for youngsters or hurt Road, Louisville, first vice
during the last month. There than a black clad witch. But even their eyes.
president; and Mrs. William H.
had been 27 fires during the a brightly clothed child may be
Finally, when your child goes
first week of October. One, on hard to distinguish as the evening out for the evening, make sure Cartmell, Maysville, secretary.
Mrs. John A. Creech, Jr.,
the very day Train spoke, had darkens so a florescent strip,
you know where he or she is going Lexington and Mrs. Anderson C.
wiped out four blocks and left which would make him even
and what time he or she should be Dearing, Jr., 443 Lightfoot Road,
hundreds of firemen ex- more visible, is suggested.
back.
Louisville, were reelected second
hausted.
Do not allow children to carry
Halloween can be a real treat vice president and treasurer,
However, the worst was still
candles or lanterns. for everyone. One way to insure
lighted
respectively.
to come, and all the drama,
Many have been burned in past it is to follow these simple rules of
tragedy and courage of ChiNewly elected directors of the
when
their
years
costumes,
The
safety.
will
result
an
be
cago's great fire of Oct. 8, 1891
society are George E. Beiderare
which
made
often
of
exenjoyable and safe evening for well, Paducah and Delbert
is captured in picture and text
entitled -The Great Fire - tremely light, highly flammable children and parents alike.
Murphy, Owensboro.
Jct. Pottertown Rd.
Chicago 1871.' Authors HerReelected to the board of
and East Highway
Robert
man Kogan and
directors were Fam Livingston,
Cromie, both Chicago newsPaducah; Mrs. Sidney RosenStop In and See Us
papermen, have fascinating
blum, Dartmouth Apartments
-before and after" pictures
for
Mrs.
and
Vogt,
F.
Rudy
Mocking
strangely, no pictures are
iu itlsii!
Spec
Fine
These
of
both
Bird
Road,
Valley
fire),
available of the actual
D.
Mrs.
Joseph
Louisville;
Hu;
MAYFIELD, Ky., Oct. 26 - tamed marijuana from Rusha.
sketches of the terror-stricken
residents fleeing 1100,000 were Frank Rusha, 22, Murray, for- It was brought out in the hear- Sparks, Covington, and Mrs.
i
COUPON
merly of Mayfield, charged on ing that not all of the boys were Creech, Dr. Toomey, and
Maxwell House
M
Folger ors
made homeless, 250 were killed
and damage was about $196 two counts of illegal dispensing persent during the three transac- McGuire.
79c
l lb.tup300
Eiliisocco
TIh
tohaFE
G0iF
0
CW
Reports on services and acmillion I and a chronological or sale of drugs, was held to the tions but each had made a transSeal
Easter
four
at
November 'grand jury following action with Rusha on at least tivities
accompanying text.
centers were given by volunteer
_-•
They are firm on one point a preliminary hearing in Graves one occasion.
All three youths testified that board members of the center.
that is much in dispute among County Court here today.
I liii
III
Rusha pleaded not guilty to they had been smoking mari- Mrs. John A. Creech, Jr.,
histo'rians and those near the
imuitommiummimminiiiiniumun.
2 reported for Cardinal Hill
/
scene at the time of the fire. the charges but declined to tes- juana f o r appoximately 11
COUPON
There is no doubt, they say, tify on his own behalf. Bond was months. The youths testified Hospital, Lexington; Mrs. Rudy
25 lb. Trailer Blazer. I
that the fire started modestly reaffirmed at $25,003 on each of that they had forcibly entered F. Vogt, for the Hearing and
Kracklin or Leader
enough in the cowshed behind the two chages by Graves Coun- East College Elementary School Speech Center, Louisville; Frank
and had taken an aquarium Middelberg, for the Northern
the home of Patrick O'Leary, a ty Judge Dick Castleman.
FOODS 1 99
DOG
testijuveniles
Mayfield
Three
which Rusha had requested.
De Koven St. laborer. Whether
Kentucky Easter Seal Center,
a cow kicked over a kerosene fied at the hearing that on three
Testimony also revealed that Covington, and J. Foster Jones,
With This Coupon
lantern while Mrs. O'Leary separate occasions they had obthe aquarium later was taken chairman of the West Kentucky
Good Till Oct. 30
was engaged in a milking chore
to Rusha's apartment in Mur- Center, for the Paducah center.
that Sunday night is another
ffili111111111Mill$111•111111111111i111111111111111t111111111e
ray.
Other participants included
thing, but Mrs. O'Leary is
Rev. J. Edward Cayce, and 1111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllll111111111
stuck with the blame nonetheThe youths also testified that Briggs Lawson, both
of 1
less.
after the second transaction Shelbyville; Mrs. William H. 1
FREE!!
they forcibly entered Calloway Cartmell, Maysville, McGuire
As in many tragedies, the
1
gas with purchase
gallon
1
County High School and re- and W, T. Isaac, executive
first alarm sounded from a
of 10 gal. or more, with thi
moved another aquarium.
lookout post in the tower of the
director of the society.
1
coupon.
Postal Service
city courthouse roof, sent fire
Volunteers at the 48th anRusha
and
another Mayfield niversary luncheon were encompanies to the area of Box
warns of rush
Good Till Oct 30
youth, Steve Elliott, were ar- tertained by the "Incomparable
342, and the fire was elsewhere.
rested by State Police Detective Hildegarde."
(U P I):
WASHINGTON
However, it swept through
Walter Mosher and Trooper
most areas of the city so fast The U.S. Postal Service
Gary Smith on Oct. 19 in Maymay be new, but it faces an
that the mistake in location had
field.
old problem - Christmas
little meaning. An e5tremely
strong wind sent sparks and
The he
for Elliott,
service urged that
burning embers to new tindercharged rie it h one count of
'eIs to distant states be
boxes - to the mansions of the parcels
dispensing or sale of drugs, will
mailed by Dec. 1 - Dec. 10
rich, the shantytowns of the
be held Wednesday in Graves
areas
nearby
and
for
poor and the merchant and
15.
County Cour
government complexes of cards be mailed by Dec.
Airmail parcels should be
downtown.
sent by Dec 15 and airAlthough without pictures of
mail cards by Dec 22
the actual fire, the authors
Move mail by pipe,
have used photos of graphic
scenes in the famous Gross
company suggests
Cyclorama, which served as a
Federal State Market New.,
NEW YORK (UPI) Translifelike study of the fire from
continental Gas Pipe Line
Service October 26, 1971
1892 into the 20th Century
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog,
Corp. thinks it has the anThe day after the fire, the
swer to the nation's mail
Market Report Includes 10
Chicago Tribune's big frontdelivery problems-move it
buying stations
page headline read "Cheer
by pipeline, which also is
Receipts: Act. 800 Est 700
impervious to rain, snow
Up," and the people and busiBarrows and Gilts 50 cents lower
night.
of
gloom
nesses of Chicago rallied to reand
Sows steady
Henderson,
meB.
the
into
city
their
James
build
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., .1 18.50-19.00
company president, has
tropolis it is today.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 19.00-19.25
proposed such a low-presKogan and Crorme would
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 4.25-18.50
sure pipeline system to the
seem to have a ready market
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.75-18.25
U S Postal Service.
for this exciting illustrated hisHe said a pipeline sysUS 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.25-17.75
torical record among those who
tem would provide swifter
SOWS
Yuri Zhivago (Omar Shard I and Lara I Julie Christie) find
live in or have nostalgia for
fulfillment of the malls apUS 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.00, few themselves desperately in love in this scene from David Leans
Chicago. On this 100th anniverpointed rounds than presat 16.50
film of Boris Pasternak's "Doctor Zhivago." Also starred in the
sary of the fire, they also have
ent delivery methods It
US 1-3 300-650 lbs. 1500-1550
MGM picture, winner os slit Academy Awards, are Geraldine
something that will thrill
would be safe-non-pollutUS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00, few Chaplin, Tom Courtenay, Alec Guninness, Siobhan McKenna,
ing, and it would require
people anywhere who still beat 13.00
I ess operating personnel,
Ralph Richardson, Rod Steiger and Rita Tushingham Showing
lieve in the ability to triumph
Nenderslin said
Roars 11.00-12.00
over tragedy and destruction.
atSalem Cinema 1 thrn Tuesday,November 2nd.
ea

Chicago's Trick Or Treat Or
gre9t fire Trick And Treatment?
recalled
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Youth Held To Grand
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
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25'
'
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19'
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9
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Throw Away

Pound

Armour's

12-oz. pkg.
Sliced

SHORT RIBS
Sliced

,

BEEF LIVER

t 49'
49c
lb

FESTIVAL

2-1b. bag

FROZEN

t

12,oz. can

ADAMS

TENN. FROZEN

10-of:—pkg.

DELTA FROZEN

Family Pack
Cut-Up

lb
cuts 49it

& MecitY69
;
lb.

Sliced

Chopped

BEEF STEAKS

lb

Fresh

c
49;
ju
PICNICS
ORANG 19,
Pkg. of 12

4 5cans$100
994

4 ROLLS
$100
M'ACK ACKEREL 4 9, CRISCO
$100
4
CHEESE FOOD
SAUCE
8
FLOUR
69t
,0-1b.
89' PICKLES
MEAL
318;rsz$
TAMALES 3
GRAPE JELLY
374
CHERRIES
DETERGENT
SAUSAGE
ALL VEGETABLE

tall

lb

SMOKED
5 to 7 lb. avg.

Kraft's

CHEESE

3-1b. can

MORTON HOUSE

16-oz
'

4
;

12-oz. pkg.
Ind. Slices

213-°Ibx.

25-1b. bag

8-oz.$100
cans

$189

PARTY PAK

SCOTT'S

48-oz. jar

bag

Puffin

BISCUITS

ARMOUR'S

KRAFT'S

100

cans

MARASCHINO

TEXIZE PINK

Reilg.G6a9l:

covv Ls

Reg. 4
jar

4

SCOTT

3

RLogils $

,
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33-0z.
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.:
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4
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SACRAMENTO TOMATO

MILK MAID

Cut

89t PORK LIVER lb 39t
39c PORK BRAINS lb 39t

46-oz can
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t.

First

HAM HOCKS

NECK BONES b25't

KRAFT'S TASTY

25;,
,

b

By The Piece

Smoked

Fresh

LIBERTY BROWN 'N SERVE

t

10-oz. pkg.

SLICED BACON 49t
39
BOLOGNA
PORK CHOPS
SPARE RIBSLean
U.S.
CHUCK ROASTiai7,7,55!b

PORK STEAK1b.59t

Texsun

4

1,2 gal

Columbia Tray Pak

Pure
ufnd
ee
GBro

Beef

20-oz. size

PUMPKIN PIES29!
ICE CREAM
FRENCH FRIES 29
ORANGE JUICE 39'
CUT CORN
19
STRAWBERRIES 19',

Rs

39;

PILLSBURY
5-Lb. Bag

LOUR

ON

89

9;

TURNER'S
All Flavors
2 Gal.
1
/

KITCHEN TREAT

300 can

Brisket

Specials!

Murray Kentucky

Southside Shopping Center

39; c MILK

FOLGER'S
One Lb. Can
(with coupon)

COFFEE

-

,
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Beneficial Uses Of Heated Water Studied
Telephone Pioneers

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 27, 1971

KENTUCKY
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GATLINIBURG, TENN. — crop growing season, recycling conversion and effictenc) for products." One idea is to produce
Water that is warmed when it is nutrients from livestock wastes, livestock and poultr) pmiuction algae—a high protein aquatic
pumped through the condensers and fish farming," he explained. are greater in facilities with plant—from livestock wastes in a
by Odell Vance
of fuel-burning and nuclear- Land has been set aside at TVA's controlled temperatures.' series of lagoons and ponds. This
algae could be harvested by
powered steam generating plants Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant to Williams related
Another potential use of heated clams—aquatic animals—and be
may turn out to be a useful test ways of using waste heat.
said, "my biggest hobby
(Editor's Note: This is another Mildred
resource, a TVA official said here "We will build a small water is in growing vegetables In converted into feed supplements
my children and
visiting
is
In a series of articles on telephone grandchildren." She has five
greenhouse at the TVA National open fields Piping warm water' for hog and poultry rations.
today.
Orville
Mrs.
Today:
pioneers.
"Recycling this currently Fertilizer Development Center, into fields extends the growing
grandchildren. She also raises
(Mildred ( Anderson. I
upused byproduct into usable Muscle Shoals, Alabama, before season. permitting farmers to
African Violets that she shares
epergy for the production of building a commercial-scale serve ear - and late season
with her many friends. Mrs.
In experunents at
hOman food and fiber could have greenhouse at Browns Ferry," markets
Anderson is a very active
In the Muscle Shoals. heating, the soil
Williams.
aftnajor impact on total resource said
member of the First Baptist
altd environmental develop- greenhouse, the characteristics with buried electric cableS more
Church.
merit—not only in the Tennessee of environmental control and its than doubled yields of string
said,
Anderson
Mrs.
Two Murray State University
Olvie Mathis,Service Manager of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
Valley region, but throughout the relationship to producing high- beans on both irrigated and
"Telephone People, especially
nonirrigated soils, and sweet students received minor injuries,
world," said Gerald G. Williams, value crops will be studied.
the pioneers (people with 21 Is receiving an award from Gerald E. Moser, Service
TVA Director of Agricultural The potential for using heated Aim yields were almost doubled. and a third MSU student
years service) are the finest Representative of Chevrolet Motor Division. Mathis, has earned
water in greenhouse productin of. Williams said that use of sustained serious head injuries
Development.
people in the world. Over the membership in the "Only the Best" Club as a result of his outtraffic accident on Highway
Speaking here during the vegetable is tremendous, he said heated water in fish production is in a
years I've formed bonds with so standing accomplishments and performance in the management
121
approximately
1.5
miles
1-acre already being tested in the
Theoretically. a
National Conference on Waste
many that will never be broken. I of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Service Department. In presenting
of
south
Mayfield
Saturday
Heat Utilization, Williams said greenhouse would produce 70,000 Tennessee Valley region.
really like to get with them and the award, Mr. Moser explained, The "Only the Best" Club for
afternoon.
Chevrolet retail Service Managers was established to recognize
that TVA became interested in pounds of tomatoes and 1311000- •'Studies show that the potential
The three students were listed
talk telephone".
the importance of the Service Manager to his dealership and to
beneficial uses of "waste heat" pounds of lettuce. This would consumption of catfish exceeds by State Trooper Jim Bell, who
the Chevrolet Division of General Motors!
about 3 years ago. Since that supply the tomato and lettuce the natural supply in the Ten- investigated the accident, as
time, several ways to use heated demand for 5,800 people— nessee Valley, and that finding Clementine Delaney, 19,
agriculture or a population about the sue of ways to extend the growing Paducah; Betty Ann Holland,
in
water
aquaculture have been in- Lenoir City or Savannah. Ten- season with heated water is one 19, Paducah; and Judy Bowen,
way of producing more catfish." 21, of Louisville. MI three
Mildred Aaderass
vestigated or are being planned nessee.
ADULTS 99
students resided at Clark Hall
Mrs. Orville (Mildred) An- Louisville, Ky.—The 1972 October 25, 1971
fa heating There are many ideas yet to be
"We are The system
for investigation.
at
Dormitory
Murray
State
heated
of
use
"In
for
born
water.
111
ADULTS
ld
her
cou
began
telephone
studying uses of heated water in and cooling greenhouses
tional Farm Machinery Show
University. Time of the accident derson
Nursery 10
13
heating and cooling greenhouses, also be used to control the eh_ the future, for example, we may was listed as 3:25 p.m. career with Southern Bell
been set for February 16 NURSERY
Telephone Company in March
livestock housing. ; be able to recycle nutrients from Saturday.
environmental control for vironment
the
Febritary 19 at
October 23, 1971
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ltseptuck housing, extending the "Research has shown that -feedilivestock wastes into usable
According to Bell, a grain 1934. -Central", as it was called, entucky Fair and Exposition
Peoples Bank
truck driven by Joseph Baucum, was over the old
ter in Louisville.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
route 6, Mayfield, was building.
Douglas L. Blair, President of' Baby Boy ff11 (Mrs. Beverly Baby Boy Thompson (Mrs.
attempting to make a left turn
Baby
Murray,
6,
Rt.
Hill),
*.Joan
an
Anderson
as
started
Mrs.
Kentucky State Fair Board,
Wilodean ), 533 E. Washington,
from a cornfield adjacent to operator.
In 1947 she was
the dates of the show Girl Scott (Mrs. Delois Ann
Tenn.
Foster Lane on 121 when the promoted to service assistant. In
National Farm Scott), Rt. 1., Almo, Baby Boy
the
and
truck collided with the car
three years she was again Machinery Show Tractor Pulling Calhoun (Mrs. Donna Calhoun ),
DISMISSALS
which was traveling north on
Rt. 5, Benton, Baby Boy Morgan
121. The nght side of the car promoted. This time she was Chtunpionship at the October
Mrs. Dorothy Dean Kingins,
W.
512
Morgan),
Paulette
(Mrs.
evening
made
operator.
chief
Board meeting.
struck the left front of the
1661 Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Mrs. Anderson retired June 17, Blair also disclosed that the 9th Benton, Baby Boy Beth (Mrs.
truck, according to Bell.
Augusta McGinnis, Route 2,
Polly
The three students were taken 1966 with 32 years service. She show had grown so large that it Ann Katherine Beth), Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Annetta Collie,
to the Community Hospital. has been a telephone pioneer for would be expanding into the East
Route 5, Benton, Master Jefferey
Miss DaJaney was listed this 17 years.
Mrs. Anderson Exposition Wing for 1972. This
Wade Holmes, Box 41, Hazel,
morning bya hospital
DISMISSALS
worked through three con- will give the show an additional
Mrs. Shirley Ann Thorn, Route 1,
spokesrnan as having suffered versions. She started with the
exhibit
of
feet
50,000 square
Hardin, Master- James Arthur
multiple lacerations and "magneto" system. Next came
N.
3
Douglas,s,
Ray
d
l
y
o
Har
Rt_l
space.
.707 S. 3rd, Murray,
Stubblefield,
co,ntusions. Miss Bowen the "Hewlett
Cooper,
Common Battery" Three nights of Tractor Pull 12th St., Murray,
received multiple lacerations.
Lenaro Bishop, New
Vennie
Mrs.
Jones,
system. That was where you competition will highlight the Rt. 7, Murray,Dale Mason Jo
Miss Holland received serious
Concord, Mr. Christopher Dale
Janie
get
could
operator
the
merely
by
show this year. This differs from
head injuries and was
1310 Wells Blvd.,
picking up the receiver. She 1971 when near sell-out crowds Dunn, Rt, 1 Box 10, Murray, Clopton,
transferred to a Memphis
Murray, Mrs. Mavis Burton
hospital. The extent of her also worked under the present watched five classes in two Marshall Lindsey, Rt. 1, Almo,
Gibbs, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
"Dial" system.
injuries is not known.
evenings. Drivers will compete in Bennie Joe Jackson, Rt. 7 Box Opal Lockhart Taylor, Route 3,
Marie
Moyce
Mrs.
Murray,
Hospital records indicate that
Mildred and her husband the 5,000 lb., 7,000 lb., 9,000 lb., 212,
Baucum was not treated at the Orville live at 500 N 5th St. They 12,000 lb., 14,000 lb. stock classes Brown, Rt. 2, Hazel, L.O. Murray, Mrs. Amy Osie WashMurray, Mrs.
Community Hospital.
have two children. Dr. Joe Pat is and the 7,000 lb. modified class. Donelson, New Concord, Howard burn, 1315 Vine,
Route 2,- Cadiz,
Cossey,
Sarah
YOUNG FIGHTERS FOR FORD AND CARROLL—An enthusiastic group of young people from
St.,
Pine
204
Mrs.
Perry,
Murray,
a general practitioner in MemMilburn Bryan Holland, 301 N.
Murray and Calloway County turqed out Saturday to participate in "Fighters for People Day" --a
phis, Term. Faye Nell Flora lives
Curtains and draperies do Hutchie Smith, Rt, 1, Kirksey,
Murray, Expired Baby
people
young
nerves,
The
nails,
issues.
the
and
candidates
the
on
skin,
Hair,
statewide effort by Democrats to focus attention
in Murray and is assistant as much to set the decor, or Mrs. Obera Cole Brown, Rt. 1, 12th,
blood, muscles, other body tis- registar at Murray State atmosphere, of a room as the Almo, Robert Owen Carlile Boy Thompson (Mrs. Wilodean ),
organized themselves into groups and distributed campaign material in the shopping centers and in
533 E. Washington, Paris, Tenn.,
the downtown area. Bake sales of goods made by solunteers were also held during the day in several sue and even bones contain and, University.
furniture or tge walls them- (From Cony. Div.).
require protein.
Juanita Johnson, Route 1, Almo.
locations in behalf of the nine-member Democratic slate for the general election Nov. 2.
When asked about her hobbies selves.

Three MSU Students
Injured Friday
In Auto Accident

Farm Machinery
Show Dates Given
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Will Be Coming Your Way Soon
In The Daily Ledger & Times
By Mort Walker

Beetle Bailey
TELL

He's the FUNNIEST

..Husband

She's the CLEVEREST
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HE HAS THE STRENGTH OF
TEN TIGERS -- WISDOM OF
THE AGES --

by Chic Young

THEY SAY HE LOVES A LADY
FAR AWAY BEYOND THE GREAT
WATERS- -

WHAT WAY HE
IS LIKE OTHER
ME N - -?

every day
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LEE FALK
AND
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WHITE
gPs

—where friendly p•opis
help you towel

7 A. M. -- 9 P. M. Mon -- Sat

Armour

Whole

Inc.
;ervice
ranted
is out;ernent
,enting
tub for
ognhe
and to

Fryers
J-eakedny,

Franks 391

Swift Premium ProTen
Standing

RIB ROAST

12 oz

lb.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
. Swift Premium ProTen

Swift Premium ProTen

Pure

n

Ground Beef
Steakstl°
bit9

ONS
(Mrs.
lingt011,

IN I

Grains,
y, Mrs.
Route 2,
Collie,
lefferey
Hazel,
Route 1,
Arthur
Murray,
op, New
er Dale

1 lb

STRAWBERRIES Frosty Acres Sliced
BROCCOLI SPEARS Frosty Acres

Burton
y, Mrs.
Route 3,
Washmy, Mrs.
, Cadiz,
, 301 N.
Baby
lodean),
s, Tenn.,
Almo.

10,4-oz.

FRENCH FRIES
GLAZED DONUTS

Frosty Acres

11
/
2-lb.

Ever Fresh

Doz.

CAKE MIX or OREOS
FROSTING
RED: 3/89' 45'
CHOCOLATE
OLIVES
S
DROP2 ts. 79' 49'
TOMATOES TOWELS

CRISCO
3 lbs.

:WHITE

cer

t,
303 can

2/39t
Dole

PINEAPPLE
JUICE
46 oz

35'

Johnson's Coupon

1:
le

Save 11' on Krey
Sliced BACON

SLICE i
es.

48t

59C
lb. Self
Service, 19-22 slices per
lb., deliciously mill ona•
eel Pavor.

lily BACON... 1

—

Ar

with coupon
without coupon

Limit: 1 per, purchase
Expires Nov. 2, 1971

33'

25'

8-oz.

41116

15
3/7'

10 lbs.

39'

each

19'
10'

MEAL
SELF-RISING

CHICKEN and
DUMPLINGS
24
49'

PORK
/
2-oz
101

25'

BLUE BONNET

Kraft Apple-Blackberry and Apple-Grape

OLEO

JELLY

1 lb

18 oz

3/$10°

Maxwell House Bag

COFFEE
1-lb

Kelly's

2/49'
Kelly's

49'

Open Pit

,7,4oz 354

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

SUNFLOWER

9'
13-13-Q SAUCE

Sweet Sue

49'

4 lbs.

-oz.

BABY
FOOD

6/59'
-oz.

DOG
FOOD

GERBER STRAINED

Blidottlifs

Buttermilk &
Sweet Milk

Doz.

lb.

ORANGE
SLICES
1 lb

88'

MARIO STUFFED

SCOTT JUMBO

4;

59' BANANAS
RAGS

15 oz

49

*

89' RED POTATOES. 3/89' FRESH COCONUTS

NABISCO

Pride of Illinois

lb

2/85' ORANGES
Jonathan or Golden Delicious
4/89' APPLES Winesaps,

10 Pack

CUBED BEEF PATTIES

SHORT RIBS
OF BEEF

* PRODUCE

* FROZEN FOODS *

99;

79(

29t

White
SALAD
DRESSING
Qt 49'
"d &

28 Ounce

Euery Red & White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded • RED &

COCA-COLA
No Deposit v No Return

5/spo

WHITE

6.4

niwys,))-s

Xf if--
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Bill Bradley could be
headed for politics

Spanish production
of hooks rising
Nok production and pamphlet output in Spain during
1970 amounted to 19,717 titles,
as compared with 17,342 titles
in the previous year.
The total number of copies
was over 170 million. As in
previous yeart, literary works
dominated, this time with 5,386
titles

11.18.( RU514 HERE- AND THERE
DOING THIS AND THAT...

..ON 141E0NE5DA45, THAT 15)

and Neptune are all in what
movements), Sun life, force) astrologers call the "harvest
and Jupiter ( good fortune). cycle." These are the planets
fountainhead of his which raised him to fame in the
• Question: "Bill Bradley of This is the
sports world. But his story is
the New York Knicks — has he drive to the top.
The Colonials
Neptune's placement in the not over.
seen his best days"
twenty-ninth degree of
L
1zEv
The planets of Fate — Mars,
Answer: We think he has just -fateful
important clue. Saturn and Uranus — are
k_ WAS
114E1 CIAU
• bssiin to fulfill his star Virgo gives an
that here moving steadily upward in that
..r_;JEE-IPI/J& MONEY. SO HEZE 7
potential. For years. sports- It tells an astrologer
demands the best area we call the "action cycle."
writers have claimed to see a is a man who
times. He has They will be there for years to
political gleam in Bradley's of himself, at all
Sweden is to remain a
sense of duty. His come, impelling Bill Bradley to
eyes. It may be that sub- an enormous
monarchy, but the king will
coach,
Bill
van
Breda
college
work for improving human lose all power under a revised
consciously they sensed that
-I think
Bradley
was leadership Kolff, was quoted,
conditions. Around November constitution proposed by a
whenever
Bradley's
happiest
material.
and December, 1971, his parliamentary
drafting
himself pleasure."
Last summer this writer he can deny
progressed Moon reaches the committee.
social
conscience
Bradley's
discussed Bradley with a
Mid-heaven. He will be making
If
approved
by
the
Princeton executive, whose was indicated by Venus in news then.
Parliament, the reform can
Virgo.
In
the
summer
before
attitude was almost reverent.
We believe his athletic cycle take effect 44 1976 at the
"Why, that boy could be the Knicks had their miracle will not continue much longer. earliest — it nufit be passed by
anything he wants ... season, he did volunteer work He found much that was two sessions of Parliament
with young people in the ghetto.
governor .. . even higher."
fulfilling in basketball, in the with a general election in
LII Abner
A list of his accomplishments The following summer, he clash of men and minds on the between.
toured
Asia
to
study
conditions
HERE
to date is impressive: Princecourts. If he can find that same BIKE SPEEDING TICKETS?
NATURALL'i, DAD!!- WE WERE ABLE
ONE-5oluDoEre- OH,FOG NE
1n3-i-505.!WORKERS
IN
4;000
ton scholar-athlete, spark there.
LAN
OFF
excitement and challenge in
TO
SANTA
CRUZ,
Calif.
OUR
PROFITS
(UPI)—
In his years with the Knicks,
bROKEN
GOES
WHO
MESON OR
OUR COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT!!
plug of a winning Olympic
public service, you are going to Bicycles are so numerous in
5
ARE
GOING
Bradley has placed the team
JAWR
AGIN!!
MADAM —
DAST
team, Rhodes scholar, and all
hear much more about Bill this quiet city of retired
uP-uppr
COM IN'
above
his
personal
glory.
His
COMPLAIN
WHOEVER
this crowned as recipient of a
Bradley in years to come.
UP?!
persons and university students
\n/iF ME
N/0" IS—
II
half-million dollar contract strategy was vindicated when
AROUND?
that police chief Geno Pini
the
196-1970
Knicks
became
NO
LIGHT
BURDEN
with the Knicks. Where does he
-world. champions, in what
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)— warned Monday officers may
go from. Or. tc,1) '-r•oef
ters have called the Exotic dancer Carol Cybulski start giving cyclists speeding
fans, "Into politics." •
It could happen. A study of -Miracle on 33rd Street." Bill today was recovering in a tickets.
tee awe
ital from a rattlesnake bite What constitutes speeding on
his horoscope will show why. Bradley was a real part of that
Bill Bradley's birth data was miracle. This is a man who • livered by one of the snakes a bicycle? Pini said each case
uses in her act. She would be decided on the basis
supplied by his mother. He was longs to win, but not at any
born on July 23, 1943, in St. price.
ailed how she once danced of whether the speed was more
His
planets
in
Leo,
especially
Louis, Mo., at 11:20 a.m. Rising
27
'th an 80 pound boa conatric- than "reasonable or prudent"
on the eastern horizon at his Mercury, denote a man who
for conditions.
birth was Libra, Zodiac sign of seeks the truth about life,
"Well, not danced exactly. I
justice. Sun is placed in regal whether walking the ghetto just used to stagger around the
Leo, sign of leadership. One streets or climbing a mountain stage."
unruly lock of hair and a in the Far -East. (He has done
rebellious eyebrow testify to both.) In Gemini, a mental
Zodiac sign, he has Moon ( the
his leonine heritage.
Yet if Bill Bradley wants to pul?lic), Saturn ( Destiny), and
roar, he does it on the Uranus ( the unexpected). All
basketball court or in the these indicate he is a scholar,
locker room. This is the and potentially a great and
horoscope of a man who has good man. •
There
is
a
sturdy
tremendous self-control, an
authentic gentleman. We know wholesomeness about this
this because Venus and Nep- horoscope. Bill Bradley comes
tune are locked away in the across as a true product of the
By LEROY POPE
American Midwest. (He hails
secret twelfth horoscope house
UPI Business Writer
Like an iceberg, Bill Bradley from Crystal City, Mo..) His
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
remains 80 per cent hidden common sense beliefs might swimming pool industry, usual
prove
private
refreshing
to jaded ly a reliable economic baro
from view. He is a
person in public life, like voters. Here is a man who ter, seems to be pointing
Richard Nixon. What starry believes in young people, and in toward a business recovery this
forces brought him center the future of America.
Has he passed his peak? To year. Sales of pools of all types,
stage?
•
High in his tenth horoscope understand the rhythm of his which dropped to 82,500 in 1970
house ) worldly fame ) we find a life pattern, you must ap- from 91,000 in 1969, reportedly
that
stellium, or star cluster, preciate
Bradley's are heading for 95,000 more this
progressed
Sun,
r
Jupiter,
Venus year.
composed of Pluto mass
The figures come from the
publishers of the industry's
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
leading trade papers, Swim000 0000 BOOM ming Pool Weekly and Pool
3 Punish by
ACROSS
000 0000 0000
a fine
000000 GOO 00 News.
1 Pretense
4 Cause to
The biggest gains reported
000 num 000
5 Hard wood
coalesce
Wendell Ford entered the Army of the United States at age 19, as a buck private,
tree
0000 000 MO
are
in the in-ground vinyl lined
5 Devoured
8 Eirdge term
00M 000 00000 pools, but concrete pool sales
6 Coniunct,on
12 Fleshy /run
00 000=0 MB
7 Jump
and served his country during W.W. II. He was discharged from the active Army
of trees of
00000 BOB 000 are doing well today as are the
8 Eat-a
apple family
9 Newest
00 MEM MUM panlike above-ground vinyl
13 Also
on June 28, 1946, as T/Sgt. On June 7, 1949, Wendell Ford enlisted in the Kentucky
10 Appe.lator
MOO 000 MOM
lined pools. There probably are
14 Wan
o/ Athena
0C MO0 00000M about two and a half times as
15 Unwilimg to
11 Army meal
0000 00MM BOO many
National Guard as a Sgt. He was commissioned 2nd Lt. in the Kentucky National
17 Poeces of
children's
these
of
dinnerware
15 Dispatched
MOM 0000 000
splashers installed as in-ground
18 Had
2./
19 atmClof
Guard on August 8, 1949, and promoted to lit Lt. September 2, 1952. He was
C loth
rec•,ned
pools, but it takes ten of them
35 Protectrve
43 Retained
20 Regions
22 Doct,ine
to represent the same invest44 Mixture
force
23 hostelry
21 Coon
discharged from both Army National Guard and as a Reservist of the Army on July
46 Arabian
24 Maces,
36 Ascend
ment as an in-ground pool.
23 Hastens
chieftain
25 Mountain n
37 MIne vein
swimming
24 Baker's
in
recovery
The
47 Chair
Crete
38 Hindrance
product
6, 1962. Wendell Ford is a member of the American Legion, James L. Yates Post
49 Pronoun
pool sales in the face of spotty
27 Pinch
40 Ancent
26 Piece cut to
50 Artfcle of
29 Native meal
business conditions is due to
fit into
Persians
tu niture
No. 9, Owensboro.
mortise
30 Small lump
42 Hurrled
53 Preposition
several cumulative factors,
28 Han:rt
1
2 3
4
9
10 11
7 —IX 8
5 6
people in the industry say. They
31 Pax! notice
'
.
410
are:
32 Insect egg
12
14
P.
13
33 Sun god
—Continuation of the trend
0
- .1
34 Headgear
15
16
'brW
e
17 18
recreation at home to
towards
...yx
36 Repulse
avoid jammed highway traffic
38 Crimson
19
20
'
,
.
,
'
'''
r,
and the rising cost of vacation
39 Leave out
/11 Learning
trips.
3 Pits
—A growing fear of lake and
24 25
'''':a 26
27
.. / 28 29 30
5 Tine of
stream pollution—belief that
respect (ol
.4,7
31
it's safer to swim at home.
48 Omits in
pronunc,atior
—A push by the banks this
34
35 .".;.1 36
's37 c'..38
50 Be sudable
,„.....
year to finance sales of
;,....:.,
Si Insects
"7:"
!ir
..
4
eV
.
12''./.439 40
42
swimming pools. There are
'
52 Garden tool
J.44;;Vbw-v-vw
54 Silayvorrn
relatively high-rate loans, much
43 44
5
46 47
55,Perlorrns
easier to write than mortgages,
56 Goal
44
for example. When the vinyl
'./..,,
S
57 Arrow
As governor, Wendell Ford will appoint a special
liner pools first came out, bank
/./
51
'
;'."-,;.52 .
33
r/7. 54
DOMev
...,
loan officials tended to look
A;:t.41
.job-skill force to help place returning veterans in
55
• .'4 56
1 Resorts
askance at them, but they have
'://.'":.
2 1_ Med with
held up so well in use that the
natr
y l .nited Feature Syndicate, Inc
eaertion
jobs. The job-skill force will establish match-ups
banks now are willing to
finance their sales, according to
Nancy
for job openings and skills in every section of
Cascade Industries, Inc., which
originated them.
'
OH, GUS --- WOULD YOU
the State, will contact Kentucky employers to
—The prices of swimming
LIKE TO COME TO MY
pools, have not gone up nearly
HOUSE PjaR 'locate jobs for veterans, and will require all
so much as the inflation of
LUNCH F
4ioney, so many people consigovernment contractors to list job openings.
der them a good buy.
—The vinyl liner pool, which
SURF
Veterans will receive preference in filling open
•
is at least $2,000 cheaper than
the concrete pool, has created a
State positions.
big blue collar home-owner
market. The pool can be relined
Also, he will ask the General Assembly to
for $300 after it has been used
for years if something goes
exempt from State income tax the first '4,000
wrong.
—Widespread belief that a
of military retirement pay being received by
swimming pool adds at least 10
I WANT MY AUNT
WHY DID YOU
per cent more than it costs to
Kentucky's resident veterans. As governor,
FRITZI TO SEE A
INVITE ME
the value of a house.
WORSE REPORT
Whether or not these beliefs
Wendell Ford will greatly expand Kentucky's
H E Rif TODAY
CARD THAN are correct, residential sales
_att,
MINE are the fastest growing part of
vocational education opportunities, and will see
the pool business. The best
statistics available indicate
that the veteran receives priority for vocational training.
that, in 1948, there were only
2,500 pools in priyate homes out
of a total of 10,800. By the end
of 1970, residential pools had
spurted to /77,700--more than
three-quarters of the 1,065,000
in use.
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

Swedish monarch
may lose power

I

kEARc,

A 4o/h4,

Pool Sales
Point Toward
Better Year

Crossword Puzzle
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wo Great Reasons
Veterans Are For.
Wendell Ford
For G vernor

. Ford Served.

2. Ford Has A Workable
Plan To Help Returning
Veterans Find Jobs.

TWO-2 ton du
bed,one box b
7850.

TRAILER,
furnished or
new. Lot avai
Phone 753456(
753-7637 after 5

SPECIAL SID
rugs. Sculpt
Nubby design
colors- 9-12-ai
Reductions u
' Sears Roebuc
Ky.Phone 75.1

Alm
-P

23-1
.0
These plat
for siding
barns, for
bottom of
to keep ot
and snow,
other uses
"build
mice

2!
Call at

Ledger

103 t
Mu

TWO WHE1
trailer; gas
North 13th St
Phone 753-7409

BIRD DOGS,
trained. Sett
Phone Puryea
8274 after 6:00

A GOOD BU?
Blue Lustre )
carpet shamp
Home of "The
Well".

ONE OF the fi
Blue Lustre cz
electric shamp
K.

RELAX ANI
effective GoTt
$.98 at Holland

BELTONE
hearings aid
make hearing i
Drugs.

REDUCE SAI
GoBese Tab]
"water pills'
Store.

SPOTS before
new carpet—r
Blue Lustre
.shampooer $1
Store.

PERFECT FP
Hickory doubl
springs and r
gauge Ithaca
walker and
swing. Phone 7!

TWO BASSET
years old, fen
Phone 753-8072.

liEiMMESMER

THURSD
SIR
TERRY
58" Wide

Fashion
When You
Fabrics ft

FAB.

North Side
AMMaaa61111111

LADIES GREI
fur collar, size
435-4532.

14' RUNABO
trailer and r
clothes dryer.
3593.

PENTA TRE
Resistant to
Ideal for boa
weather expo:
Lumber Co.,
Murray, Kentu

R 27, 1971
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat SHOW CASE, a real antique.
bed,one box bed. Phone 753About seven feet long, glass all
TFC around the front, sides and top.
7850.
Closed in back with sliding
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe,
wooden doors. Best offer. See at
furnished or unfurnished. Like
Ledger and Times. Also have
new. Lot available for renting. four
modern display islands
Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or
made
of metal in green abd white
753-7637 after 5:30 p.m.
TFC
viith adjustable shelves. N3ONC
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size
rugs. Sculptured, shags, and HACKNEY MARE, 12.2 hands.
Nubby design. Good selection of Trained to cart and saddle. Also
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths. cart and harness and one 3,4 seat
Reductions up to 50 percent. Western Saddle. Phone 753.Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, 3616.
029C
Ky. Phone 753-2310.
N3c
LIVING ROOM suite, five piece,
like new. Phone 753-2623.
029C

Aluminum
Plates'

POINTER BIRD dog, three years
old. Phone '492-8770 after 5:00
p.m.
029P

23-1/Thi:i5r

.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out
mice or rats.

30" ROLL-A-WAY bed like new
with two foam mattresses. Price
$20.00. Phone 753-4946.
029C

••••••••• •••••••••
HELP WANTED

HELP %ANTED

0000••••• S•.••••..•• 0000000
AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION
ovA,

0041

NEWSPAPER
ROUTES
at the

Ledger & Times
Responsible Route Carriers
Needed Immediately!
Apply In Person at

LEDGER & TIMES

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12
10:00 A. M. 8 miles east of SMITHLAND, KY. and just off
of Hwy. 70
watch for signs Kurtz Auction Realty Co. has been
smployed
by the Heirs of Given Mitchell to sell the
following choice
real estate, plus furniture including antiques.
A 350 acre River Bottom Farm with 2-3 of a mile of Frontage
on the Cumberland River; 265 Acres of Crop Land,
about 185
Acres in Soybeans now, ASC Projected Corn Yield for 1971 is
83 bushels per acre. Improved with excellent country
home;
9 rooms, bath and full basement, 2 large barns, crib,
tool
shed,4 room tenant house and good water systems.
This Is A Good One! Write Auctioneer For Detailed Information NosFarm Sells With Excellent Terms and Owner Financing
with
Possession January 1, 1972. Auction by George Kurtz,
Auctioneer-Sturgis, Ky. Ph. 333-5549.0wner Given Mitchell
Heirs.

103 No 4th Street
I;CTIONEER

itEAL ESTATE FUR SALE
3 BEDROOM BRICK on one acre
lot. Central heat and air. Carpet
throughout Bath and L'2, outside
storage building. 4 years old
priced reasonable. 11
/
2 miles
North Kirksey. For information
call 489-2402.
027P
NEED A HOME with 3 bedrooms
and 2 baths for under $15,000.00?
505 So. 6th Street may be just
what you are looking for. Immediate Possession.
So-o-o-o liveable and so lovely in
Bagwell Manor Subdivision. 3
bedrooms and living room carpeted, 2 baths, large den and
convenient kitchen. Priced at
$24,750.00.
Get out of town-but not too far
out, only 2 miles from city on
almost 2 acres. Modern and
convenient in every .way--3
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat
and air.
10 acres on Johnnie Robertson
Road perfect to subdivide or
build your own estate. $21,500 for
this choice tract of land with 700
feet of frontage and city water.
Within walking distance to new
high school. 3 bedrooms and
study, 2 baths, den with exposed
beams, modern kitchen, living
room and dining area, slate entry
hall, extra large utility room and
double garage.
Just old epough-to be a bargain.
5 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, full
basement on 2 acres located on
641 So. Plus large outside
building suitable for shop.
Invest in the future with income
property on 4th Street. Three
apartments for $31,800.
Large commercial tract located
a)pproximately 4 miles from
Murray on U. S. 641 No. 4-lane
highway frontage, railroad
frontage, city water and city gas.
Can be purchased at farm acre
prices.

753-1916•
•
•
••••

Household
accidents
surveyed
By SUSAN S. STEVENS
CHICAGO (UPI)
Household injuries are most frequent
among persons under 20 years
of age and the most common
injunes are elprains or strains,
according to a study by the
National Safety Council and
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
In a survey of 26,915
households representing
92,588 household members,97
per cent reported no injuries
during the three months covered, the safety groups said.
Of the 3,513 injuries reported, the rate was highest among
children and teenagers, slightly
above average among persons
75 years or older and lowest
among those in the 35 to 44
age group.
The
Household
Safety
Study, when complete, will
cover six months from Nov.
15,1970, to May 15,1971.
Most prevalent injuries were
sprains or strains, totaling 32
per cent. Cuts, punctures or
lacerations followed at 30 per
cent. Eight fatalities occurred
during the study.

Sale conducted by
KIIIRTZ
MID
REMINGTON 22 rifle, lever NEED COMPETENT man to
be
FOR RENT
L[CIASED
action, nylon model 76. Phone companion to elderly man.
COMPANY
REALTY
Will
AUCTION AND
AiA,
474-2789.
029C live in home and receive salary. TWO BEDROOM duplex apartESTATE
Sturgis, Kentucky (502) 333-5540
Call 753-9174, or 753-5076, or 753- ent, $130.00 per month. Phone
1500(5
1965 DODGE PICKUP 6 cylinder 8507, or see Mrs. Milburn
TFC
Outland 753-7850.
wide bed,low mileage. Very good in Canterbury Estates.
027C
condition. 1957 Ford one ton,
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
factory stake bed, 6,000 miles on WANTED: EXPERIENCED apartment, carpeted. Near AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
new motor. All
new tires. dozer and backhoe operator University. Phone 753-7550. 028C October 30, 10:00 a.m. at the Otto October 30,
1:00 p.m. at the late
Guaranteed actual miles 42,000. Phone 753-9807.
Chester
biome on Highway 94,.at Miss Kathleen Patterson's
NI
Don't need. Priced right. 210
Medical Treatment
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; the west edge of Lynn Grove, (teacher) home, 206 South 15th
Main. Bilbrey's Phone 753-5617 or NEVER SETTLE FOR SECOND Living room, kitchen, bathroom Kentucky. Existirig
cir- Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Only 5 per cent of those
753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.
029C BEST. Become associated with with shower and bath. 1 or 2 cumstances have made it Will sell all household
injured reported no medical
goods;
AVON as an AVON Represen- bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- necessary for Mrs. Miller
treatment while about half
Call at
electric stnVe, refrigerator, bed
SYNTHETIC WIG, light brown. tative. AVON, the world's largest
went to hospitals and half to
ments, South 16th Street. Phone Marshall of Hazel to vacate her and living room suites, three
Phone 474-2789.
029C and most respected cosmetic 753-6609.
their doctors' offices for
027C home immediately, so I have piece dinette set, Singer cabinet
company. Call now after 7 P.M.
treatment.
moved a large selection of usable type sewing machine, prac103 N. 4th St.
FIVE 14' x 6' styled steel wheels, collect 365-9424, or write Mrs.
Most injuries were outside
china,
furniture,
and
anglass,
Murray, Ky.
original equipment on Torino Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2 12' x 60 ' MOBILE HOMg, tique'items to my home in Lynn tically new, Vacuum cleaner,
the home, on driveways, sidemarble
top
table,
old
books
and
co:npletely
furnished
with
GT; E 70x14 glass belted tires. Box 136 A, Princeton, Ky. 030C
walks, play areas, and home
masher-dryer, TV, new carpet, Grove and will sell them at public shelves, old sugar bucket, china
$100.00 or best offer. Phone 753grounds during poor weather,
auction.
clock, night stand, trunk, plated
TWO WHEEL heavy duty 6387.
rain, snow, fog or ice. The next
to do air conditioned, central heat. There will be such items as;
029P WANTED: LADY
trailer; gas charcoal grill. 112 ,
category in which injuries were
housework, one day a week, 6'x12' storage house. Located on bedroom suite, numerous odd silverware, large mirror, chairs,
tables, rugs, and bushel of small
North 13th Street, Apartment 1. BEAUTICIAN SHAMPOO; sink either Thursday or Friday. Must shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
most reported was participachairs, lots of end and center decorative items, and many
tion in active sports.
Phone 753-7409.
02W and chair; dresserette; swivel furnish own transportation. east of Murray. Phone 753-5038
tables, television, radio and desirable and useful things.
Howard Pyle, safety council
029c Phone 753-8583.
TFC record player, kitchen cabinet,
chair. Phone 753-4664.
Donald R. Tucker Realtor.
029C after 5:00p.m.
Stanford Andrus Executor;
president, said "One of the
BIRD DOGS, trained and unMember of Multiple Listing.
odd chest of drawers, electric
most interesting facts to come
NOTICE
trained. Setters and Pointers.1
TWO BEDROOM house on stove, nice lamps, picture Douglas Shoemaker in charge of Phone 753-4342.
SERVICES OFFERED
out of the Household Safety
Another
rain
or
shine
sale.
Phone Puryear, Tennessee, 498Phone
ycamore
753-5244
Street.
Associates;
home
Edna
Knight,
OUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
frames, large mirrors, lots of
Study is that 76 per cent .of the
028C
8274 after 6:00 p.m.
027P
027r cooking utensils, lent furniture sale.
phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home respondents reported they-beSEPTIC TANK cleaning, back For the easy way to lose inches or after 5:00p.m.
phone 753-8958.
028C lieved the injunes could have
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- pounds fast, call
and many other usable items.
give it a try.
A GOOD BUY
5933.
N24C SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. SPACIOUS ONE bedroom furbeen prevented.
collection AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
be
a
large
There
will
favorite
America's
Blue Lustre
apartment. Newly of ordinary dishes and trinkets,
Weight loss guaranteed. NI1NC nished
"This is a startling change in
October
30,
10:00
a.m.
rain
or
carpet shampoo. Western Auto,
remodeled. Phone 753-1409 or 753- plus tables filled with fine
people's attitudes toward acciWILL DO COMBINING. Call 753shine,
2,,-2
miles
West
of
Murray,
Home of "The Wishing
027C glassware such as; pink, green,
dent prevention. For years
753-7287. Roger and ELECTROLUX SALES Si Ser 7846.
9500 or
'Kentucky on Wiswell Road. Turn
027C
Well".
most people have said that an
Ronald Crouse.
028C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M TWO BEDROOM furnished and clear depression glass. There west off Highway 641 at Holiday
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Faraccident was not preventable.
is
pressed
glass;
some
good
mobile home, half way between
Inn,Iteep main highway to Mrs.
ONE OF the finer things of life- FOR ALL your home additions, mington, Kentucky.
They claimed it was an act of
TFC
Stella and Kirksey. See or call large collection of real old Ruby Clifton Harrel's farm.
God or fate that man could not
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent alterations, remodeling, etc.
Red
glass
including
one
swirl
Charles
Will
sell
1964
Ford
pick-up
B.
Starks,
753-6636.
NEW
X-11
028C
Reducing Plan, 42
electric shampooer $1.00, Big
Free Estimates. Phone 753pitcher and matching set of 6 (34,751 actual miles), Ferguson "Campus Lights" at Murray influence or control. The implitablets $3.00. Money back
cation of this shift in attitude
K.
030C 6123.
TFC
glasses.
This is strictly old and a tractor and equipment, perfect'State University gets little atguarantVe. Safe-T Discount TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
should be gratifying to anyone
collectors
item.
condition; Good 1962 In- tention until shortly before concerned with safety- and
027C heat and air, fully carpeted,
RELAX AND unwind with safe, WILL KEEP children in my Pharmacy.
outlets for washer and dryer. There is red glass crystal ternational self propelled com- showtime in late Febrary- accident prevention."
effective GoTense tablets. Only home; will do baby sitting day or
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Available December 15,zone drinking glasses with double gold bine, (belongs to a neighbor); except for students directly inBaron Whitaker, lfl. presi$.98 at Holland Drug. Store. 027P night. Phone 753-4548.
band, set of cups and many other horse drawn and small tools; volved in the longstanding
029C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC,
dent, said some of the injuries
753-9741.
N1C
red items. There will be one very rotary tiller: several pieces of tradition.
were due to products being
BELTONE FACTORY fresh BACKHOE OR dozer services.
Although the 35th annual used by the person injured.
TWO BEDROOM apartment, old and extremely nice piano- furniture; electric fans and any
wall clock. There will be Aladdin amount of small useful items, version of the musical production
hearings aid batteries for all Expert -work. Reasonable.
Some ofthe_reporiekiniurfurnished, for four girls. Water
make hearing aids. Wallis
Phone 753-9807.
029C
•furnished. Available becember and kerosene lamps, jars, jugs, bottles, cans and things she does is not scheduled this year until ies could have been prevented
churns,iron skillets, dutch ovens, not care to move to her home in Feb. 24-25-26--more than four through bever product deDrugs.
027C
22. Phone 753-9741.
N1C
kettles, milk cans, old corn town.
months from now-the behind- sign,' Whitaker said. "On the
items
sheller, and many many other Douglas Shoemaker in charge the-scenes activity is gathering other hand, a goodly number
REDUCE SAFE and fast with (
j). CAtis emmett
-111. (
THREE ROOMS and bath,
of product-associated injuries
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
CHIROPRACTOR
of sale. Phone 753-3375.
028C momentum daily.
furnished apartment downtown.
Also fancy little sewing rocker
"water pills". Holland Drug
903 SYCAMORE ST
Tom Walker of Greenville, are of such a nature that
All utilities paid. Central gas
MURRAY, KY 42071
Store,
027P
senior dqctor of the show this product design offers little or
heat, plenty parking. Very and antique eight leg gate leg
WANT TO BUY
PONE 753 9909
no opportunity for injury r"center table.
year,said progress on the writing
753 9980
THE LYNNVII.LE Shoe Store in reasonable rent. Phone 753-5617
There will be too many other
SPOTS before your eyes-on your
duction.
choice
of
the
script
and
on
the
of
or 753-1257 after 5:00 p.m. 028C
WANT
TO
BUY;
logs anc
Lynnville; Kentucky now has
items to mention separately. This
"This would be true wherc
new carpet-remove them with I WILL do baby-sitting
standing timber. Also have for music is "well on schedule.""
in your boots, boots and more boots.
We
association involved tripwill be an all day sale. For inthe
Blue Lustre. Rent electric home. Phone 753-4759.
sale lumber and sawdust. Larry Stinson of Madisonville,
N1C have ladies suede Granny boots LARGE FIVE room, furnished
ping over, falling off or out of.
formation call Otto Chester's
.shampooer $1, Begley's Drug
director.
assistant
is
the
a
junior,
blocks
apartment,
Murray
from
two
Saw
Mill
and
Lumber Co.
S arms or legs.
striking with One'
030C EXPERIENCED SECRETARY and also little girls Granny boots. University on South 14th Street. Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn Phone 753-4147.
Store.
Noting that "the script looks
TFC
bumping into, slipping on.
These boots come in all colors.
a
G
c
r
e
oiv
d
e
e
.
nN
t
s
ot
responsible
in
cased
very good-worthy of a show to
Phone 753-8250.
N1C
and bookkeeper will do work in
028C WANT TO BUY small coal mark the 35th anniversary," reaching for, trv ing to pick up
PERFECT FOR cabin; solid her home. Phone 753-6489. 028C We have gold and silver holiday
or mi[i% e, and dropping or
toots.
All
these
at
low
discount
029C Walker added that a scriptHickory double bed with box
heater. Phone 436-5615.
topilmng tte object down on
prices. We're open Monday- SMALL TRAILER, $40.00 per
AUTOS FOR SALE
springs and mattress. Also 12
writing crew of four students has
month. Phone 489-2595.
028C
CARROLL'S PLUMBING
Friday,
8:
30-6:
00,
Saturday
8:
MIbaby
shotgun;
gauge Ithaca
196/ CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr.
been at work about a month on UNPOPULAR OVERPASS
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone 5:00. We will be open on
Sunday FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished. hardtop, power steering and itEAL ESTATE FOR SALP. the project.
walker and automatic baby
N3OP beginning October 24
489-2295.
NAMUR. Belgium ( UPI
from 1:00- Garden space. Located near brakes, factory air, vinyl roof, NOW
028C
swing. Phone 753-8915.
UNDER construction, 3 He said they have the script The mayor of the town of Beer
5:00,from now until ChristPalestine Methodist Church. low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- bedroom brick veneer. Central generally outlined and the scenes has refused to attend 'the
YOUNG MAN needs part or full)29C $35.00 per month, to family. 4516.
TWO BASSET Hounds, male 4 time work will do anything from mas
9027C heat and air. 2 baths. Built in planned and that writing of the inauguration of an overpass in
years old, female 2 years old.
Phone 474-2345.
028C
appliances, garbage disposal. dialogue has begun. He identified his village. He feels he has no
home to office. Call anytime 753028C
Phone 753-8072
1966 COMET CYCLONE, 390-4 Nice utility room. Carpet the four writers as:
028NC
4198.
reason to be happy about it
FOR BIRTHDAYSFURNISHED ROOM, within speed,extra nice. Phone 753_throughout, one car garage. Good Lynn Armstrong, Milan, Tenn., because, he said:
‘NNIVERSARY
walking distance of campus. 6349.
028C location. Buy now and select your senior; Susan Nance, Murray -Building of the overpass
BABYEXPERIENCED
senior; Ed Colter, Lorain, Ohio, created traffic havoc
Private entrance. Phone 753THURSDAY ONLY
WEDDING GIFTS
own color. 753-7850 or 753SITTER, will sit day or night.
in his
Henry village
and
1387.
028C 1964 FORD TWO door XL 500, 1585.
028C
027C sophomore;
Phone 753-7503.
STRETCH
RN
Buckingham, Syracuse, N. Y., -Four cows grazing nearby
new motor, transmission needs
TERRY CLOTH
senior.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10' x minor repairs. Phone 492WINDOW CLEANING and odd
"The Wishing Well"
died of lead poisoning when the
Written, performed
and overpass
028C WHY LIVE in a commercial area
55', electric heat. Three miles 8170.
58' Wide
13.00 yd jobs. Part time work. Phone 753was being painted
directed
by
students
in
the
music
from Murray. Phone 7534198.
and be bothered by loud truck
onP
with spray-guns.
Fashion (osts Less
7856.
N1C NICE 1963 Ford pickup truck, noise when you can move to one department at Murray State, the -Fruit and vegetables in the
When You Sew With fine
PLEASE TAKE notice that the
LOST & FOUND
custom cab. Phone 753-3696. 028P of the nicest residential areas in show is sponsored each year by vicinity also were contaminated
Fabrics from
partnership of Gene Steely and TWO BEDROOM house near
chapters of two an8 it lf dangerous
Murray? Fox Meadows and local
to eat them.
LOST: WHITE and brown Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway Cole's Camp Ground Church. 1965 PONTIAC GTO, power
professional music fraternitiesFAB-N-TRIM
Coach
Estates
Mobile
•
Home
Pointer with bobbed tail. Lost Building Material has voluntarily Phone 753-5922 or 753,3404. 028C steering and brakes, good conParks are quiet, modern, ar Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu VIVA MIDDLE NAMES!
North Side Court Square
dition, 389 Tripower, 4 speed,
west of Murray. Phone 753dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.
convenient
to city, grade and Alph Sinfonia -with proceeds
029C
028C subsequent to said date. Cashgood tires. Call 753-5005.
8654.
FURNISHED APARTMENT
high schools, $25. per month going into a music scholarship ( UPI -Getting in touch with
the right Deborah Harris in
Way Building Materials shall be I close to college Rent reasonable
LADIF,S GREEN suede coat with
1969-396 CHEVELLE SS, full includes most utilities and grass fund.
TWO BLACK cows have horns,
Auditions will probably be held Lamson Residence Hall at
fur collar, ,thize 20, $10.00. Phone been missing for 2 weeks; near a propriertorship by Schuyer l phone 753_6564.
029C power, 3 speed automatic, fac- mowing,some residents use their
NlOCi
Datson.
November, according to Andrews University can present
ITC
435-4532.
tory mags. See at 4001'2 South 16th rent savings to pay their country in early
Marvin's Grocery. If seen call
Walker,
with spot rehearsal to a problem.
'TWO
house,
BEDROOM
unStreet.
029C club dues. South 16th near
436-2337 or 436-2388 after 6:00
The problem stems from the
begin immediately following the
furnished,.
14' RUNABOUT BOAT with
Located
at
Panorama
753-3855
or
Canterbury,
7531
N1C
on
ALL
1.00 OFF
p.m.
Shores. Phone 492-8622
trailer and motor; Frigidaire
ITC 1970 FORD TWO door hardtop 7964.
030C auditions. He indicated that all fact that four girls are named
participants 1).ould report back to Deborah Harris. They are
clothes dryer. Phone 753LTD automatic transmission,
LOST: SMALL black and white
SMALL FARM: good location; the campus about a week early Deborah Anne Harris', a nursing
029C
3593.
THANKS
CARD
OF
in
Sally,
name
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
power, and air. Like new. See
female Beagle,
business or future investment from the-semester and holiday major from Brookfield, Ill.;
vicinity of Northeast Almo.
The family of Mrs. Alpha Herman Wicker or phone 753Center
Deborah Anna Harris, physical
Dixieland
lumber.'
One
mile East Murray, ap- break to begin full rehearsals.
PFNTA TREATEn029C
029P
Phone 753-4867.
Futrell of Hazel wishes to express 3450.
ANN
therapy student from Mt.
proximately 10 acres pasture.'
Resistant to rot and termites.
ill'',
bathroom
I.ei
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs grateful appreciation to friends 1967 CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr. Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Vernon, Ohio; Deborah Jean
Ideal for boat docks and any
step stool do double ,iIiil ii
LOST: FOUR month old part Bull for rent or sale. Rent applies to and neighbors for their kindness hardtop, power steering, and
Harris,
physical
therapy
house,
Cozy
modern.
older
weather exposed uses. Murray
7
room
oti ii while
help with
Dog with tiger stripes, white star purchase.
Lonardo
student from Merritt Island,
Piano during her illness and recent brakes, factory air, vinyl roof, Forappo
436Lumber Co., Maple Street,
intment
call
iiili
b.,
In'.
balk
This
easier
or
on chest. $10.00 reward. Phone Company, across*from Post death
low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- 2173.
ITC
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC Mom 111.111 kneeling or bettilim. Fla., and Deborah Faye Harris,
029NC Office, Paris, Tennessee. 029C
753-6883 after 5:00 p.m.
1TP 4516.
The Family.
a history major from Detroit
N3C

25 each
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Writers For
'Lights' At
Work Already
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Russ McCuiston Harmon, Ligon China ...
Dies Tuesday Give Program
At Lions Meet

M. W. Thomas, Murray Woman
Former Warden, Expires Today
Dies, Rites Set

Mrs. Della Piggott
Succumbs Tuesday

Quotes
From The
News

iCoadnued from Page 1)
delegation to the current
NEW YORK UPI i—Stocks
Word has been received of the
session.
opened lower in moderate
Death claimed Mrs. Docia death of Mrs. Della Piggott of
Russ Mc Cuiston of EvanPress International
In Hong Kong, the listening
trading Wednesday.
White of Murray this morning at Wichita, Kansas, formerly of By United
sville, Ind., formerly of Calloway
UNITED NATIONS—U.N. GeChina
for
watchpost
7:10 at the Westview Nursing Calloway County.
The Dow Jones industrial County, died Tuesday at 10:30
neral Assembly President
average was off 0.44 at 844.92 a.m. at his home. He was 82 James L. Harmon and George Premier Chou En-lai might lead
CADIZ, Ky. (UPI)—Private Home. She was 83 years of age Mrs. Piggott, age 79, died Adam Malik, pleading for unity
minutes after the opening bell. years of age,
H. Ligo presented the program at his delegation to New York to funeral services will be held and her death followed an ex- Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at Wichita, in the world body after the
Declines topped advances, 138 The deceased had been a the regular meeting of the take over the Security Council Thursday for former Kentucky tended illness.
Kansas. Her death followed an dmittance of Communist China:
to 76, among the 321 issues resident of Evansville, Ind., for Murray Lions Club held Tuesday, seat vacated by the Nationa- State Penitentiary Warden M. W.
Mrs. White was the wife of :extended illness.
crossing the tape.
the past twenty-nine years and at the Murray Woman's Club lists.
Chuck) Thomas, 61, who died at Frank White who died in Sep- She was the wife of the late .B. "I would like to appeal to all
The excitement of Monday
U.S. Steel surrendered L4 to was a retired employee of the House.
Lyon County home Monday tember of 1968. She was a E. Piggott. Local survivors in- member states to rise above
his
28 in its group. Bethlehem and Royal Crown Cola Company
member of the Grace Baptist clude one daughter, Mrs. Martha
Harmon who is 2nd vice night's emotion-laden meeting night after a long illness.
that were engenArmco were unchanged at 24 there. He was a member of the wesident in the Murray Lions at which the Assembly voted to Thomas, an extensive property Church, Murray. Mrs. White Miller, and one granddaughter, the emotions
dered in the course of our
and
expel
Peking
seat
at
Taiwan
and 16,-2, respectively.
Church
'Iub presented a program on
First Southern Baptist
owner in Western Kentucky, was born May 10, 1888, in Mrs. Jane Lamb, both of Murray debate and to join hands in
Among tlie autos, General Evansville.
.ions information. He gave a was dying down.
served as Warden from 1956 to Calloway County and was the Route Three.
giving our positive contribution
1 4 to 7814, with
Motors eased '
The former Calloway man was alef history of the organization Assembly President Adam 1960. At the time of his death he daughter of Brag Armstrong and Funeral and burial services towards the realization of our
Indonesia
of
Malik
a
reinforced
White Motor down a like born March 11. 1889, and was the
the
discussed
also
will be held in Wichita, Kansas, shared goals."
was a member of the National Betty Phillips Armstrong.
amount at 26L-2. Chrysler and son of the late Henry McCuiston -ganizational setup of Lions plea by Thant for unity and
on Friday.
Board of Directors of the
The
Murray
woman
is
survived
American Motors were steady and Astee Ferguson McCuiston. . iternational. He said Lions avoidance of bitterness. "I
National Farmers Organization by two sons, 011ie James White of
WASHINGTON—Dr. Leroy N.
at 28 and 7, respectively.
947,909 would like to, appeal to all and of the
has
McCuiston is survived by his International
Kentucky Farm Dearborn, Mich., and Marion F.
asking Congress to
Larson,
to
L1S
QUIT?
TO
dipped
members
states
Carbide
to
BLOUNT
rise above
Union
wife , Mrs. Eula Marr McCuiston members in 146 countries or
Bureau.
dental care
some
include
White
of
St.
Fla.;
Petersburg,
—ReWASHINGTON (UPI)
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Education satellites
could fight illiteracy
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SUPER STAINLESS
Public Library Amortization
s-rEE.I. 141 Al*S
Grant in July 1968, Governor
*inn and Miss Willis announced
the construction of 22 new
SUPSOI
libraries in Kentucky.
STAINTLESS
•Unscented
STEEL
Sixteen of the libraries have
mint •Super
been completed,four are pending
•Super Unscented
dedication and two are in the
final planning stages, with
coftstruction scheduled to begin
in the next few months.
Following the check presenDouble Edge Pack of 5 Blades
tations,Governor Nunn urged the
library representatives to continue their support of local
library development.
-"The future growth of our
state will not be dermined here
under the capitol dome or in the
legtalative halls, but back in
communities like yours," the
governor said, "where folks like
you are concerned with local
development—development of
111111 I II
community
projects
like
7-oz. Spray
libraries—projects that are
_sTo_
15-oz.
Plasti
c
Bottle
greater than the individual.
RIGH1r.

Waste disposal
methods listed

Library Construction
Checks Are Presented

9'
9'

99'

STOP, SHOP,

rAgifiee
r idi
4DISCOUNT*

HALLOWEEN CANDY

AND
SAVE

sale 69;
sale

69C

MISS BRECK

NIGHTTIME
COLDS
MEDICINE

„HAIR SPRAY
•Regular
Reg.
1.09 Sale

BLADES

Reg. 89'

Sale

_12'

9;

9;

34

89

9

les

The Family
Deodorant

Vaseline

Thoughtful
MENU)PAHA,Calif(UPI)
Stanford Research Institute is
conducting a pilot studyit
transcendental meditation
(TM), a popular technique of
meditation originating in India
and apparently gaining ii
popularity throughout the
world.
"The fact that we are engaged in this study should not
be interpreted as an endorsement of the technique of TNI.said Dr. Leon Otis, director ol
the institute's neurobiobigy department and supervisor of the
TM program. "We are not so
much interested in the technique itself as in the purported
benefits. There have been reports that the techniques of TM
have been helpful in reducing
drug abuse."

Regular &
Mint

I\II \\AI
1141

with Dispenser

Reg. '1.69

07 4i
TOOTHPASTE
Super whitening toothpaste and
mouthwash in one. Family size.

Reg. '1.09
Bottle of
25 Tablets

sale

Sale8

'GUARD

.....--- 11 Reg. '1.59
;imprimis,
Desdereit

. . . 78
CHOCKS
•-1-

CURES

HOUSE-1-TOSIS

9-oz. Spray

BA
YER
ASPIRIN

FAST PAIN RELIEF!
Bottle of
100 Tablets

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

Bottle of 60 Tablets
-

.4SI MIA, still!

Sale

CHOCKS

Fruit Flavored,
Chewable

Reg. '2.19
Sale
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Uniform road
signs ,on way
pennant-shaped warning sign
By L EDGAR PR1NA
for use at the start of noCopley News Service
passing zones and the pentagon
WASHINGTON — A preview 'point up for school signs."
of the Federal Highway AdAccording to Conner, an
ministration's new manual on orange background is now
uniform traffic control devices specified for warning signs in
discloses a growing use of -onstruction and maintenance
symbols and yellow paint on
the streets and highways of
Significantly. supplemental
America in future years.
word legend panels are
Called the 1970 edition, spetitieuu dccompany all
although publicagon will not be symbol signs until there is a
completed and distribution general familiarity with such
begun until next Oct. 1, the
revised manual has been in•
preparation since 1964.
One of the basic considerations in this first updating of the 1961 edition was

FARM
MACHINERY

•
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new-signs
After considerable controversy as to the merit or need
the desirability of uniformity for, alternate signs,". Conner
on a worldwide hack. Thus, the asserted,. •'existing - word
manual's acceptance of the message signs were retained
concept of a. basic universal as approved alternates for
system of traffic control nearly all of the mew symboldevices which make maximum type signs such as 'no right
and consistent use of symbols, turn,' no left turn,' 'keep
shapes and colors readily right, 'no trucks,' signal
understood by people of dif- ahead,' divided highway' and
ferent national and cultural 'two-way traffic.'"
backgrounds.
This compromise will allow
•'No wholesale changes were those jurisdictions which are
made in the basic ,design,„ reluctant to implement the new
concepts of the new/ U. S. syMbol signs to be in constandards," Robert E. Conner, formance with current stanan FHA official, said.
dards, and minimize the
yellow
diamond number of standard signs
••The
.remains
as
the
.background
require
would which'
basic format' for standard replaceiaent — thereby saving
warning signs, Notable ex- money.
oeptions are the approved
•'However, it is anticipated

_

that most jurisdictions would,
as new signs are installed or on
a replacement basis, convert to
the symbol-type signs as expeditiously as possible," the
FHA official said.
The general provisions of the
new manual make it plain that
the decision to use a particular
device at a particular location
is to be made on the basis of an
engineering study and that,
while the manual provides the
standards for design and application, it is not a substitute
for an engineering judgment.
"The provisions are to be
standards for installation of
traffic control devices but not a
requirement for installation of
a particular device," Conner
explained.
'As an example, the warning
sign, 'slippery when wet,' is
intended for use to warn of a
condition where the highway
surface is extraordinarily
slippelty when wet. It is not
inferred that this sign must be
installed at all such locations or
that its omission is indicative of
negligence on the part of any
authority or body."
A. longstanding controversy
over the need for 'a sign informing motorists of a reduced
speed limit ahead was resolved
by providing three equally
candidates:
acceptable
•'reduced speed ahead,"
m.p.h."
-reduced speed
and -speed zone ahead."

subject to a vote, for floor
action at anytime.

Women's lib
fight resumes

ERVIN 'S
STRATEGY
this year reportedly is to
amend the House moire
somehow, one word, a comma, a number-forcing the
bill into a conference with
the House, whose delegates
undoubtedly would be led
by Rep. M. Emanuel Cellar
(D., N. Y.), a powerful foe
of the amendment

Sackers of amendment
seek support in Senate
WASHINGTON
(U P I):
Sen. Sam Ervin, who single-handedly defeated a
proposed
constitutional
amendment on women's
rights last session, Is preparing for a repeat performance.
Women's
liberation
groups, meanwhile, fanned
out through Senate office
building corridors in search
of enough votes to beat the
North Carolina Democrat
in their second encounter
over an equal rights
amendment in less than
one year.
THE HOUSE in August.
1970, voted 350 to 15 to
approve the antendment
which could give women legal ,equality with men. But
Ervin conducted a mini-fib-

buster when the measure
came to the floor in the
closing days of the old Congress and succeeded in
blocking a vote.
Last week the House voted
354 to 29 to send the same
amendment back to the
Senate, setting the stage
for another Ervin tantethon. This time, however,
rights advocates had time
on their hands, the rest of
this year and all of next
year.

"We're geared up to beat
him this time around," said
a spokesman for the National Organization for
Women, a leader in the
coalition, of women's liberation groups formed to tight
for the amendment. "We're
better organised. We're
going to get people into
Washington from every
state, people who are better informed about the
amendment."

Ervin, mindful he might
lose on a vote to cut off
debate, reportedly had a series of at least 10 amendments ready to offer to the
House measure, which has
been pending on the Sante
calendar awaiting House
action. It can be called up,

The liberation lobby
proved its effectiveness in
Tuesday's House vote with
tie key vote coming on defeating Language PeaPased
by Rep. Charles E. Wiggins
(R., Cal.), which rights advocates said would destroy
their amendment. It lost

CAN'T PULL RANK
BRATTLEBORO, Vt. (UPI)—
Gov. Deane C. Davis 'learned
Friday that his No. 1 license
plate doesn't carry any weight
with meter maids in Brattleboro.

Tough weeds!
ATLANTA, Ga. (UPI) —
Biologists from Emory University are trying to discover why
mornesotypes of plants—usually
of the weed variety—do well in
polluted, concrete cities, Atlanta for one. Their hunch: that
the weeds have develgped -a
genetic adaptation to eily life.
Seeds planted from country
versions of the weeds do less
well than those from city
weeds. The city seeds produce
healthier plants.

When Davis returned from
testifying before an Atomic
Energy Commission licensing
board hearing, he found a $1
ticket for unauthorized parking
and blocking a driveway with
his limousine.

U,

•* *

Gonorrhea screening

Energy, as measured by
calories, is 'needed to keep the
body going. Almost everything
edible is a source of energy.

ALBANY, MY_(UPI) — The
nation's first fully state-funded
attack on epidemic gonorrhea
is being launched by New York
State. A gonorrhea screening
program, using a recently developed culture test, is being
made available without cost to
all private physicians, public
and private health clinics, county and city health departments.
Principal target of the screening
program: the female patient
who is infected but unaware of
her infection. This is true of
four of five infected women,
authorities report.

265 to ST
The Wiggins Amendment
was aimed primarily at
spelling out continued exemptions from the military
draft for the *anon, a
point around which most
debate centered.
If the amendment passes
both houses, it must be ratdied by three-fourths ot
the state legislatures.

U.

U.'
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OTASCO

F
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And a bit of booze

Dirty old men
need love too
SPOKANE, WASH. (UPI' The so called "dirty old man"
is really a "sexy senior citizen" who should not be denied
needs for sex or desires for alcohol, according to a Salt
Lake City geriatrician.
"Nursing home operators usually are too puritanical and
• project their own values on their patients," Dr. Victor
Kassell said this week in an addrcs ,o the Washington
State Health Facilities Association h .
He said university studies show that men are still very
active sexually well into their 70's and 80's.
-Elderly patients who have normal sexual appetites but
are treated as , though they shouldn't, will show signs of
emotional distress." he said..

KEEP
RIGHT

Hi

TRADE-IN YOUR OLD STOVE ON A NEW MODERN RANGE!

The red circle and slash are
to be standard for all
prohibitory signs, as recommended by the 1949 United
Nations protocol on road signs
and signals.
Also, in an attempt to conform to international practice,
a new -do not enter" sign has
been adopted. This sign
replaces the word message
with a 30-inch red circle on a 30inch white square, with a
white, 5-inch band placed
horizontally across the center
of the circle. The words -do not
enter" appear on the face of the
sign in white letters.
The FHA gives this bit of
historical background on the
"do not enter" sign:
. "The symbol_ used on this
siga, dates from the second
Crusade in 1120 when it was

AQ

ANT

'‘.4•Y 4'

SE I
0
1/11:ar

DE

flDEii

Too
ME

Itu
* CLEAN, EFFICIENT, ELECTRIC
COOKING AT AN
OUTSTANDING PRICE!

"We always hear the term *dirty •old man'. but I prefer
to term them 'sexy senior citizens.'
•"fhe elderly have sexual appetites similar to younger
people," Kassel' said, "and nursing home administrators
who claim there is no sexual activity in their facilities are
blind to reality."

PARK

"Vitamins don't stimulate appetite only a Or wine or a
properly mixed martini can do that " Kassel! said. "In
nursing homes, the major cause of loss of appetite is
depression."

HILL

And senior citizens suffer because the problem is the
separate his
inability of the nursing home operwor
values from those of his patients.

adopted as a coat of arms by
the then ruling family in
Austria, the 13abenbergs, who
preceded the Hapsburgs.
"The white bar across a lied
field symbolizes a crusading
warrior covered with blood
except where he wore his belt.
This coat of arms was so.
frequently used by the Hapsburg family at entrances to
their estates that it was
assumed the significance of
'keep out' and was eventually
adopted
by
automobile
organizations to symbolize 'do
not enter.'
The most notable innovation
with regard to road markings
is the manual's recommendation'for a much greater
use of tFie color yellow.
In conforming to a new basic
concept, yellow lines will
delineate the separation of
traffic flow in opposing
directions. The center line of
two,-way roadways will be
dashed yellow to differentiate
from dashed white lane lines
used on multilane roadways.
This is to assist in warning
drivers who -leave one-way
roadways that traffic will now
be opposing them to the left of
the yellow tine.

"I think we are making some progress in getting rid of
ignorant administrators who think the ability to run
nursing homes
crimes by revelation rather than
education." Kassell said.

Take The
High Road
To
Hilarity!

_—

K F S.

Read the comic strip
that bridges the generation gap1
It stars the funniest private
in the Army -- and
his zany.G.I. pals.
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STARTING SOON in The

LEDGER & TIMES

Chee
Bisco

11.0 1.

BEETLE BAILEY

KRAF

Onl,
side Snap-in elements, Dripless. seam
free cook top. Removable oven door, for eas
cleaning. Infinite surface unit controls. Waist-high
broiler. V-254

Regarding alcohol. Kassel' said too many nursing homes
are dispensing too many vitamin medications to stimulate,
appetite and urged the use of moderate amounts of
alcohol instead

..4I
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(11.1111.
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Bei Air Shopping Center
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KENTUCKY

BRAY

U. S. CHOICE

lb.

108

CUT UP FAMILY PAK

3 BREAST QUARTERS, 3 WINGS,
3 LEG QUARTERS, GIBLETS

2

HAIR

-

,299,

$2.19 .$1119
size

SPRAY

44-lbs of
Meat All for

AQUA NET

DEODORANT - 69
'

II

8-oz
box

Mayonaise

qt.
jar

$1.09
69'
Toothpaste
\IED1(
Rubbing Alcohol p1111 22c

MINUTE MAID

45
'

8-or
pkg.

K ROG! R Buttermilk or Homests.le

Biscuits

Strawberries

4

10-oz
pkg.

Cheese
KROGER Sliced American

10-oz
pkg
KRISPY KREME Ever Fresh

63c

85
'

KRAF T TEE.L

8-or
pkg

Onion Dip
MISSISSIPPI

89C

Donuts

51

doz

Sherbet

In

59c

half
gal.

Ice Milk Bars

59`

pkg
of 12

FLAME RED

JONATHAN

HALLOWEEN

KING SIZE

HONEYDEWS

priced
from

ih

49

12-oz
pkg.

69c

lb.49
'
BONELESS

HAM

69c

lb
WHOLE

Sliced Bologna

HALVES

lb. 79
'

lb

Lurge Eggs d„39
99c
Ajax
F1
5 49c
Hi-C Drinks 3

1 -lb.
bag

69c

do.

DETERGENT

PILLSBURY

29c

jumbo

roll

ALL

"32

Jelly

jar
32-QZ.

69C

43
'

5-lb. 4-oz.
box

PLAIN OR
SELF-RISING
with our coupon

hiabg

FLAVORS

'w,:,,,,,ANINTITNITIMINTITelbY g,:Nf,
_.....
....:
10c
...is
Ia. towardWORTH
the purchase of 3 18', 07

MIRACLE WHIP

49

EMBASSY

32-oz. 1
Blackberry Jelly jar
MOTHER'S GOLDEN SHORTBREAD

Cookies

Choc. Chip 2-lb.
pkg.
or Pecan

19-oz
pkg.
DEL MONTE Lark Garden

Cornbread Mix

III

39c

59c

pkg.

or%

14-o/ 88C
btls
KROGER Blue t ake French or (lii
nbs67

Green Beans

S

4

Liquid Detergent

int

I7

kr

IMO

qerTiTsbTITit0T•TisTstiTIt0TIT
SYiioqer
•
•
•

PILLSBURY
FLOUR

lb
5 bag 49c
with this coupon thru Tues Nov 2
Limit 1 Subject to state Si local
taxes.

"39c1

naf

4

Tomato Juice

(46an 37c
itstottoMMITIST ViC•cier
Stamps

loaves

Wiener Rolls
. I 1,11.c

iii

1

3

Old Fashion Whip (Sr (,trman Choc

Layer Cake

Homestyle Donuts ,„,
Dinner Rolls

Bread

L

1

Si

oq

TRICK or TREAT
ICIIDY VALUES

L

Candy Corn, Spice Drops,

e,1

K R()(,I R Plain or `-mg.irril

Rye Bread

HALLOWEEN
Good thru Lies Nov 2

79
'

Peanut Butter or Candy

49
'

Pumpkins

Kisses, Candy Apples or

pkg.
19
'
160!

Si

3 10,1ves

16-or
loaves

79C

Boston Baked Beans Or
French Burnt Peanuts
Candy Pops

Si

Double Top Value Stamps Every Tue. & Wed.

Assorted Candy
(with free tote bag)
pkg.
of 80
/VW

Pork & Beans

20-oz
4

89C

cans

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

with.purchase of
y
re
2oo or moreocAND

ilIVIIIII1111141111111111111111111

T win, or ( ornho

ANT

French Bread

arei
110

Si

7 pkgs
„f 12

Rolls
NEW OBI I

pkg

3

RA

II

20-oz $

SANDWICH BUNS or

Brown 'n

VAN( AMP

t 1B1-0

BREAD

KROGER Bleu Cheese,4
F lint liNKEI)
1000 Island
ri
7 8-oz
°r
Italian
bib,
CLOVER VALLEY
REGULAR
1-Ih
cans 89c
KANDC
ML I(
HONE
32-oz
btl
49
'

Tomatoes

this coupon thru Tues ,
Nov. 2. Limit 1 Subject to
state & local taxes

MEL-0--SOFT

21
'

4

Dressing

DETERGENT

1 ..e'

with this coupon and $6.00 additional
purchase. •xcluding tobacco and fresh or
frozen milk products. Good thru
Tues.
Nov. 2
Limit one Subject to applicable state and local taxes

S

3

j cans

Kroger

Catsup

.11
*WO
ime

99c

with

a

100 StampCoupon

37c

1 -lb
cans
DEL MONTI ark Garden

Limas

lcr

69
'

DUNCAN HINES Cake Mixes
Good thru Tues Nov 2 Limit 1
Subject to state & local taxes.

5-lb 4-4z.
box

Vv°'?"

or Colors
4-roll pkg.

box
2C°1ct

AJAX

BALLARD

TISSUE
White

ei-

txr-lalettlintelsMolistsf

eye
....
..
s

111...

SALAD
DRESSING5

4-oz.

20 St

lb.bdti

49
'

or MARKET BASKET

'
59

POTATOES
Green Onions 2h„„ h„ 29(
Tomatoes

Picnic

SERVE & SAVE

EMBASSY Grape or Apple

10c Pudding
10c
29c Tissue
89c PEACHES
69c 3 89
for

lb

WHOLE SMOKED

SEMI

lb.

KROGER SLICED

$1 09

bag

$ 149

KROGER Smooth or Crunch
- 18-o/
Jar
KROGER All Flavors

Yellow Corn 5
Fresh Broccoli' hur,,h

69c

MORRELL'S PRIDE

Lunch Meats

3-lb bag

CLOVER VALLEY

-lb.
bag

ea

Smoked Ham

11.0PG

STEAK 31
modi5c

Towels
Joy Liquid

SWANSOFT Facial

lb.

Sausage

zzas

KROGER CHUNK

lb

AU -lb.

Peanut Butter

lb

Pi

39c

lb

GROWN

Sweet Potatoes
Tokay Grapes
6
Apples
Pumpkins

lb

'ENO'S Cheese, Hamburger, or

WIENERSIA

39
'

WHOLE BEAN SPOTLIGHT

CHOCOLATE COVERED
45c

by the piece

KROGER GRADE A

KROGER
SUGAR

FLEECE BATHROOM

KROGER
16-oz
pkg.

Cheese

for

DELTA Frozen

6 gal
Cracker Barrel

69
'

cans

69c

6-oz. can 18c
5

Stick

99c

16-oz
can

Pie Crust

lb.

12-oz. J9
C

PORK

WHITE OR

PET RITZ 9 inch
55
'

25
'

BUTT PORTION

DETERGENT

Orange Juice

BOLOGNA

lb.

SERVE & SAVE

39
'

SWANSOFT

5-1b.
bag

Cypress Garden
pkg.

KRAFT

KR Al I

39c

KROGER JUMBO

pkg.

Braunschweiger

COLORS

Orange Juice

Oil

Cheese Whiz

49
'

Shrimp

12-oz. C9c
pkg. j

with our coupon

110-oz.$1
KROGER Frozen Crinkle Cut pkg a

Potatoes

Margarine

Jh

lb

lb

Coffee

Limas

1-1b.

PARKAY Soft Corn

lb

Pork Hocks

Kroger

Pkg.

lb. 79c
TENDERLOIN OF TROUT
Family pak
3 to 5-1b. lb 69C
SEA-WAY HEADLESS PEELED
54b
box

Catfish

Wieners

FAMILY PAK 3 to 5-1b.

lb. 419c

FRESH

(Except Beef
and Ham)
11-oz.

MARGARIl

Smoked Ham

KROGER ALL MEAT

4 to 6 lb FRESH

MARKET MADE

55c

COUNTRY STYLE
it
l
SLICED

79c

SEMI-BONELESS

Pork Sausage

lb. 49C

Chicken

79c

Smoked Ham

Ky. Farm Whole Hog

average

Pork Shoulder

' 1 1,840

BACO
Sliced Bacon
Pig Feet

PAK

ROASTING

DINNER

EATMORE

10,732

‘1ORRELL

3 to 5-lb.

Mixed Quarters

BANQUET

NiTe

sr
TOTAL NUMBER OF
UNREDEEMED PRIZES

lb.

FAMILY PAK

7/s1

Black Pepper

EMBASSY

209
804

QUARTER SLICED

Baking Hens

SAVE
$5.811

KROGER

SECRET SPRAY $1.09 size
M

9c

OCTOBER 18

FAMILY

Pork Sausage

Pork & Beans

ANTI PERSPIRANT 3-or

66

$2
"

KROGER

13 oz. 99c Size

(1 I

21

S-11s. ROUND STEAK
Wk.RIB STEAK
S-lb*. CHUCK STEAK
5-lbs. Comet!)
,Club All Beef
HAIASURGER
541s. Cootor-Cut RIO
PORK CHOPS
5.11. LEAN PORK STEAK
Wk.FRYER BREASTS
5-lbs. FRYER LEGS
2-lbo FRESH LINK
SAUSAGE
2-lbs. KROGER ALLMEAT WIENERS

16-oz. PRELL LIQUID

Shampoo

lb.

FREEZER BONUS BUNKE

$:i.z5e9 89'

24

*20
swo

Hamburger gg
FRYER
Biala
Leg
lb 59c

lb.

5

•100

3$

•

Listerine

$1000

AS OF

COUNTFtY,CLUB ALL BEEF

U. S. CHOICE

20-oz.

ODDS
CHART

6 to 10 \tv,ii,L,

3W ITTAlbL

3 to 5 STEAKS

$119.„ 69c

Eastern Arkansas, Northern and Central Mississippi, Southern Illinois
and Western Kentucky. Scheduled termination date Nov. 6, 1971.
PRIZES
No. Unredeemed Prim

FAMILY PAK

128

FAMILY PAK

JERGENS LOTION

S. CHOICE
BONELESS
BEEF
ROAST
lb.

Roll
Cube
Steaks

lb.

:
GiG
RAD
n
E BEeEF
o

HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

STAMPS

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

GRADE BEEF

DISCOUNT PRICES

38

VALUE

Pork Roast ,„ 39c
98
t
128 Boston u.

GRADE BEEF SWISS STEAK OR

Round Steak
Sirloin Steak
Steak
Rib Steak
Fryers

TOP

PLUS

3 1,000 TICKETS TO BE DISTRIBUTED in
participating stores
of the Kroger Co. located in Western Tennessee (excluding Memphis),

69(

one 3 lb can Kroger
100 with
Vac Pac Coffee
with one 313-oz or 40-oz
• 50 Kroger Fruit Pie
witfi / pkg Royal Viking
50 (Danish
Pastries
1 pkg Wonder
SO with
Family Pack Snacks
with 7-1b or more G,OW,d
50 Chuck, Round or Chpd

Sirloin

2
3
4
5

Chopped
with / Tb pkg Breakfast
6
or Center Cut Pork Chops
with / pkgs Fryer
7
Breast Legs or thighs
'
Cut
,gi
with 2 ol
Up
Frying Chicken
with any 8-oz ot 12 or
9
Kroger Lunch Meat
with any pkg
10
Sea Pak Seafood
with 39
,or more
11
Bananas
with 21-ieads
12
Lettuce
.
25with 3-lb
13
Qnions
of with 5 lb
14
a° Potatges
with 2 pkgs
15
Dlaisd Fruit

50
50
SO
50

25
25
25

25

-
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YOU AND
THE DRAFT

Moscow moves make
Canada appear naive
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Cop!fy News Service

by half and has strongly suggested it might withdraw completely.
OTT.AWA — "Canadians
Second, Trudeau during his
have always assumed it could Moscow visit last May signed
not happen here,' observed an agreement calling for highPrime Minister Pierre Elliot level contacts to "improve
Trudeau at the peak of the friendship, good neighborliness
October, 1970, crisis, and as a and mutual confidence." The
result we are doubly shocked agreement had been negotiated
that it has. Our assumption was in secret months before and
naive.-7.
took our U.S.State Department
The same naive notions seem by surprise.
to dominate Canadian thinking
During his Moscow visit,
when it comes to the maneu- Trudeau's aides expressed survering of Moscow and Peking. prise that the Soviets quickly
It is hard, moreover, for Cana- launched into discussions about
dians to imagine that their disarmament and "mutual
policy of accommodation to-s *-troop reduction." This Soviet
ward Moscow and Peking is effort comes at a time when the
tied in, however tenuously at Russams have %lade unprecethe moment, _with their own dented military advances on
domestic FLQ terrorists who land, in the air, and especially
want to turn the French-speak- at sea.
ing province of Quebec into a
Canadians, moreayer, are
. Marxist enclave north of the unconcerned about neartiy Ice- American border.
land-and its move to expel the
Canadians will tell you that United States from air bases in
the October visit of Russian that icebound island which now
Premier Alexei Kosygin to keep a close check on Soviet
their country Is a' reciprocal naval
in" the North
diplomatic gesture beca
ALIA*:
Trudeau's Moscow vits7te<
At the conclusion of the
• May. The underlying motiva- Canadian-Russian talks last
tion for the visit, however, is May, the Soviets bluntly stated
considered by some to be a that they were seeking better
". Russian attempt to compete ties with those nations that
: with Peking for influence with "show independence of the
: Canada.
United States on foreign policy
-:
But little attention seems to issues." Canada, under Trube .paid by Canadians to the deau, has certainly accommo• long-range goals of _both.Coin- dated the Scrvietsin this regard.
munist giants to make this
Trudeau, it is forgotten;
: country a "neutralized" nation, traveled in the early 1950s at
and eventually to turn Canada the expense of the Soviets'to
into another Cuba. It seems Russia and Eastern Europe
-way out" tor Canadians to be- and found much to admire in
lieve- that in the years, ahead Chairman Mao • Tse-tung's
this could happen,
China. This travel earned hirn a
- - Americans'love little appre- blacklisting by ow U. S. State
: ciation of how U.S.-Canadian Department.
•
- relations have deteriorated
Now as prime minister of a
: during the last decade. The ex- nation that helped create
tent of the decline can be NATO, he is suspicious — ,in
gauged by the moves of Prime private at least — that the
Minister Trudeau.
Soviets are seeking to use him.
First, tinder its Liberal gov- Nevertheless, in public his
ernment, Canada has cut its moves toward "normalizing
commitment to . the North relations" with Moscow afikl
Atlantic Treaty Organization Peking have had iifeadlic:':'‘

HAVE A GOOD
TIME TONIGHT
WITH JOHNNY MANN...
AT • '
41L-, HE.
JOHNNY MANN SINGERS IN A GOOD
HALF-HOUR OF YOUR KIND OF MUSIC.

WLACi.TV

ELIZABETH TAYLOR AND
SPENCER TRACY.
AT la 30 P.M. SEE THESE MA/a REAT
STARS N THE CLASSIC COMEDY,FATHER
'9F THE aPIDE, TONIGHT'S FILM FESTIVAL
FEATURE.
Ns

WLAC—TV

WLAC-TV95
THE GOOD TIMES
FROM THE LOCAL
POINT OF VIEW
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KHAN', KENTUCKY

TIMES

BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON

with a large segment of Canareported that through such an
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
dian society that grows • inyou
Normally,
would
not audit we verified that a young
creasingly nationalistic and
associate a local "draft" board man had been erroneously inanti-American.
ducted because inadvertently a
Whatever worries Trudeau with an audit since the word,
Selection
Random
may have about Soviet mo- audit, seems to refer to an wrong
(RSN) had been
tives, his public posture- rein- operation dealing with money Number
assigned. Immediately action
forces the belief voiced by such as a bank.
contrary,
a
local board was initiated to have this young
more realistic Canadians that
On the
he is playing Moscow's game of has the responsibility of; man released from service if he
isolating the United States stewardship of each individual so desired. But once a men Is
from its northern neighbor.
registered with the board, and delivered to the Armed Forces
Examining and Entrance Statioa
Kosygin's visit to Canada thus is subject to an audit.
must be seen as a further step
An audit discloses that all for induction and is sworn in, he
on the part of the Soviets in the registrants have an individual is no longer under Selective
game of loosening Canadian- file accounted for, and that each Service jurisdiction.
U.S. ties. The Ottawa govern- individual is properly classified
ment under Triideau can and all registrants have had
We would like to emphasize
justify further contacts with
fairness of treattnenL that every effort is made to
uniform
the Communists by pointing out
Readers of this colutliti may safeguard against the assigning
that Washington is doing preof a wrong RSN since men are
cisely the same thing. It can al- recall that sometime ago we
so justify its dubious moves on
the grounds that it shares with
the Soviet Union a common future in the exploration and development of the northern
arctic region.
suddenly
Canada
"If
emerged with a- Communist or.
fasciatgovernment," observed
the editor of the Montreal Star,
Gerald Clark, "Americans
would be forced to learn more
in six weeks than they have
learned in the last sixty years."
At the heart of the growing
deterioration of U.S.-Canadian
relations is the factor of American ignorance of Canada.
Thus, U.S.ignorance about and,
indifference toward Canada
and Canadian naivete about
communism conspire to make
of this country -a potentiaj hostile enclave on the North American continent.

rrro's FORMAL

WELCOME
WASHINGTON (UPI) —President Tito of Yugoslavia will be
accorded a formal welcoming
ceremony at the White House
next Thursday when he begins
hi visit to the United States.
After the ceremony, the
White House said, Tito and
President Nixon will confer
privately and Tito will be the
guest of honor at a state dinner
that evening. The two chiefs
will meet Oct. 30 for additional
talks.
Strictly a threesome
NORWALK, Conn.(UPI)What's new at the maternity
department of Norwalk Hospital here: a "family break" after visiting hours are over. When all
the general visitors have left,
husbands, wives and their newborn are brought together in
the patient's, room where they
share their new parenthood in
privacy.
The three energy-providing
nutrients are protein, fat and
carbohydrate.

frti

(St. John is a CBS Radio Network "Spectrum" commentator.)

Winter
Tire Care
Tips Given
Washington, D.C.—"Bleeding"
the air from tires in order to get
better traction this winter will
only cause bleeding hearts next
spring when motorists find they
have to pay income taxes and buy
new tires at the same time.
"Bleeding tires in order to get
greater traction is an old wive's
tale." says Ross R. Ormsby,
Chairman of the Tire Industry
Safety Council. "By doing this,
you are actually going to get less
traction".
The Council offers these additional tips otiwinter tire eare:
1. Check inflation regularly,
because dropping temperatures
cause a decrease in tire pressure.
For every 10 degree drop, tire
pressure will go down about one
pound.
_2. Make sure yobave the
proper type of tire on the car for
the weather conditions generally
expected in your area.
3.Snow tires with an open tread
pattern and deep grooves are
ommended for areas with
pe
'c snow and icy conditions.
4. In
having long periods
of hard pa ed snow and glare
ice conditio
safety studded
snow--tires will p vide greater
starting and stoppin bihty, in
addition t6 improv
corneringand
gene al
maneuverability. Always ch
your state's limitations to make
sure -you comply with any
restricted period of use for safety
studded tires.
S. Allow new winter tires a
"breaking-in" period by limiting
speed to 60 miles per hour for the
first 50 miles of driving.
6. All winter tires should be
inflated to the same pressures as
recommended for conventional
tires by the car owner's manual.
7. When checking for proper
inflation do so out-of-doors where
temperatures are identical to
those to be encountered when
driving—not in a heated garage.
8."Bald" tires—tires worn to a
tread depth of 1-16 inch—provide
hazardous driving even during
good weather. Remove them
immediately.
9. "No matter how well you
care for your tires during the long
winter ahead, careless driving
can defeat all your efforts,"
offers Ormsby as a final tip.
"During tricky weather conditions motorists must always
adjust to the road conditions and
drive defensively. Remember to
slow down on slippery roads and
at intersections, and keep a safe
distance between you and the car
in front."

now "drafted" by their lottery operation is a two-way street and
number. As an added precaution, there must be communication
young men born in 1952 were between the registrant and his
notified of their RSN and were draft board. We were quite
asked to check if their birthdate concerned recently to read this
as shown on the letter of headline: "Sorry, wrong nunnotification vilis correct. If not,
they should inform their local
headed a story involving a
board immediately so the RSN This
Kentucky registrant who had
can be corrected.
been drafted because inadWe now contemplate going one
vertently he had been assigned a
step further when registrants
wrong lottery number by the
born in the year 1953 receive their
draft
board.
lottery number in early 1972. We
plan to reproduce the 1972 We re-emphasize that every
Random Selection Chart and Kentucky registrant may be
circle each registrant's date of assured every effort has been and
We hope that this will continue to be made by his
birth.
procedure will further reduce the local board to give him fair and
possibility of a person receiving equal treatment with his peers.
an incorrect RSN.
It is anticipated that in the
We strongly urge each young
future local boards will be
with a low RSN,if in doubt to
wicking with registrants with low man
with the local board to
check
RSN's and it becomes inhimself that there has
reassure
creasingly important that men be
in the assigning of
error
been
no
Inducted in the proper order.
We think this
number.
lottery
the
the
erre _working on
ass
Wurn
later
eliminate--a
will
step
tion that "an ounce of
"Sorry, wrong
prevention is worth a pound of headline of
cure." The Selective Service number."

-.or" •
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LAYAWAY NOW
NO EXTRA CHARGE

• WOOD GRAIN STOCK

• GRAVITY FEED

The way to learn a sense of responsibility and safe shooting
habits together. Whether its your first B-B gun or a match-grade
air rifle, you never outgrow the thrill of a BULLSEYE!

This rugged, straight-shouting model is ideal 1M-smaller soung77
d24
.Built tio take a Irk of action, %sills hev‘-gatig&-blued
it
steel
an snarls suit k Pritvcd in (atip & training '.c-hoot P4raltritins

-mow
EXCLUSIVE Dais "THUNDERBIRD"

1 Daisy "GOLDEN
BULLSEYE'

B-B GUN and TARGET SET

SAVE 45'
TREASURE CHEST
Of B-Bs Contains
32 pralines 2.43

"), .
.

Vnis.0
a-re
014
"
1

• 350 SHOT B B GUN • GIANT SUPPLY OF B-B'.
• PAD OF TARGETS • SHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS
Hare hours of Sun indoors or outdoors '.'.it Ii
this sturdy, action packed Target Set, E
B-B gun repeater has lever action. grasits
feed, bronze barrel & receiser. Woodgrain
. plastic stock Scope & extra rear sight

SALE PRICE

PACKAGE 9f
ONLY
ea.

only

aisy

'GOLDEN 50'
ca

gold -toned barrel, re Vet
-)00-shot
C.10.- I hts gia s itv feti. :
&"
peat( I add. i lit and spirit to B-B shooting
hut Mal k sto(k arid forearm. Full stir

SALE 906
PRICE

64-25.-6

SPORTSMAN
SALE PRICE

Lever Action, 700-shot Kept-an -I usidi nagged "Sporter Carbi ne Design -. Wood stoek
ssith Leather sling with is Detachable and
Adjustable

77

DETER I

AJ

Daisy' B-B TARGET
(;reat tor fa mils
outdoor shooting fun
pistol siding with re:dish(
breetb orking. I 411 shots,
adjtvtable sights.

EXCLUSIVE

PUMP ACTION B—B GUN

`-fmottrig lassic. Holds 50 shots
lu rd I red.
sights. lirraks
-(10"" ftt slut ,j_',- -\ltractivc black stoik
& loreat s'. silt gold receiver and barrel.

'.4:1,1

B-B GUN

aisy
REPEATER

77f

aisy

SPECIAL

B—B GUN WITH SCOPE

PETER
I.G.A.
I.G.A.
f.G

GIANT GOLDEN CARTON

64,2524,

• 2',4

L&M
I.G.A.
GREE

B-B's

COMPLETE
WITH SCOPE

42
64 2,

Hu

EXCLUSIVE
isy B-B REPEATER
spAR ILCEE499

• LEVER ACTION
• 500 SHOT

• SOMETHING TO SHARE •

SALE PRICE
/587

PISTOL
SALE 799
ZR(CE f

05-10 28

OTASCO
98 Mon Sat
1-6 Sundays

I-Air Shopping Center
\ 753-8391
•

_
USE OUR EASY
CRFOI7 OR
BAN4 toot wr 4151-)

I.G.A.
C
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White House
'hen he begins
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Northside
Shopping
Center

*

-**

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

WE REAM THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

me
Corm.((IPI)
the maternit)
lorwalk Hospily break" after over. When all
or have left,
and their new-it together in
irn where they
parenthood in

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

lergy-providing
.otein, fat and

U.S. CHOICE

FAMILY PAK

FIELD SAUSAGE
Ib.59C
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNA sliced lb. 69;
1/4- PORK LOIN
Sliced
lb 69;
St.:sr.-Ma" PIMENTO CHEE
SE fb. 59;
9 -BEEF PATTIES
OP 1 °°
CHUCK WAGONSTEAKSi 0/$ 1 00

Chuck Roast

FRYERS

Ib41
MATCHLESS

!it li 4)

shooting
:h-grode

t.„

BACON

+N.

TOMAT
CATSUP

DEN
SEYE'

45'

14EST
ntoins
s 2.43

Daisy

14-oz.

L&M TEA
I.G.A. BISCUITS
GREER PEACHES

,b.491

19;
/
1
2-lb 59'
each gt

No. 21
/
2 can

I.G.A.

Twin Bag
PETER PAN PEANUT BUTTER
I.G.A. TOWELS
I.G.A. TOMATO JUICE
I.G.A.

39'
12-oz.
Big Roll
46-oz. can

51'
29'
35'

I.G.A.

61
/
2-oz.
can

TUNA

CUT GREEN BEANS
Del Monte

No 303 can

PEARS

20-oz. Loaf

DETERGENT
Reg. Size

799

SUGAR

10-lb. bag
Crushed

No2can PINEAPPLE

DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

25;
DRINK
25st Iiii)i.Lids „,„

OUR FASr
?EDIT OR

=ZI

I.G.A.

ICE MILK /12 Gal.

1515'

33;

WHITE GOLD

IRGET

pot

35;

Chunk Style

Del Monte

BREAD

16;

No "3 can

IGA

POTATO CHIPS

i,79;

CHERRY PIE
APPLE SAUCE
Fq.yrsiG39;

28'

I.G.A.

AJAX

b25

SWISS STEAK

Wilderness

FREE GLASS!
8-oz. can

PRICE

77

CUT-UP

U.S. CHOICE

Hunt's

99

Northside
Shopping
Center

43t!GRAPEFRUIT

-lb
5 • bag

'1"
floc

I.G.A. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE
12-oz. can
39'
SWEETHEART LIME DISHWASHING LIQUID U. 39'
CRISCO SHORTENING
3-1b. can
88'
Table Rite

SALAD
DRESp4G39it
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP
EATWELL MACKEREL
COCA-COLA
IAA
Churngold

1-1b. can
28-oz. bot.

12'
25'
25'

SOFT

ARGARINE

33;
9
4;
49'aiiiiNAS
69'i;Doiiii0ES 49
33'

1-lb. cup

lb.

10-lb. Bag

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY' -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS 1GA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Work therapy
aids young
law-breakers

they had planted the spring All varieties-Illinois Beauties,
reached the New World, Indian
Bugle Grammas, Quaker Pies,
before.
tribes almost everywhere in
Red Chinas, and others-they
them
slinging
and
bag
a
Filling
North America were cultivating
partnership
trail-blazing
across his back, Jacob was say, belong to the same species.
A
LEXINGTON, KY. -Few this product of the vine, which
Though the family resemblance
ago has helped'
Indian
an
years
when
fence
11
a
formed
climbing
more they ate boiled, roasted, dried,
vegetables have a
to rehabilitate 3,000 juvenile
jumped from a place of con- is slighe they are close relatives
U.S. and in the form of a bread.
prominent niche in
offenders and resulted in the
and tackled him from of the slender green zucchini,
cealment
securing
than
history
agricultural
Captain John Smith,
planting of more than two milbehind. In a reflex action, Jacob white bush scallop, golden
Cucurbita pepo, the pumpkin, pumpkins from early Virginia
lion trees.
around, and summer crookneck, and other
spun
loose,
jerked
although perhaps it is not as tasty Indians, described them as
The partners are the Alathe redskin over the summer squashes.
as others that can be named
"fruites like unto Muske clobbered
meda County Juvenile ProbaOne of autumn's most atN.Y. - The
GARRISON,
his
head
with
unwieldy
load.
Centuries before Columbus Millions" but evidently he Thus discomfitted, the Indian tractive bounties and something pretty young blonde with satintion Department and the East
sampled one in the raw state
Bay Regional Park District,
the
which
wonderful
as
without
smiled
sweetly
skin
smooth
because he continued that, in fled and the incident went down traditional holiday feast of
which oversees a half dozen
she stepped forward from the
in
the
the
history
as
of
"Battle
taste it was "lesse and worse."
regional parks and numerous
to
all-girl
choir
an
of
be
would
row
inThanksgiving
front
The early settlers, however, Pumpkins."
recreation areas.
complete, the pumpkin is tell how she had been saved
soon found cooked pumpkin a Botanists and others concerned relished by humans and many from drugs by Jesus Christ.
Attired in hard hats and
nourishing food. As early as 1630, with plant origins believe that animals alike. Cattle will wax fat
steel-toed safety boots, the
Ikroir•.;
The daughter of a well-to-do
they were making it into stew, pumpkins are natives of on it and it is, indeed, "some southern family, she related
youths, Wween the ages of
A new plow truck has been received by the Kentucky Division of
soup, pudding, pie, and griddle Mexico and Central America.
16 and 19, help keep the parks
that she had spent months in Forestry which will be stationed in Calloway County. County
in order.
cakes The flesh was dried for
jail on a heroin charge, dis- Ranger Boyce McCuiston says, "Our new truck should be a great
Besides planting trees, the
use in winter and spring or boiled
missed as "no good" by her
help in increasing our effectiveness in suppressing fires in
youths have built 16 miles of
family and friends until a team Calloway County and other surrounding counties."
down into a thick sauce. "Punkin
trails, 18 miles of fencing and
of evangelists came to her ressass and roast possum" was
Pictured with the new truck is 0. C. Kimbro, Plow Operator,
10 miles of pipeline, cleared
cue and arranged for her to be
extolled by one early chronicler
who is employed during the fire seasons to operate the fire plow
rehabilitated
sites,
picnic
released in their care.
as a great delicacy.
the
in
helped
also
Kimbro
Mr.
it
needed.
is
where
fires
on all
harned-over areas,done erosion
If this testimony had been
The colonists also brewed a
built
be
to
has
which
construction of the ramp on the new truck
control work, fire trail maingiven 10 years ago - or even
passable and flavorful beer from
with all safety features in mind for loading the fire tractor onto
tenance and other park tasks.
probably
speaker
the
five
and
fried,
dried,
The
pumpkin.
the plow truck.
"The entire thrust of this
or
black'
a
been
have
would
salted the seeds as a treat, and
"I would like to again remind everyone that our burning laws
program puts emphasis on rePuerto Rican girl, plucked
even put the shell to a good use.
habilitation instead of punitive
from the ghetto gutter, without are now in effect, and all violators will be prosecuted." states
Early New England blue laws
Boyce McCuiston, County Ranger. II you have a fire out of conaction and merely detention,"
her.
disown
to
family
a
required every man to have his
says Greg Phillips, head of the
trol, you may reach Mr. McCuiston by calling 753-3087, or the
The common denominator in
excess hair trimmed around a
juvenile work program for the'
the lives of the young wornen, Mayfield District Office at 247-3913.
shell
half
dried
a
New Mexico where she watched
cap. Sometimes
park district.
black or white, rich or poor,
an artist paint a mountain scene. then or now, is Teen Challenge,
was substituted, giving rise to the
"This -is an honor facility'
term,"punkin head," which later
According to her husband when an organization formed by the
and we are trying to make
they got back to Kentucky "she Rev David Wilkerson in 1958 to
came to mean an ingnorant lout.
these young men employable,
picked up a paint brush and work with teen-age narcotics
Then there's the term, "some
to teach them a forestry-repumpkins," which denotes high
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. -The hasn't put it down since."
lated trade that may stand them
addicts through "religious
approval and approbation. This red cottage on Flemingsburg The Alexanders -have a son therapy."
Lockwood. One of'its scenes in good stead when they return
By BRAD SMITH
Americanism was coined about Road, Morehead,soon will have a David who is a mechanical
to society.
For the first decade of Wilshows a middle-aged well"Working as members of a
1853 by New Yorkers who were new purpose. Its walls once engineer and lives in Grayson kerson's crusade nearly all the
DENVER (UPI) - Now it's dressed man making an obserimpressed by the tremendous, marked with crayon abstracts (Aria and Frank lived in the hundreds of addicts who were ,he moviemakers turning on to vation about Miss Bisset that is teaml t ey tend to gain self'
e, confidence, depend- ,
assure,
monstrous pumpkins exhibited at made by small fingers, now will Carter County seat 22 years). rescued or who drifted into his ?q/omen's Lib.
pretty standard repertory in
ability and coordination.
Specifically, it's Jackie male language.
the ill-fated Crystal Palace be decorated with works of area Carter Countians are frequent Brooklyn headquarters seeking
"When they are first assigned
Said Cooper of the scene,
during a World Fair.
artists and of the owners- visitors to the Main Street studio- help were children of the city Cooper who in his first featurelength movie as a director tak- "Men shouldn't-have that right. to the work program, manv of
shop that the Alexanders plan to streets.
And they do grow to tremen- directors.
Today the picture is quite dif- ing a comic look at the women's, ,"lf they do,then women should the youths instinctively adopt
dous size. One hundred pounders
Aria and Frank Alexander are maintain for the time being in
a negative attitude toward it.
as evidenced by the liberation movement in "Middle have the same right. kut you
ferent,
is
it
and
five
common
who
the
addition to
new gallery.
are fairly
a husband and wife team
We try to emphasize the posireported that a Pennsylvania years ago decided to do their "Don't leave out our two group of girls being rehabili- America," including Lib's causes see, men do it all the time..
Hoving and effects.
tive aspects, to make them, perand it's accepted."
farmer raised one that tipped the thing. They made a break with a granddaughters Deborah Lynn, tated at the Walter
haps unconsciously, feel that
Teen Challenge Home for TrouCooper thinks the biggest
Cooper sees the movement
scales at 260 pounds.
familiar way of life, moved from 9, and Donna Michelle, 4," she
Garrison, a still as about the,stage of the Civil audience for the movie, a there is a relaxed element of'
in
Girls
bled
The fizst pumpkins in Kentucky Grayson to Morehead and in the cautioned. "Deborah Lynn went
stately olci23-room mansion on Rights Movement in the late
Columbia Pictures release,,ivill the voluntary involved. Then
wertgroat in 1779 on the farm of Rowan County seat set up 'a with Frank and me when we
Red-Blue-N ),(1,0.4 Comb.
2,3 acres overlooking the Hud- 1950s but predicts that time
be the over-30 married person, they become interested in their'
five
about
Hart
art
delivered the painting to Mrs. son River about 50 miles north
Capt. Nathtniel
picture-framing shop and
Brown-Sand-Yellow Comb.
will bring changes in both the either sex - the Woman accomplishments."
Nunn at the mansion in Frank- of New York City. There was
studio.
Brown Suede & Brown Leather)
He said the juvenile work
"trapped in marriage by her
law and in attituides.
Aria, native of Ashland, is the fort. Deborah was so thrilled she but one black face among them
Comb.
Cooper's movie, "Stand up own conditioning and the man, program was the first of its kind
artist and Frank the framer, but still talks about the visit."
and only one or two Puerto and be Counted," 'stars either married or about to be in the nation although it has
44,
visitors to the studio-shop on The gallery will also have a gift Ricans. The others were Jacqueline Bisset and Gary married, who is also trapped been copied frequently.
,
Main Street comment favorably shop that features Kentuckymadil typical residents of suburbia.
by his conditioning."
prints he turns out, the result gift items. Mrs. Jerri
on
"We're trying to express
-What has happened?" a
fany's the famous New York
4
of a print-making course both Harvey, Morehead, will be in surprised visitor asked. "You
jeweler, who is a member of what happens on a daily basis
State charge of the gift shop and are dealing with an entirely dif- the advisory board of the home in this country'," Cooper said.
Morehead
took at
you did
University.
and is a trustee of Teen Chal- -There is a lot of extremism in
already is making contacts with ferent kind of girl than
Frank, son of Mrs. Bertha artists and craftsmen in Morgan, a decade ago."
lenge. Hoving, who with his the film, but that makes the
simple," reis
answer
"The
forwife has been an active sup- humor.
of
Ashland,
Fridenmaker
Rowan and other counties for
miles south of what is now Rich"were trying to show that
plied the Rev. John Benton, diporter of Wilkerson's work for
mond in Madison County. In merly was an employee of quality articles.
rector of the home. "Drugs
a number of years, was instru- what has been accepted as very
Company.
Power
Kentucky
an
LS
Morehead
at
gallery
The
of
History
Collins'
Judge Lewis
have moved to suburbia."
mental in finding the financing funny .in the past, doesn't look
Real funky
with the
Phone 753-9999
— indication of the cultural trend in
Kentucky it is noted that "I liked my work
Of course, he hastened to for the Garrison institution.
very good now."
looking, free and easy
recently,
said
he
company,"
Kentucky communities with add, there still are hard-core
along Boone's Trace
emigrants
footwear from the people
to foresight attuned to tourism in
that year helped themselves to "and it took lots of thinking
who know where its at
up."
it
give
to
decide
The comscattered
the years ahead.
Hart's pumpkins and
today Lady Dexter
His wife agrees that their monwealth is aware of the value emergency
of Otter
branch
a
along
itual help today
seed
Get some on'
a
Creek which sprouted, grew, and business now is such satisfying and need of arts and crafts from is made up principally of the
produced. As a consequence, this venture "that we know we did the i the standpoint of creative children of affluence.
satisfaction and also as a sales
The young southern woman
branch of the creek was named right thing."
Aria is perhaps best known for outlet for artisans and craftsmen. provided a good example. As a
"Pumpkin Run."
BY cosx'rEP
Also, from this history. pum- her plaques, being designer- There is not a town or city-or college student, she had experifeatured in another pioneer artist for Kentucky Art Plaques village however small-that does mented with drugs at a party at
E
incident. This was in the fall of with headquarters at Morehead. not have a building that could be the urging of her boyfriend. She
However, all visitors of Gov utilized in a manner similar to liked the sensation and kept on
1780 when two brothers, Jacob
and
Mrs. Louie B. Nunn at the the red cottage at Morehead. sampling various kinds of
the
and Adam Wickerham, left
Paris, Tenn.
in Frankfort There might even be husband and narcotics - finally heroin.
- fort at the Falls of the Ohio to Governor's Mansion
After dropping out of school
opportunity to view a wife teams with a common inan
have
patch
a
from
pumpkins
gather
lovely oil painting by Aria. Using terest to insure success of such an and being bailed out of jail seva color slide of a flower lenterprise...just as Arta and eral times by her father, she
arrangement in a silver epergne Frank Alexander are doing in found herself locked up again
with no one to help her. When
that graces the state dining table
Challenge workers visited
Teen
an
did
Arla
mansion,
the
in
THE
OF
ADVENTURES OF THE KING
they dropped in to see
jail,
the
that
colors
vibrant
in
oil
original
JUNGtS
her and left a book for her to
is displayed effectively by
read - Wilkerson's "The Cross
Kentucky's first family.
Organizations Is Planned and
the Switchblade," which
The red cottage-named
Conn. (UPI, tells how religion has saved a
GREENWICH,
"Alexander's Gallery," ac-Charles R. Carroll, chairman number of people from drugs.
cording to Aria, but still called
In her testimonial, which folof the Greenwich Environmenbecome
ould
cottage-c
red
the
lowed choir practice in the dinPhone 753-7101
all
tal
is
Service,
asking
12th & Sycamore
important to Kentucky artists,
ts and conser- ing room of the Hoving Home,
environmentalis
particularly those in the Eastern
vationists in the country to help the young woman told how she
and Northeastern Kentucky
in the compilation of a national had never really found any
regions. In addition to spondirectory of such orghnizations. content in religion as a child.
soring one-man shows for various
Carroll expressed hope that Her parents had gone through
artists, rooms in the cottage are
groups will write us to let the motions of church atten'all
continuing
earmarked for
recalled, and sent
us know of their existence and dance, she
exhibits.
her to Sunday school, but that
national
all
will
groups
hat
One room is being set aside for t
about as far as it went.
send us a list of all of their was
"Now." she declares, "I've
Morehead State University
chapters or affiliated organizafound Jesus Christ, and my life
faculty shows, another for
has been changed."
students' work only, and still
On completion of her year's
another for works of area artists.
stay at the Hoving Home, this
There will be space for the frame
young woman plans to enter
shop and "thank goodness, room
Bible college and become a
MOON?
ON
FLAG
U.N.
_
Aria.
said
paintings,"
my
for
"We're also making space for SAN ANSELMO, Calif. 'UPI) worker in the religious cause
Another of the 17 residents Don Young in the cottage," she -The World Federalist Youth"Don is an art USA has launched a nationwide all of whom are there voluncontinued.
tarily, and free to leave any
professor at the university and is campaign to have a United
they choose - is a former
time
Nations flag placed on the
social work supervisor. While
shop that features Kentucky- moon during the next U.S. working with addicts, she her•
made gift items. Mrs. Jerri manned lunar flight.
got hooked.
announcement
came self
Harvey, Morehead, will be in The
Because of her position, she
charge of the gift shop and Sunday at flag pole dedication was able to make out checks for
this small welfare recipients and beim"
already is making contacts with ceremonies in
artists and craftsmen in Morgan, community just north of San she knew it she was supporting
Complete with Speakers
THE PHANTOM—The Ghost Who Walks—es Ruler of the
Rowan and other counties for Francisco. San Anselmo was her habit by falsifying checks
the first city in California to and cashing them. More than
quality articles.
Jungle Commander of the Jungle Patrol the dispenser
declare itself a "world city" $5,000 of the taxpayers' money
of justice and protector of the weal. H.s domain is a
Ready for the grand opening of and to fly the U.N. flag daily went into her veins in the form
wild, fascinating jungle—full of the surprises of nature
the gallery on Flemingsburg
of heroin.
Road will be two monochromatic
"We have girls from Yonand coon. Enjoy the new and different adventures of
kers, Bronxville and New Jerprints in a series of six that she
sey suburbs of New York,"
calls "Aria's Accents." The
originals are still-life pastels, The Taiwan Tea Producers Benton said. "They come to us
from all Parts of the country.
done on velour paper.
Association reported that tea
We get word they are arriving
Daugher of the late David and production in 1970 totaled 27,627
BY LEE FALK AND SEYMOUR BARR
-- after they have been acwhc
Barnhill
Elam
Rebecca
metric tons, the highest since
and send a
resided in Boyd County, ArL9 Taiwan reverted to Chinese cepted, of course
car to the station to meet them
began her art career somewhat rule in 1945 .
They
The tea brought in $1.5 No one has to bring them.
later in life than many artists, but
own."
their
on
come
wouldn't
sales
to
from
million
Japan,
Dixieland Center
when she got started she
Phone 753-7575
The Hoving Home is named
She accompanied her Morocco, Algeria and the
stop.
the
Tifof
chairman
of
honor
in
husband on a business trip to United States
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture

Comic movie aims
at women's lib

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

BURNETT
SHOES

yptins

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

NEW MANAGER SALE!!

Announces
DENNIS TRAVIS — MSU Music Major
Invites You

to SWINGING SAVINGS

in the DIXIELAND CENTER
* 8-Track Tapes - 2.95 up
* Top 100 Billboard Hits - 78' ea.
* Rod Stuart - Every picture tells a story LP - 2.98
* '1.00 Off All LPs in Stock
* Magnificent Magnavox Component System - 99.95

Taiwan tea exports
set production mark

Blank C60 Casette Tapes - 69' ea.
* Gibson Les Paul Guitar - 425.00
FREE SPEAKERS when you purchase any car 8-track Player!!

EVERYBODY WELCOME!!
OTHER BIG SAVINGS STORE WIDE!!
Lasts From Oct. 25 thru Oct. 30

STARTING SOON in the

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SOUTH 12th STREET

,
23

Whole or
Cut-Up
Family
Pack
lb.

t

Center Cut

HAM SLICES

Ready to-Eat

59
3

JOY
LIQUID

qt

49c

Expires 11-2-71
Good only at Storey's

/
1
4 LOIN

PRIC CHOPS

CHICKEN
Field's
lb.

65t

ib59;
Hamburger

PATTIES

10/$1

Sliced All-Meat

lbs.$ 1 00

Pork

35t

b

LIVER

Borden

LIVER

lb.

303 Can

22-oz. jar

59 Toro. SAUCE 6,8:49"

HAM

4

Shank Portion

Allen's

BACON

lb.

Frontier

LYNN GROVE

4

20-oz
Size

LIMA BEANS 615,:znn PEAS

ib

45;

GRADE A SMALL

EGGS

$ 100

19

Ioz.
$1
5

Pride of Illinois

59

FULLY COOKED

49'

104:p

lb

Mission

BREAD

9;

Butt Portion

HAM

Beef

GR. BEANS
Hyde Park

Only)

Fully Cooked

Crest Top

CREMORA

3.7575

59c

COFIFthEE

Expires 11471
Good only at Storey's

Expires 11471
Good only at Store!,'s

CHUCK STEAK BOLOGNA ib.69
SMOKED JOWL

King Size

16 oz. can

BAR-B-Q

99; SAUSAGE

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

Sliced

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Folgers

FRYERS BACON

ER

layer!!

30 gal. size

11-2-71
Good onl!. at Store 's

Expires 11-2-71
Good only at Storey's

Limit 1 Per Family

FROSTING3/1

29c

GLAD
WRAP

COUPON

COUPON 43743
Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crocker
Ready to Spread

49c

100 Ft.

Sliced Slab

lb.

makers
!a.

TRASH
BAGS
Expires

16 oz. Box
Expires 11-2-71
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per farnil

•

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

enile work
of its kind
,n
utfh.
) it has

-9999

COUPON

2/89c

ANGEL
FOOD

Expires 11-2-71
Good only at Storey's

1 Per Family
Baggies

hats and
boots, the
le ages of
p the parks

ior facility
to make
mployable,
forestry-restand them
the return

YARD & 59c
..LEAF BAGS

59c

Expires 11-2-71
Good only at Storey z.

iznit

trees, the
-6 miles of
'encing and
it., cleared
habilitated
mie erosion
trail main•
irk tasks.
tat of this
lasts on reof punitive
ietention,lead of the
am for the

limit 1 Per Family
Glad

Criaat Stzt-

PUNCH

COUPON 43741
Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crocker White

COUPON

Limit 1 per Farml}

Doz.

cans

Heinz
Lipton

89;

TEA

BABY FOOD 8;
Red Cross

PRIDE OF

ILLINOIS

TOMATO JUICE

3 $1
46-oz.
Cans

Red Tokay

lb.29C

GRAPES

MORTON
TV DINNERS
Except
Beef & Ham

3

For

(Limit 6)

SPAGHETTI

- Salad Dressing

oz

pkg.

MIRACLE WHIP Qt

57

(Limit: 3 Doz.)
Vanity
% Gal.

ICE MILK

43;

16 OUNCE

Hunt's

PEP
SI
COL
AS
32
$
100
PEACHES
Pure Vegetable

CRISCO

3-lb. can

88t

Baggiesz

SAND. BAGS 8Oocgt 29's

Ballard

BISCUI S 6 491
8C-fnz's

Red Delicious

APPLES A.b"

Golden Delicious

49'

494

Red Delicious

APPLES

lb

HYDE PARK BROWN 'N SERVE

ROLLS
POTATOES " 39; Ph2
APPLES

4-lb. bag

No. 1 Red

12-ct.

Bag

19c
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Training Center Marks New Era
In Treatment Of The Retarded
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The possessions tney value store
dedication Friday (10-22) of the them in individual locked metal
Com- boxes on a table at one end of the
state's $13.5 million
prehensive Training Center, Gov. room.
Lowe B. Nunn said in the text of a
The training center objective is
prepared speech, symbolizes to teach children to live at home,
"the dawning not only of a new mental health experts say, not in
day,but of a new era in treatment an institution.
of mentally retarded KenAt the new center residents will
tuckians.
live in 18 small cottages designed
"There are those who say that as duplexes. One cottage will
the age of miracles is past,. that house non-ambulatory' residents.
it died with the apostles and their Only two people will share the
good works," he said. But faith, same bedroom, eliminating the
hope and love have worked a lack of privacy existing at Frankfort State.
miracle in Kentucky."
He said the facility illustrates Each resident will be taught
the faith of the Somerset com- how to care for his own clothes
munity,faith in state government and other personal effects. Each
and Kentuckians' faith that will learn what goes into meal
miracles still happen. The preparation and will help. Each
neat
existence of
training center is will help keep the cottages
and clean, as if living in a home, a
a miracle, he said.
That the mentally retarded member of a large family.
Residents confined to wheel
can be trained to be selffreely
sufficient persons in a com- chairs will be able to move
there
munity at one time was around the center because
few
the
make
to
ramps
are
unimaginable, he continued, but
with new innovative techniques elevated areas easily accessible.
to be employed at Somerset, Living accomodations at the
to be
''dreams will become realities; new center enable parents
to deal
miralcles will be performed- brought in and taught how
in the
these individuals will be trained %%ill the mentally retarded
resident
the
give
iill
This
home.
to care for themselves and their
to his
own belongings and will learn a better chance to return
good work habits so they may home. Such facilities do not exist
become self-sufficient members at Frankfort State.
A multi-disciplinary' team of
of a community."
The facility also is built on teachers, instructors, cottage
workers,
social
hope, he said-hope that residents staff,
mental
can be trained to be self- psychologists and
retardation technicians will
sustaining in society.
But most important, the carry out an intensive training
governor declared, the facility is program in social, academic and
built on love-love for each child survival skills. This will help
who has a unique talent; enough prepare the resident for returlove to remove trainable ning to life in the community. The
custodial Center is designed like a village to
retardates from
care; enough love to consult the closely approximate the atbest mental health experts in the mosphere -of a community.
Mental retardation is perworld before constructing the
center; enoguh love. to_give the, m ceived to be primarily a
developmental disability': At the
the dignity of privacy."
He said that is why "we in new center residents will be
Kentucky have made our first trained to acquire skills along a
priority human services and normal developmental pattern.
Training will be a 24-hour-a-day
human care."
Located on a 200-acre tract of program, extending from the
rolling hills two miles south of classroom to living quarters.
Somerset on US 27, the center for Non-ambulatory residents will
444 mentally retarded Ken- have as much program intuckians is slated to open next volement as possible to develop
their self-help skills.
summer.
Most residents are expected to
Frankfort State Hospital and
School, now the home of some 500 remain at the center three years
mentally retarded individuals, to receive treatment necessary to
will become a diagnostic and enable them to return to their
communities, according to
evaluation center.
Founded in 1860, Frankfort Mental Health Commissioner Dr.
State primarily has provided 1Dale Farabee.
He said, "The new Somerset
custodial care for its residents
will mark the adfacility'
One bedroom is shared by 44
for Kentucky' into the
boys. There is no room for each to vancement
mental
have a closet or chest of drawers. forefront of the nation's
will be
and
facilities
retardation
Those who have personal
one America's models:'

WHO'S AMERICA'S
FAVORITE
(AND FUNNIEST)
HOUSEWIFE?

-/Tr
BIOND/f
9fcoorse

OLE WRONG CAR
LONGHAM, England UPI1o youths who allegedly stole
car from outside a garage
ushed the vehicle for a mile
efore being apprehended by
ice.
A police spokesman said the
nuths, by then too tired to run,
uld not understand why the
'ar would not start even though
he key was in the ignition.
The policemen soon found the
ause of the trouble-there was
in engine. Said garage owner
tan Clark: "We were putting a
new engine in 'it and had just
1
taken the old one out."

4
(
K.F

CRASH KILLS RACER
MONTERREY, Mexico UPI)
-American race driver Don
Shertor died Sunday when his
car smashed into a guardrail
during the Monterre? 1,000
kilometer race.
Observers said Shertor, 31,
was knocked senseless when the
roof of the car ahead of him
came' loose and smashed into
his car.

BLONDIF and her was'
with money: Dagwood EXPENSIVE MEAL
LA FLECHE, France
with his monstrous -Denise Pichon is goingUP11
to
sandwiches; Cookie and have to wait to get her $800 watch
Alexander add teen-age back.
Mrs. Pichon was admiring
humor; and a half-doz- the African ostrich in the La
zoo this weekend when
en wacky dogs clown Fleche
it stretched out its neck,
and cavort. No wonder whipped the watch and chain
BLOND!E's the world's from around her neck and
swallowed it.
favorite comic strip' Zoo Director Jean Bouillant
character. And nio won- said Sunday he refused demands the ostrich be killed to
def_yOu'll chuckle,laugh recover the watch. He said if it
and enjoy—as you read is not forthcoming soon by

BIOME
by Chic Young
Starting Soon
In The

Ledger & Times

natural means, Mrs. Pichon is
just going to have to wait until
the ostrich dies of old age.
"The life of an animal is
more precious than a jewel,"
he said.

TEGRIN

RIGH1
GUARD
'lilt Pasta.'

Gillette
Right
Guard
AntiPerspirant

Colgate
Toothpaste

Bayer Aspirin
Tampax

Fam.ly Sze

$1.09 Value

$119 Value

10's

2oz
$1.48 Value

100's
$117 Value

55C Value

67'
Limit 1

Cara Nome
Hand Lotion
8oz.
$1.09 Value

So

1971 Marks Our
50th Year of
Reliable Drug
Service

Emetrol
for Upset
Stomach

Sc

i s Center

Central S

Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good Thru 11/2/71 While Quanties Last

Emetroi
[pm otauSEAL
UP KAY,.

$1 60 Value

Halloween Pumpkins
1 29
$

3oz

R- 02.

Chloraseptic
Antiseptic

69C
Value

,e?ss

Halloween
Masks

6oz
$1 50 Value

4

United

See
A

Peanut Butter Kisses
14 Or.
Bag
55C Value

Boy s & Girl s

6

Candy Treats

Now coin ,
Curd, who
although
earth for
probably w

Bag of 75

Rolaids

79C Value

3

75's
Value $119

87
4oz

Coppertone4
Dust Pan

98C Value

69

Plastic
15C Value

t
.
‘c

Mennen
Skin Bracer

Pop Corn Popper

3

55C Value

IRONING BOARD
COVER & PAD
4001'''

He writes
Pear Tree
years ago
located at
of Bethel
feet high. •
inches in cir
28 inches in
whale of a
Curd think'
older than 7
stay whether
not, but it p

...1gEAT

Halloween
Shopping

my

Value

Got hung
(Continu • •

Indus
Sold b

Official Size
ABA Basketball

79

Shoe
Brush

$4

$5.49

3;

$388
$4 59 Value

'1.29 Value

Lysol
Disinfectant
Spray

$11

$1 49 Value

Westclox
Mascot 41
Alarm Clock

I.

Worthall Heating Pad

4
95 Value
•
l'isata-

$3 19 Value

8-SPEED
BLENDER

521.95 Value
$

16"

DRISTAN
12
dreempoiro earwig.

4

$8 89
Value

Dristan 12
Hour Capsules
$1 19

$788

Elect_r_i_cr Can Opener
W/ Knife Sharpner
$10 95 Value

Dristan Nasal
Mist

$344 4,1

7

Steam & Dry Iron

$1 49 Value
WORTH REPEATING
Jastice is the constant ail
perpetual wish to render to
everyone his due
FImperor Justinian

Tegrin
Shampoo

7.4.40:&Wimr

5o z

aro°

BAYER
ASPIRIN to

TAMpkx

$888

Automatic
2-Slice Toaster

$96

$10 99 Value

§

Max B. H
Murray-Cal
dustrial Fo
today that t
sold the thirt
located at
Streets. The
Hoyt Robe
development.
has started •
said.
Hurt said
not fit int
developmen
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had almost
that the pr••
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acreage was
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private sale •
insufficient.
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